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Executive Summary

The 2024 iteration of the NATO Academic Conference at Old Dominion University brought together academics, influencers and key civilian and military leaders from NATO, Allied and selected partner nations to reflect on the implications of the constantly changing geopolitical environment through the lens of “Alliances and Partnerships in a Complex and Challenging Security Environment.”

The event was a touch point on the “Road to the Washington Summit” that will mark NATO’s 75th anniversary. Through four plenary sessions and subsequent breakout sessions, the conference explored the meaning and relevance of Alliances in the 21st century, exchanged views on understanding and anticipation of threats posed by Russia’s and China’s partnership dynamics, discussed global trends and opportunities stemming from Sub-Saharan Africa, and examined the value of NATO partnerships with nations, organizations, and industry in 21st century.

NATO remains the preeminent security Alliance that brings strategic advantage to its members and partners as a force multiplier with strategic flexibility and depth that can help shape and contest the strategic environment. NATO is both a vehicle for promoting shared values and hub for achieving standardization, interoperability, organization, and joint planning. Throughout its 75 years, NATO has been a bastion of support for the rules based international order and enlargement has increased regional stability. Furthermore, it remains an attractive, credible and viable proposition noting Finland and Sweden’s recent accession. However, new alliances are emerging and in a multi-polar world, with increasing mini-lateralism (e.g., agile and focused constructs like the Quad and AUKUS) — NATO must adapt. In particular, NATO must carefully consider its approach to the management of new alliances in order to preserve stability. There is also a need to continue to increase investment in NATO to mitigate decades of under-resourcing the Alliance’s defence capabilities. The EU defence and security posture has also been growing over the past decade, accelerated by the war in Ukraine. However, there remains a need for a strategic partnership between the two organizations to leverage their respective strengths, avoid duplication and minimize capability gaps.

NATO is not (and should not be) a global Alliance, but it does need a global perspective due to the interconnected nature of the geostrategic environment. NATO’s strength, relevance, and capabilities need to be observed in relation to the growing threats posed by Russia and China. NATO’s strategic thinking must adapt to this reality and consider how to proactively address the changing global order. The Russia-China partnership is a multidimensional manifestation of the evolving geopolitical landscape spanning economics, national identity, regional architectures, and bilateral agreements. The strategic goals of the two nations do not necessarily align, and the relationship is not balanced—with China being the dominant partner due to the size of its economy. Weaknesses stemming from their asymmetry provide opportunities for the West to exploit, but while the relationship is low trust, it is likely to remain strong.
NATO and the West need a new lens to view the Russia-China relationship, one that looks from their perspective in order to anticipate strategic risks and opportunities. While NATO fully understands the direct threat of Russia to its Area of Responsibility, it must not view China as an out-of-area security issue. China’s economic ties to the West—for example, investment in critical infrastructure—have direct implications for Alliance resilience and therefore credible deterrence and defence. Dynamics of the Russia-China partnership should also be observed with the view of its attractiveness to nations that are in dire need of economic support and military capabilities. The authoritarian, corrupt, and xenophobic nature of the two states is not an attractive proposition for potential partners, but pragmatic and transactional arrangements may be attractive in the short term. Such opportunities are particularly prominent in Sub-Saharan Africa, where China’s and Russia’s foreign and security investments bring significant political influence.

Africa is a continent of 1.2 billion people with huge regional diversity and a GDP similar to Italy. By 2035 the population will have reached over 2 billion with 50% or more being under 21. This presents a huge challenge to the nascent states of the continent that lack the capacity to deal with competing demands, provide employment, and meet the aspirations of a young, globally-connected population. Sub-Saharan Africa is also marked by the nexus of climate change, competition for resources, rapid unplanned urbanization, terrorism, and organized crime. These factors drive internal migration which further stresses these young nations, while external migration typical presents a challenge for Europe. NATO requires a long-term strategic partnership with the continent to accommodate the time it takes for states to develop; a process that is historically often slow, faltering, and rarely peaceful. To build these partnerships substantive leader engagement and commitment is required to understand issues from a partner perspective. NATO needs to offer a sound value proposition and improve internal articulation of the risks and benefits of investing in Africa. NATO must also understand that there is no “one size fits all” solution in Africa. This requires better planning based on suitable assessment mechanisms. It will require greater investment in Defence Capacity Building with an understanding of the receiving nation’s absorption capacity.

A lot of these principles for quality partnering in Africa can be applied more broadly across the NATO’s partnership agenda. The military approach to partnerships is changing in recognition of this requirement. The change is multifaceted and includes reviewing existing partnership mechanisms, tailored approaches with each partner based on mutual benefit, and adopting an agile approach in order to out-partner adversaries.

NATO’s approach to partnership must be holistic, going beyond partner nations to IOs, GOs, NGOs, industry, and academia. Of particular importance will be relationships with the private sector, which continues to lead the development of key and critical capabilities. These new and renewed partnerships need to have a culture of readiness embedded within them, but there is also a need to take risks based on strategic priorities. The rapid arc describing the changing nature of war in the industrial era has become an exponential shift in the information age. To address the simultaneous, boundless, and persistent threats this presents, out-partnering potential adversaries will be essential—enabling NATO to shape and contest the strategic environment and to win in the event fighting is necessary.
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Introductory Essay
NATO at 75 Years

Regina Karp and Richard Maass

As the NATO alliance celebrates its 75th anniversary, its members can look back on significant accomplishments including not only deterrence during the Cold War and enlargement thereafter, but also more broadly shaping expectations about the future of security in the transatlantic space. At the same time, the alliance also faces daunting challenges, which will require sustained commitments and some new ways of thinking. NATO’s 2024 Academic Conference hosted by Old Dominion University helped shed light on many of these past successes and enduring challenges, paving the way for Allied leaders to consider best paths forward during the July 2024 Washington Summit.

A Successful Alliance

NATO is a unique construct in the history of international relations: a multilateral peacetime alliance with dozens of members that has helped preserve stability across two continents for three-quarters of a century. It defines itself across space and time, through membership and partnership, through missions completed and failures endured, through a patchwork of relationships with other institutions, and in competition with events and developments it cannot control. It remains both attractive to would-be members and formidable to antagonists, having demonstrated a remarkable ability to tackle internal and external challenges, to adapt and to evolve. As U.S. Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin observed in January 2024, “NATO is the most powerful and successful alliance in history, and we’re going to keep it that way.”

Its core missions of deterrence and defense, crisis prevention and management, and cooperative security are as salient as ever—their sense of gravity renewed amid Russia’s ongoing invasion of Ukraine and now extending to 32 member states after the recent accessions of Finland and Sweden.

NATO’s basic objectives are often described as threefold: keeping the Russians out, the Germans down, and the Americans in (the famous characterization of its raison d’etre attributed to its first Secretary General, Lord Ismay). It has succeeded on all three fronts: no NATO member state has been attacked by a state external to the alliance, potential wars among NATO member states themselves became unthinkable, and the alliance has marshalled sufficient internal cohesion to sustain itself for 75 years and counting. None of these successes has been free from difficulties along the way, yet it is safe to say that the signers of the North Atlantic Treaty would be satisfied with the alliance’s record. Moreover, those three objectives did not exist in isolation from one another—the Treaty envisioned NATO’s ultimate goal as preserving a stable North Atlantic region.

1 Joseph Clark, “Austin Underscores Enduring Strength of NATO Alliance,” DOD News, January 29, 2024, https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3659353/austin-underscores-enduring-strength-of-nato-alliance/#:~:text=%22NATO%20is%20the%20most%20powerful,to%20keep%20it%20that%20way.%22&text=The%20two%20leaders%20spoke%20as,to%20include%20Finland%20last%20year.

capable of sustaining its members’ freedom and well-being. On that cumulative score, too, the alliance has been a success. This section briefly examines NATO’s record on each of the three criteria outlined above in the context of that broader vision.

First, NATO has maintained an enviable record as a cooperative security organization, deterring any and all potential attacks on its members by states external to the alliance. This was far from a foregone conclusion on April 4, 1949; as delegates gathered in Washington to sign the North Atlantic Treaty, Soviet forces had been blockading the western zones of Berlin for ten months with no relief save the ongoing U.S./British airlift. The UN Charter’s prohibition of “the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state” was scarcely three years old, and the Axis invasions that had sparked World War II remained fresh in living memory (as did the contemporaneous Soviet invasions). Soviet conventional military supremacy in Eastern Europe, fresh crises over Berlin in 1958-1961, and the specter of nuclear war fostered pessimism among many contemporaneous observers, yet neither the Soviet Union nor its partners ever invaded a NATO member state. Allies have invoked the North Atlantic Treaty’s Article V guarantee that “an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them all” only once—after the 9/11 terrorist attack by Al Qaeda against the United States. That devastating outlier amid the history of modern terrorism is the exception that proves the rule: when seen in international historical context, the level of security NATO members have enjoyed during the past 75 years represents a substantial privilege.

Second, NATO members have benefited from not only security against external attack, but also security vis-à-vis each other. This fact is easily taken for granted from a 21st-century perspective, but it should not be—indeed, the institutionalized reconciliation of former adversaries has been one of NATO’s signature achievements. The other member states welcomed Italy as a founding member of the alliance in 1949 despite its recent history as an Axis aggressor, and West Germany would join only six years later. Former adversaries became friends in similar fashion after the Cold War, when NATO welcomed all non-Soviet former members of the Warsaw Pact as well as three former Soviet republics. Beyond operational coordination, the Allies developed a culture of collective security, and scholars and policymakers increasingly described them as constituting a “transatlantic security community” within which the idea of war among members had become “unthinkable.” Given the extent to which prior international relations was conceived in terms of constant insecurity, struggles for power and survival, or imperialism and resistance, the notion of

---

societies spanning most of two continents being able to live largely free of war for that long is remarkable.

Third, NATO’s persistence for 75 years represents a notable accomplishment in its own right, especially in light of the vicissitudes of domestic politics within dozens of sovereign states as well as geopolitical, economic, technological, and social transformations during that time span. In retrospect, it is easy to discount the genuine strains the alliance experienced, including France withdrawing from the alliance’s joint military command structure in 1966, disagreements over how to handle Yugoslavia’s breakup during the 1990s, and tensions over the U.S. response to 9/11 and subsequent invasion of Iraq. Beyond such periodic flareups, the alliance has also endured a variety of more persistent tensions. NATO member states have often struggled to reconcile their diverging threat perceptions—from the contrasting implications of nuclear war for European and North American allies during the early 1950s to the differing vulnerabilities to Russian aggression of Eastern and Western European allies today. The alliance has always featured fundamental asymmetries in military capabilities—a recurring source of both tension and cohesion. Burden-sharing disputes have also plagued intra-alliance relations throughout NATO’s history, from John F. Kennedy’s complaint that “NATO states are not paying their fair share” to Donald Trump’s claim that “nobody’s paying their bills.” Yet policymakers on both sides of the Atlantic have managed to navigate each passing storm—maintaining, reinforcing, and enlarging NATO’s regional security architecture in the process.

NATO’s maintenance of external security, internal security, and alliance cohesion have produced more than the sum of those parts, promoting the objectives its founders laid out 75 years ago. The preamble of the North Atlantic Treaty set forth lofty ambitions to “safeguard the freedom, common heritage and civilization of their peoples, founded on principles of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law,” and to “promote stability and well-being in the North Atlantic area.” The alliance has meaningfully contributed to these goals.

Pressing Challenges

Despite its past success, NATO’s future is not assured. Six unfolding developments will test its ability to continue maintaining security in the transatlantic space. First, the evolving relationship between Europe and the United States is critical to how the alliance positions itself vis-à-vis Russia

---

and China. Second, how Allies understand and manage rivalries among their economic, ideational, and strategic interests will determine the extent to which they can fashion a coherent security strategy. Third, the relationship between NATO and the European Union—including how those institutions compete and complement each other—will be critical to their ability to define shared purposes and accomplish common tasks. Fourth, the alliance needs partners across the globe to remain efficient and effective, and its relationships beyond the transatlantic space—especially with actors in the Global South—will significantly shape its future obstacles and opportunities. Fifth, its ability to chart a constructive course through the 21st century will meaningfully depend on how it navigates problematic legacies from the 20th century and before, including the ongoing aftermaths of decolonization. Sixth, the risks and costs of democratic backsliding within NATO member states are more urgent today than at any point since the late 1940s, elevating a variety of potential domestic political threats to alliance cohesion. These simultaneously unfolding developments (and others) will test NATO’s ability to maintain shared commitments and to once again reinvent itself in the face of new challenges.

The Transatlantic Relationship

Left to the vagaries of international politics, the United States and Europe are not guaranteed a shared perspective. They were arguably closest during the heyday of the Cold War, when the joint need to deter potential attack by the Warsaw Pact offered an overwhelming unifying force. The fall of the Soviet Union marked the end of a particular kind of NATO. After the Cold War, U.S. attention was increasingly drawn to the Pacific, Europe was largely at peace, and transnational terrorist networks emerged as dire threats. Alas, Russia’s war against Ukraine showed that Europe’s business was anything but finished, and the United States found itself reinvolved in continental security affairs to a greater extent. None of this should, however, distract from the larger picture: a long-term relative decline in U.S. power and the rise of China redirecting U.S. focus away from Europe.

Thus far, Europe has been slow to recognize the strategic implications of this redirection and what it means for the future of transatlantic security. Though defense spending across the alliance is increasing in the wake of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine, questions remain concerning Europe’s commitments to sustain spending 2% of GDP on defense, and its readiness to go beyond that.11 There are also questions about spending effectiveness that raise familiar issues involving defense industrial economies of scale, national sovereignty, and strategic objectives.12 These issues are well understood yet not acted upon in a coherent manner, nor are they high on national agendas at a time of competing demands for investments in new technologies and social expenditures for aging populations. These rivalries cannot be resolved without a shared
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understanding of how national and European security fit into Europe’s perspective on itself and the role it wants to play in international politics.

At the same time, there is a pressing need to address Europe’s role within the transatlantic relationship. Time is not on Europe’s side, and ways to act coherently will need to be found. European actors need to rediscover what is common to their collective well-being, rather than expecting that what is common only matters when it serves national goals. This is especially significant regarding relations among members of the European Union, whose commitment to the collective appears ever more transactional. If it hopes to be an effective partner with a United States that itself seems increasingly willing to embrace transactional foreign policy perspectives, then Europe must become less transactional internally. This is not a call for a federal Europe, but rather for reexamining and then committing to collective strategic goals.

Europeans should also be more sensitive to what different members need from the alliance. Historically, Europe has always had to strike a balance between Europeanism and Atlanticism. Arguably, this balancing act has become more complex with the alliance’s enlargement in Eastern Europe, where new members see NATO and the U.S. commitment to Europe’s defense more favorably than any independent European security efforts. Balancing thus becomes a question of alliance cohesion and a critical issue for the future.

Last, partnership with the United States asks European allies to engage with the complexity of international politics where the former, as a global power, clearly takes the lead. Now with 32 members, NATO more than ever must determine how its strategic interests can escape internal division. Here it will be important to recognize differences in power projection capabilities across the Atlantic and to assess the relationship between diplomacy, multilateralism, the use of force, deterrence, and reassurance.

**Ideational and Strategic Interests**

The alliance may be seen as harboring two essential responsibilities. On one hand is the responsibility to adhere to its own values and to reflect those values in its approach to security (its ideational interests). This is the bedrock of NATO’s legitimacy as the largest assembly of democratic states in the world. On the other hand, the alliance also has strategic interests that must be vigorously pursued in order to preserve the security of its members. For democracies, values and security are not easy to reconcile. Too much emphasis on ideational interests can offer weaknesses for adversaries to exploit; too much emphasis on strategic interests may compromise democratic values, which are simultaneously precious and precarious.

These tensions between ideational and strategic interests are especially salient when economic interests turn strategic. For example, overreliance on Russia for cheap energy and on China for

---

commercial markets created dependencies that have been painful to reverse. Moreover, while neither China’s nor Russia’s domestic and international politics reflect the values of the alliance, both are influential actors in world politics, and many important problems cannot be addressed without their participation—including climate change, transnational terrorism, and the futures of the Arctic and Outer Space.

There is no ready solution for the tensions between ideational and strategic interests. Economic interdependence and globalization suggest that management approaches rather than transformational approaches are set to continue, as are clashes of interest between democracies and authoritarian regimes. Indeed, they are integral parts of international politics. For the alliance, these tensions demand consistent and coherent engagement, both principled and transactional. Successfully navigating them means having a clear vision of what circumstances must be handled without compromising democratic principles and where there is room for negotiation, a path that is often difficult to tread without painful choices.

NATO and the European Union

23 NATO members are also members of the European Union. Given this overlap in membership, questions like how, where, and when these institutions work together are important. Raising them reveals a multitude of problems, however—many of which have been known for decades. While the transatlantic security community is based on trust and collective defense, it also fundamentally rests on capabilities. Yet Europe’s defense industrial base remains fractured, organized largely along national boundaries and critical to domestic economic policy. Hence, Europe does not produce enough military equipment multilaterally, and what it does produce often duplicates what already exists. The war in Ukraine revealed decades of underinvestment in defense, and ramping up production is difficult. Industry also heavily depends on external sources of critical materials such as aluminum and natural graphite, imported mainly from China. Defense investment across the continent remains low.

To many, Europe’s defense problems could be effectively resolved through closer cooperation within NATO. Greater coordination would produce capability multiplier effects and synergies, offering compelling opportunities for institutional reform. Aligning the EU and NATO for common purpose would yield unprecedented resources for defense (and not just there), yet the many links that exist between the EU and NATO are largely haphazard rather than strategic.

The primary challenge to greater strategic alignment is a persistent misunderstanding of what the EU is—namely, an organization of sovereign independent states geared toward creating and maintaining prosperity for the citizens of its member states by breaking down barriers to cooperation among those members. In the years after World War II, it was economic cooperation that came to be seen as the bedrock of continental peace. Henceforth, Europeans would no longer go to war with each other but instead focus on building strong and affluent democracies. Small states no longer needed to fear larger ones, and predatory appetites were redirected towards vast social welfare projects that transformed European societies.

NATO, in contrast, has no obvious role in internal European affairs. Though it was instrumental in launching the European project, most Europeans see its primary mission as external security under U.S. leadership; hence, continued U.S. involvement in continental security affairs remains critical to their thinking. The EU, on the other hand, has no designated leader (though some countries clearly carry more weight), making it inherently a less agile political actor and more prone to bureaucratization, governance through extensive rules, and often cumbersome procedures.

These differences in organizational structure and institutional goals have consequences for enhanced cooperation and strategic alignment. They are real differences, so they must be engaged. However, the purpose of this engagement should be to release synergies whenever possible so that the effect is interlocking, not inter-blocking. Institutional differences also provide opportunities to innovate, a requirement in order to ensure that the two organizations’ evolution does not further distance them from one another. Finally, while respecting institutional differences, purely national goals should take a backseat, giving way to investment in a common future. Europeans must cooperate more effectively and efficiently both in the EU and in NATO if they wish to remain U.S. partners of choice and present a clear and unified message to challengers.

NATO in the World

The transatlantic space is not a geopolitical island but rather part of a rapidly changing world. In this context, the alliance has a clear choice: it can either shape or be shaped by the systemic transformations around it. Observers on both sides of the Atlantic mark a notable urgency that has shaken alliance members, who are witnessing Russian aggression and a seemingly unstoppable China. Many view this as an opportunity to invest in NATO’s long-term future, especially regarding partnerships with other nations around the globe. NATO cannot become a global alliance; its obvious strength lies in safeguarding the transatlantic space, and this is where its legitimacy rests, too. Nonetheless, its success in keeping this space secure requires the
effective deterrence and containment of Russia and China. To accomplish this, the alliance needs global partnerships especially in regions where Russian and Chinese influence is growing: Asia, Africa, and Latin America. To be effective, these partnerships necessitate a broad interpretation of security including supply chain management, securing critical natural resources, and investments in partner nations.

It is here where the alliance (together with the EU) has a particularly notable opportunity to innovate its own relationships. Expanding security conceptions to extend beyond military cooperation would bring to the fore the totality of civilian and military tools available for a common purpose. However, this opportunity is contextualized by discussions within the EU and NATO on the nature of partnerships. Thus far, both institutions have preferred to focus their partnerships on like-minded states—that is, fellow democracies. Offsetting Russian and Chinese influence, however, requires a more pragmatic approach that may conflict with the ideological goals of liberal democracies.

Future partnerships must engage both the alliance’s ideational convictions and its strategic interests. Strategic necessities dictate pragmatism while democratic convictions signal caution, an inescapable tension. The alliance’s ability to act demands engagement with this inevitable conundrum. NATO cannot base every partnership on trust; it has strategic interests that demand attention irrespective of whether partners reflect its own values. In practical terms, the partnerships of the future demand that NATO go with the grain of international politics, not against it. This means that alliance and EU members develop new narratives about the relationship between who they are and what they need to accomplish in order to keep the transatlantic space safe.

The Imperial Legacies of a 21st-Century Alliance

As NATO seeks to build new partnerships abroad, one of the most challenging obstacles is its members’ imperial legacies. European imperialism was arguably the central ordering principle of the international system between the 15th and 20th centuries, imposing hierarchies and inflicting violence that played formative roles within many postcolonial countries.18 Countries throughout Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia remained colonized by European powers well after NATO’s creation (many achieving independence during the 1960s or even later). Even as today’s NATO members reject imperialism in favor of self-determination—a commitment on vivid display in their support for Ukraine’s independence from Russian imperialism—memories of their imperial pasts weigh heavily throughout much of the world.

Beyond bilateral relations between NATO members states and countries in other regions, moreover, those imperial legacies offer fertile ground for Chinese and Russian propaganda within the context of 21st-century geopolitical competition. As China seeks to convert its Belt and Road Initiative into soft power abroad, its government increasingly seeks to shape international
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narratives surrounding world events. Portraying itself as a fellow victim of European imperialism offers an obvious recipe for building a sense of shared identity with many postcolonial governments and mobilizing their publics against NATO’s interests. Russia too seeks to dissociate itself from Western imperialism, though its many neighbors know better. Notably, Moscow was an equal participant in China’s “century of humiliation,” a lingering potential source of friction within their emerging strategic partnership. Nevertheless, the histories of many societies are ripe with sources of grievance against the former imperial powers, a past which the alliance must overcome if it wishes to cement effective partnerships moving forward.

The best way to do so is not obfuscation or denial but frankness and honest reciprocity. NATO members should invest energy in understanding the perspectives of their potential partners in Africa, Asia, and elsewhere—including where those perspectives are rooted in historical events that reflect poorly on their own national histories. There is no changing the past, but neither is it doomed to repeat. Just as NATO itself has helped reconcile former adversaries into steady allies, postcolonial relationships can be forged into solid partnerships where both sides are willing to meet each other as equals. Transparency and accountability are the foundations of honest partnerships, and they align more naturally with democratic values than authoritarian domination, giving NATO a comparative advantage in seeking to out-partner its rivals. Yet imperial legacies cast long shadows, and NATO personnel should revise outmoded procedures or perspectives that risk coming across as neo-imperial impositions rather than partnerships of sovereign equals.

Democratic Backsliding and Alliance Cohesion

Although few NATO members enjoy contemplating it, the greatest challenge to the alliance may come from within. After 75 years of success preserving its member states against external threats, and in light of enduring U.S. military primacy and the widespread understanding of nuclear deterrence, the prospects of external actors suddenly undermining NATO’s collective security appear remote. Yet continued deterrence crucially depends on maintaining the will among all allies to have each other’s back. As critics of the alliance often observe, the North Atlantic Treaty pledges its signatories to “consult together” when threatened (Article IV) and to take “such action as it deems necessary” if one is attacked (Article V). Effective deterrence requires substantiating those pledges through regular diplomatic statements, joint training and military exercises, combined force postures amplifying defensive capabilities, and other means—generating surety in the minds of adversaries that war against one NATO member would mean war against all.

This is particularly true given modern manifestations of gray zone competition and salami tactics, which threaten to erode allies’ security without escalating to major war.\textsuperscript{22}

An alliance is only as strong as the political will behind it. For this reason, NATO’s communications and outreach with publics and policymakers alike remain central to maintaining its cohesion, and democratic backsliding within its member states represents a significant threat to the collective resilience of the alliance.\textsuperscript{23} Insofar as NATO represents not only a military alliance but a community of shared democratic values and aspirations, anti-democratic groups within individual member states may sow discord and hollow out the alliance from within. For reasons noted above, this may represent a more likely path to alliance failure than defeat in major war, and it is also a threat over which allied military personnel have less influence. Accordingly, to the extent that NATO can continue to champion the shared democratic values of its member states and help educate their publics about the ideational interests that collective security serves, such efforts constitute a vital portion of its overall mission.

**Conclusion**

NATO is rightly called history’s most successful alliance, and it has demonstrated a remarkable ability to reinvent itself in the face of international change. Building on the successes of its first 75 years and facing the daunting challenges ahead will require both maintaining its members’ commitments to their shared purpose and developing new ways of thinking to overcome pressing obstacles.

While Russia’s war against Ukraine has captivated NATO members’ attention in the short term, the war also foreshadows the alliance’s future. It signals the end of a historic period of peace on the cheap, conflict in distant regions, and the choice of whether and how to be involved. The many challenges outlined above do not offer the luxury of standing by. They are all similarly urgent, and the alliance must implement policies and procedures that visibly and effectively demonstrate its continued vitality.

To face the challenges of systemic change, strategic approaches are required. In the first instance, NATO must cultivate an internal balance between its European and North American members. Europeans must spend more on defense, duplicate less, and consolidate their defense industrial base. National approaches to defense, though treasured symbols of sovereignty, are unfit for the 21\textsuperscript{st} century, rendering Europe a less relevant partner to the United States in its quest to defend Western values and interests.

In turn, U.S. leaders must nurture alliance relations. Too often, Europeans feel left out of U.S. strategic thinking. History has shown that the alliance is at its strongest when communication
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across the Atlantic is a two-way practice. Recent consultations surrounding military and civilian support for Ukraine are examples to build on; the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan is not. Whether it concerns NATO directly or not, unilateral behavior has far-reaching implications for transatlantic relations.

External partnerships also benefit from a shared sense of equality. As NATO is building relations across the globe, it must be mindful of the weight of history and the different lived experiences of others. To abate the rising influence of China and Russia in strategically important regions, the alliance must learn not only to speak the language of equality but to generate real opportunities for shared gains, and it must make those efforts a strategic priority.

Finally, in order to remain effective, NATO will need a whole-of-alliance approach. For this to have the desired results of securing the transatlantic space, deterring and containing Russia and China, the alliance should examine the considerable panoply of tools at its disposal. Its military organization is second to none, but a changing world also needs resources and expertise that others, notably the EU, already have in abundance. Strengthening relations between these partners and the alliance, where appropriate, stands to release synergies that no adversary can match.
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Section 1: Rethinking Alliances
Rethinking the Notion of Alliances: 
A Military Perspective on the Future of NATO

David J. Julazadeh and Vlasta Zekulic

Alliances have long served as essential pillars of security and stability. Since ancient times, the strength derived from coalitions has often been the deciding factor in defeating adversaries or deterring them from attack. This presumption remains valid for coalitions and modern military alliances of today. In our interconnected world, where threats to global security transcend borders and traditional notions of sovereignty, the significance of alliances, especially from a military perspective, is more important than ever before. NATO, “the strongest, most enduring and most successful Alliance in history,” embodies this approach. However, to remain relevant the Alliance needs to continue to adapt to the shifting geopolitical environment.

By dissecting NATO through the lens of past alliances and future threats, this paper seeks to validate the relevance and indispensability of collective defense arrangements in safeguarding peace and security. Through a retrospective lens spanning the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of NATO, we will explain the various dimensions of alliances' historic and modern value, the importance of cohesion, and the need for adaptability. We will examine the dynamics of political-military relationships within NATO, underscoring the critical interaction between civilian leadership and military command structures. Finally, we will explore the pivotal role of Allied Command Transformation (ACT) in driving strategic change and developing NATO into a military alliance of and for the future.

Historic Perspective

Throughout history, alliances have played a pivotal role in shaping the course of warfare and safeguarding the interests of participating nations. Whether forged out of necessity, shared interests, or mutual defense obligations, military alliances have offered members a strategic advantage.

Looking back as early as the time of ancient Greece, the Delian and Peloponnesian Leagues of 500 BCE merged political ambitions behind military shields. This ambition to unite and fight together continued through the centuries of Roman rule and into medieval Europe until the 30 Years’ War. The same concept of military alliances can also be found in China’s Seven Warring

2 The Thirty Years War began as a religious war, fought between Roman Catholics and Protestants in Germany. It represents the first total war on European soil as it was fought between the Catholic Habsburgs of the Holy Roman Empire (Austria, most of the German princes and occasionally Spain) and Denmark, Sweden, Catholic France and the Protestant princes of Germany. The war ended with the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. C. Staguhn, Book of War: Why Can’t People Live in Peace? (Ljubljana: Mozaik Knjiga, 2007), 66-73.
States from 300 BCE,\(^3\) India’s Maratha Confederacy of the 17th century,\(^4\) and the Latin American Triple Alliance of 1865,\(^5\) to name a few. Wars, crises, and conflicts have not left a single period of our history, or single geographical area, untouched. The winners and losers negotiated and deliberated; peace was bought, traded, threatened and blackmailed, but always in an attempt to restore it.

However, it wasn’t until the 19\(^{th}\) century that the imperative for a robust institution capable of compelling nations to abstain from warfare became evident. In 1815, the Concert of European Powers emerged as the first organization tasked with preserving peace, security and stability across Europe to maintain the territorial and political status quo. This marked a pivotal moment in history; a clear recognition that words and decisions hold weight only when backed by a formidable force capable of enforcing them. The strength of this European alliance was acknowledged even by the United States of America which collaborated with them in joint counter-piracy operations off the shores of Greece and North Africa from 1820 to 1843.\(^6\)

From the League of Nations (1920-1946) to the United Nations (1945), the Warsaw Pact (1955-1991), the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (1975), and the African Union (2002), nations repeatedly came together with the same aim, to preserve and restore peace and security, if needed even with military force. Each of these organizations was vested with legal authority and powered by political, military, and financial resources. In theory, these institutions possessed the prerequisites to foster and maintain peace. Despite these concerted efforts, the 20\(^{th}\) century brought some of the most destructive wars in the history of mankind. General Douglas MacArthur reflected on this in saying that “Men since the beginning of time have sought peace, military alliances, balances of power, leagues of nations, all in turn have failed, leaving the only path to be by way of the crucible of war.”\(^7\) So what makes the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) different?

**Roles and Missions of NATO**

NATO was established on April 4, 1949, to serve three purposes: “deterring Soviet expansionism, forbidding the revival of nationalist militarism in Europe through a strong North American presence on the continent, and encouraging European political integration.”\(^8\) It was always envisioned as a political and military alliance jointly protecting Allied values and interests.

---


From a political standpoint, NATO established a clear linkage to the UN, drawing upon Article 51 of the UN Charter which clearly states that “Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations.”9 This simple link provides NATO with the freedom of action to deter and defend, as well as the latitude to maintain an ‘open door’ policy. Also, the brevity of the North Atlantic Treaty was purposeful as it allows for strategic ambiguity and adaptability of the Alliance. In addition, at the core of NATO’s credibility and effectiveness lies its military power—a potent force that guarantees the ability to deliver on the Alliance’s political ambitions.

Moreover, NATO was and remains a learning organization. In the past, it learned from the successes and failures of other organizations, such as the strength and credibility of the multinational military units of the League of Nations,10 and from operational challenges, such as the over-stretched forces fielded by the United Nations during missions in the 1990s.11 Today, NATO continues to evolve, adapt, and transform to address new challenges and geopolitical realities. When General Mattis took over his dual-hatted position as the commander of U.S. Joint Force Command (JFC) and commander of NATO’s Strategic Military Command responsible for envisioning and leading the transformation of Alliance—Allied Command Transformation (ACT)—he said that his sense of purpose guided him to make NATO, not U.S. JFC, his main effort. Why? He said, “History is compelling—nations with allies thrive, those without them die.”12

Over the last 75 years, NATO has proven to be a true learning organization capable of adapting to the current strategic environment. Over and over it showed that its foundation and center of gravity—unity and cohesion—are unyielding, while its tools and mechanisms to achieve its goals across all levels (tactical, operational, and strategic) are agile, flexible and adjustable to the ever-changing security environment.

**NATO’s Value at the Tactical, Operational, and Strategic Levels**

The multifaceted role and value of NATO becomes evident as it intersects with the career paths of Allied military professionals across various operational contexts. Each encounter with NATO unveils a distinct facet of its significance. From the crucible of tactical engagements in operational theaters to the strategic imperatives guiding the transformation of military capabilities for the future, Alliance members learn the intricacies of how NATO safeguards security and advances collective defense.

---

10 In 1920, the League of Nations sent the combined British, French and Italian unit to East Prussia to stabilize the crisis and prevent ethnic conflict. In 1921, 16 multinational battalions were set to Upper Silesia to secure the elections. The Leagues most powerful mission was 1935 “Knox’s Army” combined from UK, Italian, Swedish, Dutch and Checoslovakian troops to conduct elections in Saar region. See The United Nations Office at Geneva, “The League at Work,” https://www.ungeneva.org/en/about/league-of-nations/at-work.
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Tactical Interoperability

From the early 1990s, when NATO dwelled over the reason for its existence after the collapse of the Soviet Union, young NATO pilots flew sorties over the Adriatic, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo while naval forces upheld sea blockades and weapons embargo’s on the open seas. The conflicts in the Former Yugoslavia presented novel challenges distinct from conventional warfare paradigms of the past. These were not wars of the Napoleonic or Clausewitzian era that young officers learned about in school—“battles of annihilation, surrounding an enemy force through a series of maneuvers ambiguous to him, forcing him to fight on your chosen ground, bringing to bear the superior firepower of well-trained artillery, and then closing the fight with infantry and bayonet...”13 Rather, these new wars, and NATO’s response to them, necessitated a reevaluation of military strategies and operational approaches.

Despite the tumultuous strategic environment, multinational forces at the tactical level exhibited remarkable interoperability, adherence to common standards, and procedural coherence. These early peacekeeping missions underscored the applicability and value of decades of dedicated collective defence tactical training. They clearly showcased the pivotal role of alliances in fostering tactical cohesion, enhancing operational effectiveness, and amplifying the collective impact of allied forces.

This trend persisted through subsequent decades, as NATO engaged in joint operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. With over 130,000 troops from 51 allied and partner nations, the strength of camaraderie and the speed of units’ integration—due to inherent interoperability—underscored the tactical value of NATO’s crisis management system.

Operational Synchronization

Quality of execution is also dependent on the quality of plans that are being executed. Derived from strategic goals, ways and means, planning at the operational level provides two key functions. First, it translates strategies into executable plans with assigned forces that enable initiation of operations. Second, it provides a framework for coherent management of the endless series of additional decisions required when troops face reality of the battlefield. Planning and synchronization processes enable commanders to adjust means and ends to deliver the desired goals despite the changing conditions in the theater of operations.

At NATO, the Joint Force Commands provide this robust and comprehensive operational planning capabilities that enhance synchronization, ensure strategic alignment, and build collective resolve. An example of the vital role of this level of command was seen during NATO’s planning and execution of the missions over Libya in 2011. Lieutenant General (R) Rob Weighill and Florence Gaub note, “As the political process ceded prominence to military operations, and NATO transitioned from peace to war, Joint Force Command Naples took over to deal with a myriad of

---

operational challenges as it took command of all national forces in a very short space of time.”14 As NATO military personnel progress to this operational level of command, they learn the importance of the operational planning process as crucial for addressing shared security challenges and ensuring operational success in complex environments.

**Orchestration of the Military Instrument of Power with Other Instruments of National Power**

Transitioning to the strategic realm, NATO’s Military Instrument of Power assumes a more advisory role. Its highest military body, the Military Committee, “is responsible for translating political decisions and guidance into military direction, and for recommending measures considered necessary for the defence of the NATO area and the implementation of decisions regarding military operations.”15 At this level, the Alliance assumes a distinct political and calculative demeanor.

The true essence of formidable defence power comes from democracies acting in concert and being demonstrably willing and able to consider and act in the direst of situations. Within NATO, this solidarity entails not only a collective commitment to consider and address the crisis but also a tangible willingness to leverage military force when necessary to safeguard shared interests and values. Winston Churchill remarked that “When strategy and power are properly aligned, all that then matters is the proper application of overwhelming force.”16

While navigating complex political dynamics to maintain relevance and drive transformative initiatives, NATO encounters challenges inherent to consensus-building among its 32 sovereign member nations. What we often see is a resistance to change and adapt, minimal risk-taking, muted energy and initiative, and a penchant to focus on process versus output. Despite the inherent complexities of strategic decision-making, the imperative of collective defense and strategic alignment remains unwavering, necessitating ongoing efforts to balance political-military relationships and develop military capabilities.

**The Complexity of Political-Military Relationships in NATO**

While NATO functions as a political-military alliance and the political elites own decision-making power, its credibility ultimately hinges on the capabilities and effectiveness of its military. The military functions as a purposive instrument characterized by organization, coherence, centralization, authority of rank, and loyalty to the nation and mission.17 Militaries are meticulously designed to fulfill their principal objective: to fight and win wars. However, in the context of this complex geopolitical environment, it is difficult to define victory and identify the

problems that can be effectively addressed by the military. In short, what is the military problem we must solve?

In the book “Unrestricted Warfare” released in 1999, Chinese military officials note, “For a long time both military and politicians have become accustomed to employing a certain model of thinking—that the major factor posing a threat to national security is the military power of an enemy state or potential enemy state. However, the wars and major incidents which have occurred during the last ten years have provided us with a proof that the opposite is true: military threats are already often no longer the major factors affecting national security.”18 Similarly, Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Federation, General Valery Gerasimov, noted in one of his most cited articles, titled ‘The Value of Science is in the Foresight’ and published in 2013, that “The very rules of war have changed. The role of non-military means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and, in many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness.”19

To address this challenge posed by strategic adversaries, the alignment between political imperatives and military capability is of paramount importance. It necessitates close collaboration between political and military leadership to ensure strategic objectives are effectively translated into actionable military endeavors, fostering synergy and coherence. But this dynamic interplay is characterized by a delicate balance of trust, cooperation, and mutual respect.

Building Relationships and Trust

When challenges between political and military levels of power arise, as they inevitably do, whether at the tactical, operational, or strategic level, trust, cooperation, and mutual respect are put to the test. In his book ‘Why We Lost,’ General D.P. Bolger, reflecting on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, points the finger and says, “Our primary failing in the war involved generalship. If you prefer the war-college lexicon, we—guys like me—demonstrated poor strategic and operational leadership... Some might blame the elected and appointed civilian leaders. There’s enough fault to go around, and in this telling, the suits will get their share. But I know better, and so do the rest of the generals. We have been trained and educated our whole lives on how to fight and win. This was our war to lose, and we did.”20 At the core of this dilemma is not the success, relevance, and credibility of the military, but the relationship and trust between political and military leaders.

On one hand, military leaders have to trust political masters regarding what needs to be achieved, while the political leadership has to trust the military judgment on how to execute their

---

18 Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare (Brattleboro: Echo Point Books, 1999), 95.
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assigned missions and achieve desired objectives. This also includes giving military leaders freedom to change and transform at speed and scale as necessary. When this relationship breaks, the core of political-military power fractures. We saw this in the case of General Stanley McChrystal and President Obama, underscoring the fragility of political-military cohesion and its implications for strategic decision-making.

**Reenergizing Political-Military Synergy**

In 1994, NATO had 16 member states. At that time, all 16 Permanent Military Representatives (PERMREPs) sitting in the North Atlantic Council (NAC) were former Generals in their national militaries, a number of them were Chiefs of Defence. Because they understood the power of NATO’s Military Instrument of Power, they were more willing to use it—first in support of the UN missions and operations in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and then to launch a full-scale air campaign over Serbia. The PERMREPs understood the influence, power, and role the military has in advancing political and diplomatic dialogue and thus, in this case, forcing two warring sides to comply. Translating military to political language, and vice versa, was easier in this era, although there were still gateways between the two worlds. General Wesley Clark, Supreme Allied Commander Europe, noted that “Above me, everything was political or political-military. Below me was just the military. I was at the waist of the hourglass, and the grains of sand were pouring past in both directions.”

In 2018, NATO had 28 member states. None of the PERMREPs had any military background. All Ambassadors were professional diplomats or career politicians who had come to NATO from their postings worldwide and moved to another posting (not necessarily security-related) after they spent their 3-4 years at the NAC table. Unsurprisingly, they don’t teach military history or the Art of War in diplomatic schools, and yet these Ambassadors were asked to make recommendations on very military-heavy topics. One relevant example was the refusal of NATO political authorities to approve the 2018 NATO Military Strategy. They were not yet willing to reopen negotiations on the 2010 Strategic Concept despite the fact that most of its content was outdated by the ongoing turmoil. For example, having occupied Crimea, Russia was no longer a NATO partner; China’s aggressive posture was increasing yet it wasn’t even mentioned in the Strategic Concept; the Near East was still reeling from the aftermath of the unpredicted 2011 Arab Spring; and the terrorist group ISIL was controlling territory the size of the United Kingdom in the Middle East. But with so many things in flux, the PERMREPs struggled with this dilemma which paralyzed their decision making. General Mattis recalled, “I was having to come to grips with a lack of strategic thinking in active diplomatic, military, and political circles and the need for a renaissance in this domain.”

---


23 Mattis and West, *Call Sign Chaos*, 171
There are a number of signs of this renaissance appearing. Due to Russia’s illegal occupation of Ukraine and the proximity of the full-scale war at the doorstep of Europe, NATO’s political and military elites have never been more aligned on, and committed to, developing plans and procuring capabilities to protect the Euro-Atlantic area from the threat of Russia and international terrorism. The 2022 Strategic Concept openly states that the Euro-Atlantic Area is not at peace. But is this enough? What does NATO need to protect against the threats of tomorrow?

**What NATO for What Future?**

Throughout its history, NATO’s relevance has been periodically questioned; but doubts typically rose during periods when the most visible and immediate security threats diminished. Such instances were the end of the Cold War, the conclusions of the missions in former Yugoslavia, and after the withdrawal from Afghanistan. Whenever questioned, NATO needed to consider how to change and what to do to remain relevant.

As history attests, the character of warfare is perpetually evolving, necessitating continuous adaptation and innovation within military institutions. Clausewitz noted that “The trinity of chance, uncertainty and friction will continue to characterize the war, and will make anticipation of even the first order consequences of military actions highly conjectural.” Over the last 300 years, this has not changed. But the dawn of the information age, technological advancements, and strategic imperatives are shaping conflict into something we haven’t seen before. These trends require militaries to remain agile and responsive to emergent threats.

Amid the ever-evolving landscape of global security challenges, the imperative of adaptation and foresight assumes paramount importance within NATO. Wars don’t wait until you’re ready. In a period defined by uncertainty and volatility, the imperative of adaptation must be met with a sense of urgency commensurate with the pace of change. General Mattis reflected that “At inflection points, as history has made clear, change must come at the speed of relevance. This meant that now, right now, we had to pick up the tempo… It can’t be business as usual. Commanders must encourage intellectual risk taking to preclude a lethargic environment. If you’re uncomfortable dealing with intellectual ambushes from your own ranks, it’ll be a heck lot worse when the enemy does it to you.”

At the forefront of pushing this endeavor and transforming at the speed and scale of relevance is NATO’s Allied Command Transformation. Established in 2003, ACT is improving the NATO of today and shaping the NATO of tomorrow. It transforms the alliance through delivering strategic policies and strategies, strategic foresight analysis, developing common-funded capabilities, and leading the alignment and planning of nationally owed capabilities, as well as by creating

---

24 Other examples of friction include the 1953 Lisbon summit on deployment of 25 + 48 divisions to the east; France pulling out of the military structure in 1966; and the division of Allied views during the 2003 invasion of Iraq.
26 Mattis and West, *Call Sign Chaos*, 184
solutions for individual training, education, wargaming, experimentation, modeling, and simulations. Trying to persuade 32 sovereign nations to align the transformation of their militaries is a massive challenge. But the needle has been moving, and Russia’s war of aggression, as well as its speed of reconstitution, has opened Allies eyes on the need to accelerate and scale NATO’s transformation.

As of 2020, central to ACT’s mandate is the Warfare Development Agenda,27 aimed at enhancing NATO’s operational effectiveness and strategic resilience to create a Multi-Domain enabled Alliance. Developed under the chapeau of the 2018 NATO Military Strategy, the Warfare Development framework, ACT coordinates efforts across NATO commands and member states to drive innovation, interoperability, and capability development. The five Warfare Development Imperatives28 serve as focal points for enhancing NATO’s strategic posture and operational effectiveness in an increasingly complex security environment. Those are:

- **Cognitive Superiority** ensures superior military thinking and understanding of the complex strategic environment. It aims to build our ability to *out-think* any adversary.
- **Layered Resilience** develops a resilient military that connects and integrates with a resilient civilian structure and capabilities. This imperative enables NATO to *out-last*.
- **Influence and Power Projection** enables NATO to project influence beyond its borders while countering adversary influence efforts and developing options that can create dilemmas for our adversaries. This imperative is linked to *out-excelling* and *out-partnering* functions.
- **Cross-Domain Command** enhances our ability to command, lead, and connect. It helps develop skills to lead the fight, the technology to connect across domains, and the tools to manage information in the complex, multi-domain environment. This imperative will make us *out-pace* adversaries of the future.
- **Integrated Multi-Domain Defense** creates a multi-domain architecture that enables integration of sensors, shooters, and command and control systems. It also creates interoperable capabilities and builds a multi-domain defense framework. With all of these capabilities in place we will be able to *out-fight* anyone, anywhere, anytime.

As we navigate the complexities of contemporary warfare and emergent security challenges, it is critical that NATO remains agile, adaptable, and forward-looking in its approach. Through transformative efforts spearheaded by ACT, NATO stands poised to confront the challenges of tomorrow with confidence and resilience. By fostering a culture of innovation, collaboration, and strategic foresight, ACT ensures that NATO remains at the forefront of global security, safeguarding the interests and values of its member states in an uncertain world.

---

Conclusion

Throughout its history, NATO has confronted moments of existential introspection, where the relevance of the alliance and its military instrument came under scrutiny. From the aftermath of the Cold War to the complexities of post-conflict stabilization efforts, NATO has grappled with shifting security paradigms and emergent threats. However, each juncture of introspection has served as a catalyst for adaptation and renewal, reaffirming NATO’s enduring relevance and adaptability in the face of evolving security challenges.

Central to NATO’s resilience and efficacy is the enduring transatlantic bond, which serves as the bedrock of collective defense and strategic deterrence. As Europe’s moral voice finds resonance in America’s military might, the synergy between like-minded nations underscores the importance of transatlantic solidarity and military capability in confronting shared security challenges. Through mutual trust, cooperation, and strategic alignment, NATO ensures that the values and interests of its member states are upheld in times of peace and crisis alike.

In the pursuit of collective defense and shared security objectives, it is imperative to acknowledge the sacrifices made by allied forces, particularly in times of crisis and conflict. From the battlefields of Europe to the theaters of counterterrorism operations, NATO allies have stood shoulder to shoulder in defense of freedom, democracy, and the rule of law. Their courage, resilience, and unwavering commitment to shared values serve as a testament to the enduring strength of the Alliance and the bonds of camaraderie forged in adversity.

As we reflect on the multifaceted importance of alliances from a military perspective, particularly within the context of NATO, several key themes emerge that have sustained the Alliance for the last 75 years, reinforcing its relevance in an ever-changing security landscape:

- From the tactical crucible of operational missions to the strategic imperatives of transformative leadership, the significance of alliances in safeguarding security and advancing collective defense objectives cannot be overstated.
- In today’s interconnected world, where threats to global security transcend borders and traditional notions of sovereignty, the necessity of NATO in upholding the principles of collective defense and international cooperation remains undiminished.
- Against a backdrop of rising authoritarianism, regional instability, and asymmetric threats, NATO stands as a bulwark of stability, solidarity, and shared values, safeguarding the interests and security of its member states in an uncertain world.

In conclusion, alliances are not merely strategic arrangements but living embodiments of shared values, mutual trust, and collective resolve. Alliances are never easy, and they constantly need to adapt, but in the words of Churchill, “There is only one thing worse than fighting with allies, and that is fighting without them.”
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“The End is NOT Nigh”: Rethinking the Notion of Alliances

Michael Rühle

When NATO celebrated its 75th anniversary on April 4, 2024, it adhered to its customary rhetoric of grandeur, echoing phrases such as “the world’s strongest alliance” and “shield for the innocent.” Yet, for those who have tracked the Alliance over the years, this almost reflexive optimism starkly contrasts with NATO’s growing apprehension towards the evolving security landscape. Long before the spotlight shifted to Ukraine’s struggle against Russia’s relentless aggression, NATO harbored concerns about a multitude of challenges: the ascent of China, the specter of terrorism and piracy, the fear of falling behind in the defense innovation race, vulnerabilities stemming from energy dependencies, the looming threat of climate change, and the specter of “hybrid” attacks that skirt the threshold of a kinetic response. While NATO’s public diplomacy machinery strives to project an image of unity and strength, NATO’s underlying “body language” betrays a palpable sense of anxiety—a fear that the West is increasingly overwhelmed by forces beyond its control.

The West’s erstwhile global influence is undeniably waning. Its economic ascendance that began in the 18th century has reached its zenith, giving way to a steady rise of non-Western states in the world economy. By 2030, China is projected to surpass the United States economically, with Asia poised to eclipse North America and Europe combined. Consequently, according to the prevailing Western narrative, a corresponding political decline seems inevitable. Many fear that this decline will coincide with a shift away from the values of democracy, openness, and tolerance that the West has long championed.

The current geopolitical landscape only amplifies these concerns. Russia finds political and military support for its aggression against Ukraine from China, North Korea, and Iran. Meanwhile, Iran and its proxies directly attack Israel, and China openly challenges the sovereignty of Taiwan alongside numerous other territorial claims. These mounting pressures have placed the West under unprecedented strain. Compounding the issue is the disillusionment of Western hopes for alignment with other major players like India or Latin America. These countries prioritize tangible political and economic gains over confrontation with Russia, China, and other lucrative business partners in the name of Western values. China continues to expand its influence across Africa and beyond through its Belt and Road Initiative, despite the debt traps it ensnares many countries in. Moreover, adversaries of the West are increasingly coalescing, leveraging their differences to forge alliances aimed at circumventing Western sanctions, bolstering military capabilities as a counterweight, and offering alternative, “no-strings-attached” trading partnerships to third countries.  

---


2 For a thorough explanation of China’s approach, see Simon Curtis and Ian Klaus, The Belt and Road City: Geopolitics, Urbanization, and China’s Search for a New International Order (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2024).
Circling the Wagons: Western Coalition-Building

To be sure, the West does not stand idly by. In its attempt to circle the wagons, it has engaged in a flurry of partnership-building initiatives: The “enhanced trilateral security partnership” between Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States, known as AUKUS, seeks to bring together three likeminded nations on maritime security issues, including by supplying nuclear-powered submarines to Australia. The United States is strengthening its informal ties with Israel and Taiwan, as well as its formal ties with Japan, South Korea and others. The European Union is expanding its political and economic links beyond the continent, notably to Africa, and time and again the West has demonstrated its ability to bring together coalitions of the willing, be it in Iraq, Afghanistan, or on counter piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden.

NATO, which is often regarded the epitome of the West, has also attempted to play its part in consolidating and expanding the West. While the EU has unified Europe in the economic sphere, NATO enlargement policy has brought most of Europe into a transatlantic common security space. NATO entertains partnerships with a host of other countries, ranging from the few remaining European neutrals to Central Asia, and from Northern Africa and the Gulf all the way to the Asia-Pacific region. And by collectively strengthening its military capabilities as well as through the individual allies’ financial and military support for Ukraine, NATO is also sending a clear signal that it is willing to protect the Euro-Atlantic security order against revisionist powers.

However, despite these measures, the prevailing mood within the Western strategic community remains pessimistic. “Westlessness,” the apt motto of the 2020 annual Munich Security Conference, appears like an increasingly inevitable fate. This sense of malaise, however, is partially self-inflicted. While the West is undoubtedly experiencing a dwindling of its norm-setting power, it is also viewing the global landscape through a distorted analytical lens. This perspective tends to overemphasize the strength of its adversaries while underestimating the West’s own capacity to confront them effectively. If the West does not jettison these fallacies, its decline will become a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Fallacies of the “Declinist” Narrative

First, the West tends to define itself in relation to its challengers not as it really is, but as what it believes it once was. The Western interpretation of events is often too alarmist, parochial and ahistorical to inspire the development of enlightened policies. The unified West that is now seen to be in crisis is an imaginary West that never really existed. When some observers today consider “Brexit” to be the greatest crisis in the history of European integration, or interpret the criticism launched against NATO by Presidents Trump, Erdogan, or Macron as the beginning of the end of the Alliance, they forget that the Suez crisis of 1956 and France’s withdrawal from NATO’s military structure in 1966 plunged the West into much deeper crises. Within the West, controversy over political, economic, and military issues was not the exception but the rule. In short, there was never a “golden age” of the West. However, when such imagery is employed as a benchmark for one’s performance against the new global competitors, it is hardly surprising that the West looks like it is losing.
This leads to another intellectual shortcoming in the current discourse: the assumption that the West faces highly sophisticated and unbeatable adversaries. This tendency to overestimate the capabilities of the West’s challengers, particularly in the military realm, has led to needless debates that portray the West as weaker than it truly is. For instance, many force comparisons between the United States and China are still mostly quantitative and ignore qualitative factors. The result is predictably alarmist, but it does not come close to reflecting the real military capabilities of the opponents.

Russia, for its part, is militarily vastly inferior to NATO, and its abysmal performance in Ukraine has once again demonstrated the Kremlin’s limited understanding of the world around it. However, notwithstanding Moscow’s miscalculations, a whole cottage industry has emerged that claims that through cynical “fake news” campaigns, cyberattacks and election interference, Russia is dividing Western societies and thus undermines the cohesion of NATO and the EU. Although there is little evidence that Russia’s rather clumsy attempts at “hybrid warfare” have their desired effect—and the war against Ukraine has demonstrated that the role of hybrid actions is far more limited than initially expected—the mere fact that Moscow is using various “active measures” against the West tends to be conflated with their success. In this alarmist line of reasoning, common intra-Western disagreements and the well-known structural weaknesses of open societies are the result of a successful Russian strategy. Moscow is thus ascribed an influence on the West that does not correspond to reality.3

Third, the Western narrative remains too self-centered to allow for an enlightened analysis of the nature of international competition. By using terms like “the international rule-based order,” which has to be protected against its challengers, Western countries imply that everyone who disagrees with them is determined to overturn the existing order. One example of this is the Western portrayal of Russia’s actions in Ukraine, framing it not as a regional conflict stemming from post-Soviet tensions but as part of a much broader strategy aimed at destroying the post-Cold War security arrangements in Europe. Paradoxically, however, it is also frequently argued that Russia’s aggression was only made possible by the West’s military weakness. In these narratives, Russia emerges as a challenger to the European and indeed global order, yet at the same time it comes across as merely an opportunistic predator, striking only whenever Western vigilance and resolve wanes. Such a reading of Russia, which focuses primarily on NATO’s military strength as the linchpin for peace in Europe, oversimplifies complex geopolitical dynamics and sidelines deeper considerations of the causes for the deteriorating relationship between the West and Russia. While it may conveniently absolve the West from examining its own role in these tensions (e.g., through NATO’s enlargement process), it also fosters unrealistic expectations of NATO’s deterrent capabilities and complicates efforts to establish a constructive relationship with Russia in the future.

---

A fourth element of Western self-deception is the assertion that the West can only be saved by a united Europe. According to this narrative, only a Europe that speaks with one voice, especially in terms of security policy, would still be able to defend its interests in a world of “carnivores” (former German Foreign Minister Sigmar Gabriel). Calls from EU leaders for a “geopolitical” Europe express a desire to put greater emphasis on addressing foreign and security challenges, with the significant support rendered to Ukraine often referred to as an example of the EU moving to a new level of maturity. However, Europe remains far from being a nation-state that could conduct a coherent and self-confident foreign policy. Europe may at some point put its current economic crises and populist temptations behind it, but a consensus on foreign and security policy, which would have to include military operations and even the nuclear dossier, is nowhere in sight. Nor could the EU compensate for the power vacuum that a retreating United States would eventually leave behind. For these reasons, putting unrealistic hopes on Europe’s evolution is counterproductive: by making unattainable goals the condition of success, the West is only generating greater disappointment, while at the same time belittling the EU’s genuine—if piecemeal—progress.

Another prevalent fallacy is the tendency to extrapolate current developments far into the future, despite ample evidence highlighting the flaws in such an approach. For example, the widely anticipated rise of Japan as a new superpower in the 1980s, which abruptly ceased within a decade, contrasting sharply with predictions of a severe decline of the United States that never materialized. Similarly, among the five original “BRICS” states (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa), Brazil, India, and South Africa have not realized the success often forecasted, although India’s economic growth is now accelerating. Russia’s economy, heavily reliant on commodity exports, has stagnated, hovering around Italy’s level. Moreover, Russia’s current shift towards a wartime economy will only exacerbate its challenges. Notably, China stands out with its significant economic, technological, and military advancements. However, its growth rate is tapering off, and territorial disputes with neighboring countries, coupled with domestic challenges such as an aging population and increasingly restrictive policies, raise doubts about the sustainability of its expansive economic and foreign policy ambitions. While Asia’s economic ascent is undeniable, concerns linger about the region’s stability, with rising nationalism, social tensions, and rapid military build-ups reminiscent of the great power rivalries of late 19th-century Europe. In sum, while a new geo-economic power distribution is inevitable, it will likely unfold with many uncertainties, challenging the stark predictions of pessimists.

---

7 “China’s risky reboot,” The Economist (April 6, 2024), 7.
What the West Must Do to Prevail

George Orwell observed that if thought can corrupt language, language can also corrupt thought. Hence, the first change that Western countries must effect is a change in rhetoric. For example, declaring that limited threats, such as Russian fake news campaigns, would actually constitute “war” gives these actions greater weight than they deserve and also raise expectations about significant Western responses that are unlikely to happen. In a similar vein, lumping together Russia, China, Iran and North Korea in official statements may have the desired effect of getting an audience’s attention, yet such a broad-brush approach can backfire, notably with regard to future dealings with China.\(^8\)

Another area where less reckless rhetoric would benefit Western cohesion is the way in which Europe and the United States describe their relationship. In the United States, a narrative has taken hold according to which the European allies are taking advantage of U.S. taxpayers by consistently under-investing in defense and leaving the heavy lifting to the United States. In this narrative, the transatlantic relationship is reduced to a business transaction: U.S. protection will only be forthcoming if the Europeans pay their dues. In Europe, these U.S. signals of alliance fatigue have led to equally reckless rhetoric about the need for “strategic autonomy” or even a European nuclear arsenal—demands that are way beyond reach and only serve to undermine those U.S. Atlanticists that want to preserve strong ties to Europe. Tempering this kind of rhetoric would be a major, low-cost step towards a more sober approach to tackle global challenges. By contrast, if the transatlantic community would from now on have to live under the Damocles Sword of a potential divorce, the West would lose much of its collective power to influence global developments.

In addition to tempering its self-defeating rhetoric, the West needs to develop policies that are tailored to the challenges thrown up by a changing global power distribution and strategic competition. In many areas, such policies are already materializing. While Western societies are often criticized for resisting uncomfortable changes, there is clear evidence that the West is capable of responding to significant shifts. Unlike the “managed democracies” such as Russia, or one-party systems like China, the Western democracies may not have all the levers of power, but they are far from being defenseless.

Examples of Western self-assertion abound. They include measures to restrict Chinese investment in critical Western infrastructure, including telecommunications; steps towards “de-risking” from China-dominated supply chains; the phasing out of Russian gas from Europe’s energy mix and the search for alternatives to China’s current near-monopoly on rare earths; the faster and more resolute reaction to Russian propaganda campaigns; the willingness to collectively attribute certain hostile acts, such as the Russian assassination attempts in the UK using a nerve agent, and the subsequent expulsion of Russian diplomats; the recognition of

---

\(^8\) See the joint press conference by NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg and U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken on January 29, 2024: https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_222201.htm.
cyberspace as a distinct domain and the development of cyber-sanctions; strengthened intelligence cooperation; the massive support rendered to Ukraine in its defense against Russia (which also demonstrates that Western technology remains far superior to Russia’s); and the increase in Western military spending to bolster deterrence at NATO’s Eastern flank. Individually, many of these measures may be seen as insufficient and will require further refinement. Collectively, however, they demonstrate that the West does indeed have a steep learning curve and is not prepared to relinquish the initiative to its challengers.

Perhaps the most important factor to be emphasized is that the West has been able to build and sustain strategic, long-term alliances—notably NATO and the EU—that foster cooperation not only among its member states but also offer a certain attraction for many non-members. To be sure, some Western alliances, such as SEATO or CENTO, broke apart because of irreconcilable differences over national policies, while others, like AUKUS, have yet to prove their resilience. It is also true that some Western alliances, due to their consensus-based nature, occasionally fall victim to “groupthink,” i.e., they take collective decisions based on an intra-alliance comfort zone rather than a sober analysis of the problem at hand. Despite such structural weaknesses, however, Western alliances are rather stable. By contrast, China’s and Russia’s endeavors in alliance-building appear more tactical than strategic. Mere unity in opposition to perceived Western hegemony does not guarantee the formation of robust alliances. The Shanghai Cooperation Organization, the Collective Security Treaty Organization, and the BRICS are groupings that may carry a certain weight, but they lack the institutionalization and consequent political predictability inherent in alliances like NATO and the EU.

Many of the Western policy adjustments mentioned above are being generated within NATO and the EU, testifying to the strategic value of such alliances. To maximize these policies’ impact, however, requires that the Western narrative moves away from alarmist rhetoric, avoids exaggerated depictions of competitors’ capabilities, and refrains from fostering a siege mentality. Such a shift will enable the West to capitalize on opportunities for shaping the environment in line with its interests and values.
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Deprived of the Luxury of Non-Cooperation: EU-NATO Partnership in Wartime

Monika Sus

Since the European Union’s security and defense dimension emerged in the early 2000s, and its gradual advance into an area previously reserved for NATO, the need for a close partnership between the Alliance and the EU has been consistently called for. This was justified by overlapping membership (which grew as the two organizations expanded, reaching 23 after Finland and Sweden joined NATO), shared agendas and security priorities, and basic principles underlying both organizations, such as multilateralism, the rule of law, and liberal values.

Indeed, successive joint declarations have emphasized the indispensable character of bilateral cooperation. Despite the ongoing conflict between Turkey and Cyprus, which has successfully hampered many instances of collaboration for many years, progress has been achieved since 2016. A certain level of policy coordination and information exchange has been developed, going beyond the de-conflicting of policy activities of the EU and NATO and enabling closer cooperation, such as in countering hybrid warfare through the joined European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats.

Over time, the NATO-EU partnership has become a central component of the broader European security governance architecture.¹ Reasons for that pertain to the nature of both organizations and the threats they have faced, ranging from terrorism, unprecedented challenges to democracy and the rule of law, instability in Europe’s Southern and Eastern neighborhoods, weaponization of energy supplies, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and the rise of the authoritarian model of global governance promoted by Russia and China to climate change, pandemics, hybrid threats, disinformation, and cyber-attacks. While dealing with these threats, common for NATO and the EU, a form of implicit division of labor has gradually emerged, mirroring the functional distinction of both organizations. As a defense actor, the former has dealt mainly with hard security issues and has primarily undertaken activities on the ground in its member countries (e.g., military exercises and training missions, strengthening deterrence on the Eastern flank). In contrast, the latter, as predominantly a non-security actor, has addressed mainly the non-defense-related aspects of security and has focused its activities instead in its neighborhood (e.g., through military and civilian missions and measures to strengthen the resilience of neighboring countries).

Despite progress, inter-organizational cooperation has yet to develop into a fully-fledged strategic partnership. The conflict between Turkey and Cyprus creates a glass ceiling, and rivalry dynamics exist between both bureaucracies.² As some argue, “NATO skepticism over the EU’s dabbling in

defense runs deep” due to competition concerns, and a similar spirit prevails among EU officials, who fear that too close cooperation with NATO undermines the sense of EU security policy and leaves it dependent on the United States. As a result, despite the existing institutional mechanisms (discussed in more detail below), cooperation’s effectiveness still depends significantly on personal relationships between the leaders of the two organizations.

In all likelihood, the EU and NATO would have continued their cooperation along this path dependence, avoiding conflicting actions and slowly developing cooperation in some less controversial areas, but without leaning toward a truly strategic partnership. However, the full-scale Russian invasion of Ukraine took both organizations by surprise, shaking the foundations of the European security architecture and triggering a series of fundamental security shifts across Europe. It is still too early to say whether the Russian invasion has proven to be a critical juncture in the inter-organizational partnership—such a diagnosis must wait. Without a doubt, however, the war has significantly changed the dynamics between the EU and NATO. On one hand, the war created a window of opportunity for strategic partnership. It made the threat of military invasion no longer illusory and forced both organizations to increase their efforts to keep their members safe and, most importantly, the European members of NATO to increase their defense spending, long sought by U.S. leaders. In 2024, for the first time, the defense budgets of European NATO allies will amount to 2 percent of their combined GDP. On the other hand, due to various political factors on both sides of the Atlantic, Russia’s war in Ukraine and the ambivalent attitude of China (to say the least) has made a strategic partnership more indispensable than ever. In times of war, the absence of such a partnership threatens to undermine the security of the transatlantic alliance.

The EU has begun to make intensive use of financial and legislative instruments to help Ukraine (e.g., financing arms supplies from member states to Kyiv through the European Peace Facility), and to raise the capacity of the European Defense Industrial Base (e.g., through programs supporting joint purchases of arms and ammunition, but also joint production of weapons by member states). Accordingly, parallel action of the EU and NATO began to cover more areas,

---

increasing the risk of duplication in the absence of collaborative measures. In addition, the debate about European Strategic Autonomy, understood by some as the need for the Union’s independent action in security and defense, has returned to the political agenda.9 With that, the question of EU-US and, by proxy also, NATO cooperation has become a debated topic. Also, the fact that the EU opened accession negotiations with Ukraine and Moldova and that these countries might not be members of NATO when joining the EU raised the EU’s security guarantees (Article 42.7 of the Treaty on the EU) to the forefront of debate.10 On the U.S. side, the Russian war and the paramount weight of Washington’s military aid to Kyiv have exacerbated opposition from parts of the U.S. establishment to provide security to Europe. This manifested itself, among other ways, in Republicans’ opposition to continuing aid to Ukraine,11 and in presidential candidate Donald Trump’s announcements about his plans to wind down aid to Ukraine and withdraw the United States from NATO.12 Also, combined with the shifting dynamics of U.S. grand strategy and a gradual weakening of the Eurocentric perspective in the face of growing systemic competition with China, a reflection on Washington’s role in the transatlantic alliance has become urgent. All of this has provided additional impetus for NATO’s paradigm shift, which has been underway for over a decade, toward a multifaceted approach to security. It has manifested itself in embracing topics such as resilience and energy security, contributing to an increase in the number of policy areas in which the EU and NATO operate.

In the context of the dynamics outlined above, repeated calls for mutual reinforcement between the EU and NATO are more relevant than ever, and the need to move toward a more strategic partnership has never been more urgent. To address this issue, this contribution briefly summarizes the current state of inter-organizational cooperation, identifies its main obstacles, and then outlines five concrete ideas that can help strengthen the practical dimension of strategic partnerships. The study argues that to confront common threats that have become existential effectively, we need to maximize synergies between the EU and NATO, making joint efforts to help Ukraine defeat Russia, developing institutional cooperation practices between the two organizations, coordinate closer planning and capability development, enhancing military interoperability, and crafting common approaches to crisis prevention.

EU-NATO in 2024: Getting Closer But Still Missing the Strategic Layer

The current level of partnership between NATO and the EU has reached unprecedented heights following three declarations of bilateral cooperation signed in 2016, 2018, and 2023, triggered by the deterioration of Europe’s security environment. The most recent declaration outlines the ambition to expand inter-organizational cooperation in several areas, such as the growing geostrategic competition, the protection of critical infrastructure, disruptive technologies, space, and foreign interference, adding to the areas already defined by the two earlier declarations, with military mobility, cyber security, hybrid threats, and counter-terrorism among others.

As a result of the growing institutionalization of the partnership, it is easy to lose track of the existing and numerous mechanisms of cooperation and coordination between the various levels of the two bureaucracies, with over 70 joint proposals and dozens of deliverables across many policy domains. In particular, the latest document highlights the importance of regular meetings between the North Atlantic Council (NAC) and the EU’s Political and Security Committee (PSC) as fundamental to inter-organizational dialogue. It draws attention to the regular practice of mutual participation of high-level NATO and EU officials in meetings and summits at various political levels. Despite these cooperation dynamics, there still is a considerable gap between political rhetoric and day-to-day practice.

In addition to the inherent rivalry arising from the nature of international organizations seeking to maximize their own mandates, three issues seem to harm the more strategic dimension of cooperation between the EU and NATO. The first is the continuing Turkish-Cypriot conflict, which hinders the effective use of formal collaboration channels and continues to block the exchange of classified information. Both organizations have been finding ways to circumvent the blockage via informal channels and ad-hoc formats, yet they cannot replace the formal communication needed for strategic dialogue.

---

The second issue results from the changing role of the EU and the number of initiatives recently put in place that strengthen the security and defense cooperation between the member states.\textsuperscript{19} The recent EU strategic document—EU Strategic Compass—as well as the EU-NATO declaration 2023, acknowledge the primacy of the Alliance in collective defense, considering EU contributions as complementary.\textsuperscript{20} Still, the inter-organizational relationship continues to be troubled by the perception of some NATO officials that the EU’s growing ambition in defense risks strategic decoupling from NATO. Thus, NATO seems to pursue a dual strategy of encouraging cooperative ideas (e.g., investments in the European defense industry) while remaining cautious about those perceived as threatening the effectiveness of European defense (e.g., EU’s involvement in standardization).\textsuperscript{21} The Biden administration’s recent support for a more substantial role of the Union in defense as the only way to strengthen the European pillar of NATO seems to have yielded limited results, and the uncertainty continues.\textsuperscript{22} The same is happening in the EU, where most European leaders emphasize the primacy of NATO in territorial defense. However, there are still voices promoting European strategic autonomy as a way to reduce Europe’s dependence on the United States and NATO.

Finally, the lack of sufficient mutual knowledge about the functioning of the two bureaucracies is also an obstacle. Due to the constant emergence of new initiatives and projects, the institutional complexity of the EU and NATO has been increasing, and there are not enough officials with sufficient knowledge of both organizations to reliably assess, implement, and evaluate joint operations.

\textbf{Moving from Rhetoric to Practice: A Strategic Partnership Worth Its Name}

Rhetoric matters, and the importance of declarations of bilateral cooperation and strategic partnership cannot be overstated. However, the Russian invasion of Ukraine and Moscow’s desire to destabilize the European security order have made it urgent to translate the rhetoric into practice.

The European Parliament’s 2021 call for a “true strategic partnership” between the EU and NATO based on “the agreed guiding principles of transparency, reciprocity, inclusiveness and the decision-making autonomy of both organizations” seems to have gained the ultimate momentum.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, the basic principle of a single set of forces that has defined bilateral cooperation for many years has taken on new meaning in the face of the ongoing war and the

\textsuperscript{21} Lau and Barigazzi, “Who’s the Boss When It Comes to Defense: NATO or the EU?”
\textsuperscript{22} See also Alessandro Marrone, “A Europe-Led NATO to Guarantee European Security: The Time Has Come,” \textit{Aspenia Online} (May 31, 2024), https://aspeniaonline.it/a-europe-led-nato-to-guarantee-european-security-the-time-has-come/.
\textsuperscript{23} European Parliament, “European Parliament Resolution of 7 July 2021 on EU-NATO Cooperation in the Context of the Transatlantic Relations.”
increasing scarcity of resources. The war has exposed not only the adverse effects of the post-Cold War ‘peace dividend’ in Western European countries and the underfunding of defense but also the low capacity of the European defense industry, its fragmentation, the lack of a sufficient military arsenal of many European NATO allies, and their full dependence on the United States for strategic enablers.

Therefore, only by unleashing the synergies that such a strategic partnership can bring will the EU and NATO be able to effectively carry out their core tasks of providing the security of their members and neighborhoods.

Much has been written about the need for complementarity and a division of labour, as neither NATO nor the EU can deal with security threats based solely on their own assets and capabilities. Yet “any quest for overarching guiding principles and division of responsibility between the EU and NATO is going to be Sisyphean” for two reasons. First, the two organizations have already expanded their activities into the traditional territory of the others, with the EU advancing its defense capabilities and NATO developing civilian instruments. This also happened due to the blurring of the boundaries between internal and external security and the growing need to address security-related issues via diverse instruments. Consequently, a certain degree of bureaucratic competition is inevitable, but it can be addressed by prioritizing the complementarity and interoperability of the two organizations’ resources and operations. Second, duplication of resources (for example, in times of war) does not have to necessarily always be wrong—it is undoubtedly better than asset gaps.

Thus, a complementarity-based and synergy-leveraging partnership between the EU and NATO seems to be the best way to efficiently manage a single set of forces and resources, such as national defense budgets, personnel, etc. The main goal of such a partnership is not to divide work as efficiently as possible but rather to capitalize on and develop the strengths of both organizations. To this end, there are five ideas for advancing the current state of the EU-NATO partnership:

The most vital area of strategic cooperation between the Union and NATO is now coordinating efforts to support Ukraine. In addition to the ideas presented below that would strengthen the partnership and make it more effective, more immediate measures could be considered. In light of plans to be announced at the NATO summit in July to strengthen the Alliance’s role in supporting Ukraine, close coordination is necessary between the Alliance’s new initiatives and

---
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the two ongoing EU missions—EUAM (EU Advisory Mission in Ukraine) and EUMAM (EU Military Assistance Mission).26 The separate actions of the EU and NATO in supporting reforms of Ukraine’s civilian and security sectors and in training Ukrainian soldiers must be coordinated in terms of goals, principles, and measures.

To increase the synergy effects, a joint EU-NATO training mission, drawing on EUMAM experience, where the EU already applies NATO standards in training Ukrainians, would be worth considering. Also, when planning support and assessing progress, it is necessary to consider the reforms that Ukraine must implement to prepare for both NATO and EU membership. Close coordination of these processes is essential, especially given the limited capabilities and resources, both financial and human, of the Ukrainian administration. Finally, there is a growing need to coordinate financial aid to Ukraine. It is already flowing through bilateral channels and the EU framework and should now be significantly boosted with a $100 billion fund to be established by NATO at the upcoming summit.27 The long-term character of the envisaged fund, which should ensure continuity of assistance to Ukraine, is very much needed. Yet, considering the scarcity of financial resources across Europe, spending has to be coordinated by both organizations.

Second, institutional practices of mutual cooperation should be further strengthened, and the mechanism of regular meetings between EU and NATO staff set up in February 2022 will be intensified. While at times tedious and time-consuming, such practices provide a basic structural framework for a partnership that, over time, promotes a reflex of cooperation and the principle of inclusiveness. Also, these institutional mechanisms help improve mutual knowledge of how the two organizations operate, especially in the medium to long term. In addition to existing mechanisms, regular special summits involving all NATO and EU heads of state and government should be considered to retain trust at the highest levels and to define a long-term vision for the strategic partnership.28 Also, in light of the reshuffle of the EU institutions in the fall of 2024, the separation from the Foreign Affairs Council of a distinct Council defense-dedicated formation, which could closely liaise with meetings of NATO defense ministers, would be advisable.

Similarly, the envisioned commissioner for the defense industry could be a focal point regarding cooperation on capabilities development. At the same time, allies on both sides of the Atlantic and within both organizations should increase pressure on Ankara and Nicosia to find a way to expand the scope of joint operations. If the conflict continues and blocks cooperation, new formats, such as ad hoc coalitions between selected NATO and EU members and increased EU-U.S. cooperation, will most likely be found, risking further fragmentation of the Euro-Atlantic security order.

---

28 See also European Parliament, “European Parliament Resolution of 7 July 2021 on EU-NATO Cooperation in the Context of the Transatlantic Relations.”
Third, as the war in Ukraine revealed the shortcomings of the European defense industry, increasing its capacity is crucial for the effective operation of both organizations. Acknowledging that defense-industrial cooperation between the EU and NATO needs to balance the considerations of economic competitiveness (with the United States being the most significant weapons producer) and the push for Europe to produce more on its own, more can be done to unleash the synergies effect and capitalize on the inherent strengths of the EU and NATO. The Union can advance the use of its financial and legislative mechanisms to promote joint procurement of weapons and ammunition. In contrast, NATO should remain responsible for capability targets and standardization, as “you cannot have the EU and NATO present two conflicting lists of capability targets to Germany, Denmark, or Poland. So defense planning... has to be set by one and only one institution.”

As for standardization efforts, their effectiveness is still insufficient. As NATO plays a leading role, the EU, using its legislative mechanisms for jointly funded capabilities, can support these efforts by forcing its members to comply with the rules established by NATO. Furthermore, while NATO has a proven set of processes for planning and monitoring capability objectives, such as the NATO Defence Planning Process (NDPP), the EU has also developed several instruments in this domain under the authority of its European Defence Agency (EDA). For political reasons, the processes will most likely remain separate, as ideas to incorporate the collective capability target of the EU countries into the NDPP did not gain support. However, the greater output coherence between both capability development processes should be further enhanced. Recognizing measures already in place, such as via the EU-NATO Capability Group or the fact that the EU capability development process has recently started to take into account the NDPP (in the spirit of complementarity of capabilities and by adopting NATO standards and practices in its capability development), there is a need to intensify these efforts.

Furthermore, the nexus between capability planning and their development should also be improved by both organizations and via inter-organizational cooperation to increase pressure on the members to comply with the planning processes. Also, due to the lack of defense planners in Europe, the same experts carry out defense planning for the national needs of the EU and NATO. Dedicated courses for defense planners on NATO-EU cooperation could be put forward to better coordinate these processes between the two organizations and ensure mutual complementarity.

---

31 See also Koenig and Schütte, “How to Come Off De Fense. Five Recommendations.”
32 For further details see: Fiott, “Purchasing Power: Towards Joint Procurement and Planning in European Defence?”
33 For details on defense planning process of both EU and NATO, see Maitre Frederic Mauro, “EU Defence: The White Book Implementation Process” (Brussels, 2018).
34 Biscop, “EU-NATO Relations: A Long-Term Perspective.”
The fourth issue is the need to work further on the interoperability of forces, especially in light of the EU’s efforts to integrate its militaries further through Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO). With NATO remaining responsible for collective territorial deterrence, it is vital that the EU efforts in this domain effectively contribute to advancing the European pillar of NATO. The NATO New Force Model aims at having 300,000 European troops in a high state of readiness, which would not be possible without a much greater involvement of European allies, which various EU instruments can support. A certain Europeanisation of NATO is essential considering the necessity of burden-shifting towards a much greater involvement of European countries in ensuring their security, both financially and operationally, and due to the potential shrinking of the U.S. presence in Europe.\(^{35}\)

As much as the support for NATO by the current U.S. administration remains “ironclad,”\(^{36}\) Europe cannot take it for granted, particularly in light of Donald Trump’s upcoming presidential run. Strengthening NATO’s European pillar is the best way of ‘Trump-proofing’ the Alliance and preparing it for a possible U.S. pivot to Asia.\(^{37}\) Notably, a robust European pillar shall include not only EU countries but all European allies, including the UK, countries associated with the EU, and EU candidate countries, which participate in several EU schemes to improve integration and raise the capacity of Europe’s industrial base. A concrete step to boost the European pillar would be to accelerate work on improving military mobility in Europe by creating more military transport corridors similar to the one launched in January 2024 by Poland, Germany, and the Netherlands.\(^{38}\) By standardizing procedures across the EU and NATO, such corridors would allow troops and equipment to move more easily across their territories to strengthen NATO’s eastern flank.

Fifth, crisis prevention and building resilience, especially in the EU neighborhood most vulnerable to hybrid attacks from Russia, are domains where coordination should be further strengthened. Since this is a natural environment for the EU, which has an arsenal of civilian instruments and years of experience in countering hybrid threats, NATO’s activities in this non-military domain should primarily support the EU’s actions. To this end, mechanisms should be set up for NATO and EU officials to regularly exchange information on crisis response mechanisms planned for a specific crisis. The EU-NATO Task Force on Resilience of Critical Infrastructure launched in 2023 is a good start. Still, its work should be better embedded in the daily operations of both organizations to ensure the implementation of recommended measures.


Conclusion

Having two organizations with a large group of overlapping members and dealing with broadly similar issues is not ideal. If the Euro-Atlantic security structure could be reinvented, creating a single cohesive organization to deal with all matters concerning foreign security and defense policy, that would make more sense. Since we cannot turn back the clock, however, we must use the current state of affairs to our advantage by increasing the synergies between the two organizations to maximize their impact. A strategic partnership between the EU and NATO is urgently needed when faced with warfare in Europe and the growing threat of authoritarian states with distinctively different ideas on how the global order should look.

As this analysis demonstrates, much has already been achieved in the cooperation between these two organizations, yet a fully-fledged strategic partnership is still in the making. It does not develop in a political vacuum but is the result of political dynamics within each organization (on many levels due to their institutional complexity), as well as the dynamics of relations between European countries and the United States. Yet the geopolitical circumstances for its development appear conducive: the external and direct threat from Russia has brought the positions of the United States and the Union closer together regarding the role of European countries in NATO. As the High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy recently underlined: “In the past, when we talked about the European pillar inside NATO, this was portrayed as a step towards weakening NATO, leaving NATO, or forgetting about NATO. But the funny thing is [that] today, it is the United States themselves who are encouraging us to forge ahead, to increase our capacities, and to do that in a coordinated manner.”39 There is also no shortage of declarations of intent, mechanisms for institutional cooperation, and several joint projects. What still seems to be somewhat lacking is political will at the highest level and the realization that failure to cooperate threatens the security of the Euro-Atlantic community. And this threat is very real.
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Reimagining Alliances: Tensions toward Transformation

Nathan Colvin

At the 75th anniversary of NATO’s founding, the alliance remains strong, simultaneously meeting old and new challenges. The NATO Academic Conference leveraged its diverse members in academic, business, government, military and other fields to think differently about the alliance’s future. Several themes emerged during the “Reimagining Alliances” session, creating a natural dialectic of perspectives. Intellectual tensions are often seen as friction to be resolved. However, tensions also create dialogue that dissects issues into their basic elements, which can be reconstructed into new solutions.¹ This report highlights the re-imagination of the alliance through eight essential tensions, based both on the conversation and additional research:

1. Escalation Control vs. Freedom of Action.
2. Active vs. Reactive Approaches.
5. Technocratic Cohesion vs. Political Unpredictability, or Professional vs. Popular.
6. Attraction vs. Expansion.
7. Internal Cohesion vs. External Confusion.

While Russia's resurgence is at the forefront of the alliance’s agenda, it also faces various emerging challenges both near and far. In other words, while NATO’s history is essential, the future is more than “back to the future.” NATO’s members should remain proud of the legacy of democratic and open methods. However, historic and emerging competitors increasingly use the alliance’s strengths against it. While descriptions may seem repetitive at times, this underlies the essential interconnectedness of issues and holism of solutions. NATO responses at 75 years must include considering more active and enduring operations in all domains, against threats old and new, both near and far.

Tension 1: Escalation Control vs. Freedom of Action

The primary tension in the strategic environment is caused by the need for escalation control against the need to act in the face of malign activity. On one hand, nuclear warfare could lead to disastrous consequences—a death by chaos. On the other hand, inaction due to fear of escalation causes paralysis—a death by stagnation. The fear of nuclear warfare moderates the use of force amongst nuclear powers. The justifiable fear of nuclear weapons may limit the viability of conventional military force, at least between nuclear armed nations, but limit options for non-
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nuclear nations confronted with a nuclear foe. When nuclear nations partner with non-nuclear nations, it may be possible to provide a modicum of this dampening action.

Literature on escalation from conventional to nuclear war is well known from the Cold War, but we should use caution in drawing strict comparisons. The strategic environment is more complex, covering more domains. As the range, speed, and lethality of conventional weapons grows, de-escalation response time is proportionately decreased from the Cold War experience. Also, the ends of competitors are different than in the Cold War, now being tied very closely with the retention of regimes, rather than ideological supremacy.

An escalating large-scale non-nuclear conflict could be tremendously destructive. Yet as NATO considers responses to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, it is critical to consider that not every response is necessarily escalatory even if the level of violence is increased, even in the shadow of nuclear weapons in a proxy situation. In other words, an escalation in ways and means may de-escalate the overall strategic or political ends. This idea is well understood in policing circles, where an initial use or show of force may be required to gain control of a situation. The key is to use the minimum amount of force necessary to close the overall situation.

Much of classic escalation work is based in game theory. Yet the tit-for-tat concerns many pundits cite when formulating responses overlooks an important assumption—that the so-called tit, is equal the opponent’s original tat. In the real application though, this may not necessarily be the case. If one side employs disproportionate ways and means as Russia does, the actions of the second player of the game may not impact the decision making of the first until they reach a similar threshold. In other words, there is no escalation until parity is reached. Only then can tit → tat and escalation occur. This means that Ukraine and NATO may yet have a significant freedom of action for increased conventional response without approaching escalation, since its support for Ukraine is so much lower than Russia’s actions.

---


To bypass limits to the use of force, Russia maintains a careful strategic approach to “win without fighting.”7 The paucity of Russian conventional forces versus the difficulty in effectively utilizing a sizable nuclear capability to their advantage created the impetus to pursue a new strategic approach in new domains and the so-called “gray zone.” In doing so, competitors such as Russia sought to sidestep the strength of the alliance to achieve their goals. While many of NATO’s members maintain exquisite capabilities in new domains, their use may be limited by NATO’s structure, doctrine, and even perhaps modern values. Gray zone activities and the increasing destructive capability of non-nuclear weapons creates ambiguity in the strategic environment which may cause actors like NATO to pause until a level of clarity can be achieved, but then be forced to act with particular methods to “catch up,” accidently signaling escalation where none exists.

**Tension 2: Active vs. Reactive Approaches**

Article 5 of the NATO Charter remains the bedrock of the alliance.8 Article 5 ensured a collective response to the 9/11 attacks on the United States and remains a primary reason why nations continue to seek membership in the alliance. The advantage of Article 5 also creates vulnerability, because there are currently no other mechanisms for defense beyond it, especially below the threshold of armed conflict. NATO should assume competitors will use every measure to work around Article 5 in pursuit of malign goals.

Article 5 is effective at deterring direct attacks because it is only used sparingly, for only the most dangerous situations. Using Article 5 for less than the most severe attacks could increase the communication ambiguity between competitors, which may increase uncertainty and the likelihood of conflict. Therefore, Article 5 must not be weakened due to overuse. However, with the emerging threats caused by the “gray zone” highlighted in the first tension, NATO must also be able to respond to new threats in new ways.

Currently, NATO is caught between Article 4 consultation and Article 5 response because of the limitations of the phrase “armed attack.” An armed attack is generally considered the use of weapons through violence for physical harm. This discounts the impact of attacks through or in cyberspace, until it reaches the threshold of “tantamount to that of a kinetic strike to cross the threshold of an armed attack.”9 More concerning may be cognitive and psychological attacks. This
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is why so many “gray zone” operations are linked in some way to virtual terrain or human and cognitive dimensions, where ambiguity is prevalent, and so-called “salami slicing” is possible.¹⁰

The seam between Article 4 and Article 5 exasperates reactive approaches. Therefore, new means should be considered to operate in virtual worlds without allowing fait accompli, without disrupting the strength of Article 5 itself. This “Article 4.5” would provide the constitutional foundations for continuous combined operations, especially in NATO’s virtual territory. Protecting this space is especially critical considering competitor cognitive attacks, which do not respect national boundaries, but rather seek the members of society against the alliance and its values.

**Tension 3: State vs. Self, or Identity vs. Security**

The return to Great Power Competition is an increasingly prevalent strategic narrative.¹¹ The invasion of Ukraine by Russia and the increasingly bellicose nature of China towards Taiwan and South China Sea neighbors seems to lend credence to Thucydides’ observation that “the strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must.”¹² But what if we are misinterpreting the conditions of the strategic environment? What if the aggressiveness of certain states is a symptom, rather than the disease? What if the “great power” is not competing states, but rather the rise of individual agency pressuring the state system itself?¹³

In recent years, the growth and ubiquity of communication technology rapidly enhanced the power of individuals.¹⁴ However, instead of creating a “flat world” of understanding, society appears to be reordering around difference and identity. Instead of ideology, progressively more particularized identities are forming, especially in virtual spaces.¹⁵ As individuals are connected at a basic level, they are more capable of finding other like-minded individuals. Internet communication allows people to more readily connect with people who already think like them while also making it easier to disconnect from those who disagree with them, inhibiting some forms of traditional cooperation. An increasing “Balkanization” of virtual spaces is bleeding over into our physical societies. With varying shades of anonymity and degrees of physical distance, individuals are more apt to disagree and less willing to compromise. This leads to particularized, issue-based social groups, whose modus operandi for cooperation is often transactional and fleeting.
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Identity and memory are necessarily based in the past, but the power of digital technology allows for the constant regeneration of identity at speeds that may be difficult for traditional systems of power to absorb. Exponential growth in information technology is the underlying phenomenon, but adversaries are accelerating the effects of this phenomenon to create an incoherence in alliances, states, and societies. Competitor psychological operations, often cyber-enabled, are not aimed at creating a new status quo per se, but rather seek to destroy the institutions that are built over time.¹⁶ A dangerous assumption of competitors is that once these western liberal institutions are destroyed, the world can be reshaped in an image more amenable to their pursuit of control.

NATO and member state focus on national and alliance security represents a traditional state-institutional approach. Protecting borders, capitals, treasure, and the lives of populations is necessary but insufficient. Conventional force parity no longer provides the offensive foreign policy options it once did. Instead, while NATO and competitors are near-peers in a traditional sense, competitors increasingly rely on new, less defended avenues in the gray zone to gain cognitive advantage. By working outside of traditional means, competitors are increasingly causing lose/lose scenarios in migration, local economies, food security, health, and personal autonomy, more aligned with human security.¹⁷ Mass dissatisfaction is the new capability of disruption.

Approaches in the cognitive and human dimensions of the gray zone often take place in virtual terrain. NATO is a victim of its own success in some ways, as malign competitors leverage western interconnectedness and development to their advantage. The map looks like this: successful interdependence and deterrence increased economic welfare of member and adjacent states and in turn, increased the welfare for successive generations. Newer “higher” needs emerge in individuals as they satiate lower needs.¹⁸ Every generation expects more from their state and in turn, the alliance. With higher expectations comes the potential for more significant disappointment and discontent, which can tear at alliance cohesion. Russia and other competitors are successfully shifting the narrative away from the success of liberalism, toward its so-called failures to live up to its highest potential. The goal is to rot NATO from the inside, out.¹⁹

While NATO cannot dismiss its obligations to territorial defense, geographic boundaries may become a hollow shell if human security concerns are not protected from cognitive violence,

whether in physical or virtual spaces. Ultimately, Russia, China and other competitors are also subject to these same forces, but they leverage their technology to control and mislead their populations into believing their discontent should be aimed at external boogeymen instead of the failures of the increasing authoritarian regimes. Competitors “securitized” and weaponized popular expectations in the human-needs domain. They hope to outlive the west, unseat liberalism as the end of history, and be the last systems standing out of the rubble. Therefore, human security cannot be an afterthought in, or outside, member states. Additionally, the tension between liberalism and authoritarianism must be of utmost concern to NATO.

**Tension 4: Authoritarianism vs. Liberalism**

While liberal-democratic political orders represent the best balance of individual rights and collective action, there is a growing challenge to this norm. Historically, NATO’s concern focused on the spread of communism throughout the Europe by force. Today, the more potent threat is the cooperation between autocratic/authoritarian states.

Authoritarianism is not a new phenomenon. Whether an authoritarian government is right or left leaning, it takes advantage of the unease during reordering in society. Authoritarian governments take advantage of the emancipation of individuals enabled by decolonization, digital processing, and digital interconnectivity, paired with weaponized dissatisfaction. During this period of digitized social reordering, there are relative, if not absolute, winners and losers in societies. Authoritarian governments can take advantage of perceived or actual “chaos” in societies as an alternative.

Historically, states in the liberal-democratic order acted on their common values and established institutions and norms to advantage those who would play by its rules. The liberal order sees this path as the most universally beneficial to all. Authoritarians are stepping in for nations who cannot transition to these institutions, while also denigrating institutions who are functional. Authoritarianism is reactionary to disorder and weakness in states and to the spread of liberalism.

When authoritarians claim NATO is a threat, the alliance often highlights its defensive nature. However, authoritarians worry that NATO guards a political system inevitably threatening their hold on power. The issue is not a NATO invasion but the observation and replication of liberal
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democratic thought surrounding these islands of authoritarian power. Elites in these states fear their populations walking from the shore to the rising tide of emancipation.  

While not explicitly allied, cooperation between “outsiders” of the liberal order is increasing. Geographically adjacent competitors are receiving support beyond NATO’s traditional area of interest. Digital technologies increase the speed and reach of malign effects. For NATO nations to compete with emerging ways and means, its members need to realize that geographic proximity is not the only measure of threat.

The new competition is not of clashing ideologies but illiberal governments clinging to decreasing control and power. In this case, a new proxy threat emerges—Russia supported by states such as Iran and North Korea. While China is riding the edge of cooperation, its “partnership without limits” represents a growing concern. With greater interconnectedness, access to the digital public square is amplified with cooperative authoritarian resources, to create fissures in institutions. This includes the division between so-called elites and popular will.

**Tension 5: Technocratic Cohesion vs. Political Unpredictability, or Professional vs. Popular**

Some note Russia’s revanchism revives NATO’s raison d’être, and therefore, “the Alliance is back.” While the alliance may be back, others wonder “where are the members?” Questions like these highlight a growing divide between transnational institutional interests and national leadership concerns. This tension is felt in the rhetoric of a well-informed profession versus those who rally popular domestic desires.

The complexity of modern institutional governance requires expert agents and agencies, whom as a class, are often labeled technocrats. Technocrats are the necessary backbone that allow NATO to reify itself as a quasi-independent actor. As the alliance improves its internal procedures, its technocratic capability in international relations, security, military operations, and several functional specialties increases. The growth of the Centers of Excellence system and other research centers are evidence of this institutionalizing and professionalization. This phenomenon increases the capability for specialized studies, professional coordination, and consultation with wider audiences.
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Despite professionalization, NATO’s agency is limited. Interests between technocrats and citizens may increase over time. Leaders of democratic member states must remain responsive to the will of the people, both as a duty of position and for their political survival. Democracies also feel the increasing complexity caused by the individualization of society. The weakening of the middle ground, as well as increased nationalism and populism, are observed. National leaders are put in the middle ground in the “negotiator’s” position, looking for win-win solutions between the alliance and their domestic audience. Those positions are more challenging to find and communicate in the accelerated attention environment.

When domestic support is uncertain, national leaders may decide on less than full support for alliance decisions. This creates a dynamic where “we agree when we meet and disagree when we go home.” Ambiguity in strategic messaging occurs just as competitors, allies, and partners need the most clarity. Ambiguity increases gray zone attack surfaces, probing of policy boundaries, and increases potential miscommunication. While some may acknowledge this issue, NATO (non-public affairs) personnel must train to act in the face of this dynamic in sensitive, yet productive, ways. Beyond training, an expanded public relations campaign outside of government and security circles might help convey NATO’s advantages. Its narrative should be compelling and clear to the average person rather than targeting those interested in international relations and defense. It should also ensure that we are not using language that reinforces malign narratives, such as NATO “expansion.”

Tension 6: Attraction vs. Expansion

Whether communicating to an existing audience or reaching out to a new audience, the strength of NATO should be about attraction, not expansion. Rhetoric highlighting NATO “expansion” or “enlargement” is nearly ubiquitous in reach and subliminally harmful in its effect. Commonplace even inside the alliance, these terms feed into competitors’ narrative impacts. For example, Russian leadership fears the example of prosperous liberal democracies at their doorstep. The state transforms this viewpoint to create fear of a “blue menace” of military power aimed at Russia to justify its actions amongst its populace. In other words, "NATO is expanding to Russia's doorstep.”

NATO’s narrative is best expressed when it reflects that at the end of the Cold War, individuals decided they wanted the freedoms guaranteed by liberal democratic standards. Based on history and emerging trends, they feared the eventual rise of an authoritarian government in Russia.
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These same people created institutions that represented them in their search to preserve individual rights, including the goal of collective security. Russia had every opportunity for reform that other states did. Yet states still ran from Russia and towards NATO. The existing members of NATO, acting with the long-held principles of the charter and the right for states to determine their outcomes, neither welcomed nor discouraged this movement. It was not easy to join NATO; it was hard. NATO did not expand; it aggregated around a political center of gravity of liberal democracy. NATO should avoid “expansion” or “enlargement” in its narratives and use every external mention of these terms as a springboard to reintroduce the positive message of the alliance. This includes confronting messages in friendly and unfriendly media when these terms are invoked, because even positive narratives are useless, if they do not reach the bulk of citizens. Recent outreach to popular entertainment outlets is a small step in the right direction, but more should be done to achieve internal and external clarity.

Tension 7: Internal Cohesion vs. External Confusion

While NATO rightfully takes pride in its achievements in protecting its members, the integration of additional nations increases complexity. The heterogeneity of motivations, capabilities, and coordination between members becomes both a strength and a weakness. The strength of diversity is that it allows for a variety of approaches to emergent challenges. Potential weaknesses are reduced speed of action, increased collective action problems and strategic ambiguity.

Different perspectives lead to questions whether NATO is an alliance, security community, collective security organization, or a hybrid? If an alliance to direct mutual defense, the invocation of Article 5 in response to the 2001 attack on the United States is an excellent example. Beyond an alliance, a collective security organization generally creates an “all against one” mindset to punish defectors—from-peaceful-coexistence and then bring them back into the security community. No alliance members have been attacked by another alliance member—an incredible feat of collective security in world history. At other times, NATO treated adjacent non-member areas such as the Balkans, Libya, and Iraq as extended areas of interest to their security community.

These varying forms of cooperation result from the institution’s adaptation to the heterogeneity of member security requirements and interests—the flexibility aids in keeping states together as NATO aggregates more members. Externally, the messaging is less clear. Is NATO only a military alliance for securing its members, or does it seek to be the protector of Europe? Does NATO represent the protection of members or the projection of liberal democratic values? Narratives from the alliance may create the impression that partners are closer to alliance membership,

providing them with false confidence.\textsuperscript{32} Meanwhile, competitors feel emboldened to strike, seeing ambiguity in the slow drift toward membership.

The peace dividend meant that NATO could be all things to all members, but as it dwindles, NATO may have to firm up its position and communicate change. While strategic ambiguity seems to help decision makers retain options, it’s as likely to deceive NATO members, potential partners, and competitors who will interpret uncertainty through their particular biases. It may also invite competitors to test the alliance in the gray zone and just outside what it thinks NATO may see as its geographic scope. As previous sections pointed out, physical geography can play a decreasing role in the source of threats to the alliance.

\textbf{Tension 8: Old Enemies and Friends vs. New Competitors and Cooperation}

It would be naïve to pretend the Cold War represents an era of black-and-white clarity. The brinkmanship of nuclear conflict resulted in vast political, strategic, operational, and tactical efforts. However, new capabilities do, in fact, create new dilemmas.\textsuperscript{33} In the past, physical geography and violence were the primary security considerations. Range, precision, and capacity of weapons in land, air, and sea domains have grown, while increasing their presence in space. Beyond capabilities in physical domains, virtual terrain is increasingly capable of delivering effects against allies. As previously discussed, while NATO is imagined as a regional alliance, threats proliferate beyond the transatlantic region.

The latest tide of globalization brought a wave of interconnectivity between alliance members and non-liberal states. While some argue that the tide of globalization is temporarily receding, many connections to authoritarian and autocratic governments remain.\textsuperscript{34} Previously, the geographic distance of these states from Europe provided a buffer from their values and interests, but that changed in the new strategic environment.

As the tensions described above are considered holistically, it is increasingly clear that NATO not only stands for the physical protection of its member states; it is also the guardian of liberal values such as individual rights, truly representative governments, and free trade in a rule-based order. The threats and the partners of these values extend well beyond the North Atlantic region. NATO must understand that contemporary threats do not respect regional boundaries in their means, ways, or ends. Moreover, NATO may not be able to stand up to these threats unless it builds a wider liberal alliance irrespective of where those values sit on a map.
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Recommendations

The nature of the international system abhors a power vacuum. Despite transforming the strategic environment to include a greater dominance of the virtual world, the physical world cannot be neglected. Additional complexity is additive in that previous requirements are not reduced but must be maintained. If credible traditional deterrent measures are not maintained, competitors will switch their means to take advantage of their absence. NATO's eastern flank members are correct in seeking integrated air defense, long-range fires, and maneuver capabilities sufficient to stand up against Russian aggression. Conventional and nuclear deterrence should remain the base of NATO capability.

That said, between Article 4 consultation and Article 5 response is the opportunity for the competitor’s *fait accompli*. Competitors use gray zone operations to either achieve or shape their objectives. Ambiguity extends through strategic ends, ways, and means, especially in the cyber domain and cognitive dimension. Neither cyber nor cognitive assaults are considered armed conflict. While members can consult with each other about their concerns in these areas, they have little recourse for collective action under the NATO flag. These activities also require consistent monitoring and intervention to be successful.

Therefore, NATO should consider adapting its underlying framework to allow a more active posture for defensive and offensive cyber and cognitive engagement against malign actors. The newly established NATO integrated Cyber Centre might be the genesis for such an effort. A standing operational headquarters with assigned forces would actively monitor these areas with the authority to collectively respond at the speeds of its competitors, realizing the potential of a “new article.” This would provide a more robust response than Article 4 while preserving the “big stick” effect of Article 5.

The security needs of individual nations differ from the alliance, and adversaries seek to take advantage of the seams between national defense plans. Therefore, what is needed is not more national capability, but more shared capability. To fund NATO common operations, the alliance maintains three common investment pools, albeit on a limited scale. By using the clarity of the Russian threat combined with Chinese competition, NATO could create meaningful strategic messaging campaigns that could harness popular will instead of fighting against it. If successful, this could lead to pooling more funds to expand the NATO Security Investment Programme or creating new common funds. In turn, these funds could purchase batteries of integrated air defense and long-range fire systems for the eastern flank and beyond.

Operated through common funds and forces, this approach would significantly increase the capabilities of NATO’s smaller states on the eastern flank, who would be challenged to create and maintain interdependent networks on their own. States in the western portion of NATO also benefit from these systems because they would provide defense in depth. Alternatively, nations could invest in common funds for standing cyber and psychological defense forces or stability policing capabilities that could be employed for southern concerns. The key is to focus more on operational shared assets, not just developmental institutions.
Further, NATO can project its values and interests to like-minded partners by increasing security force assistance capability. A robust capability would include stockpiles of defense materials and the capability to train, advise, and assist in employing those material capabilities. Much of security force assistance can be done through the contribution of national forces, although a standing capability would be preferred. Pledges of material are valuable, but as the situation in Ukraine demonstrates, the material should be on hand.

In some ways, NATO is a victim of its success. NATO continues to provide collective defense against invasions by non-alliance states while also providing the roots of collective security amongst its members. Sometimes, it is easy to forget that such a vast concert of peace amongst so many European states would have been unimaginable less than a century ago. However, the threats to peace are adapting their ways and means, threatening this peace. Moreover, these capabilities extend beyond the immediate community. Competitors will use the desire for stability to create a paralysis of inaction in the alliance. NATO must plan not just for the worst but also for success—and everything in between.
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Alliances and Partnerships in a Complex and Challenging Security Environment
Section 2: The Russia-China Partnership
Current Russia-China Partnership Dynamics

Gilbert Rozman

The combination of Russia’s full-scale assault on Ukraine and China’s preparations for coercing Taiwan into submission has jump-started an already close strategic partnership into something approaching an alliance. This builds on momentum already present for forty years (despite some hiccups in bilateral relations over the decade to the mid-90s). Nonetheless, this multidimensional partnership remains troubled in some respects. Its dynamics can best be clarified through a scorecard broken down into five dimensions: global geopolitics, global geo-economics, gaps in national identity, Eurasian regional architecture, and bilateral interconnections.

Some clarifications are in order. Global geopolitics refers to power politics at the highest level, seeking advantage among great powers. Global geo-economics is shorthand for positioning within the international economic order. If national identity encapsulates how a country defines what makes it unique relative to the outside world, the gap between the identities of two states signifies mutual views of their degree of compatibility in how they define themselves and see the world. The regional architecture of Eurasia points to organizational designs inclusive of areas from Northeast Asia to Central Asia, Southeast Asia, and, often South Asia. As for bilateral interactions, these are linkages between Beijing and Moscow that draw attention. All of these dimensions emerge in Chinese and Russian writings and can be analyzed as distinctive factors in understanding bilateral dynamics.

As the level of asymmetry between Moscow and Beijing has flipped and the level of dependency of each on the United States and U.S. allies has fallen, they have kept grappling with how to balance the above five dimensions of the relationship. If, at times, perceived troubles on one dimension or another risked equilibrium, such challenges were thrust aside by the end of the 2010s. First, national identity gaps were overcome, then stopgap measures dealt with regional architecture, later the state of global geo-economics stopped being a big obstacle, and finally the priority of global geopolitics could trump everything else despite some troubled bilateral interconnections. Relations solidified before 2020 and passed a vital test in 2022. This is not an alliance since neither side has committed to join in the other’s wars, but they support such behavior and are determined to help each other succeed.

Separate sections below fill in some details clarifying the generalizations above. At the outset, I explain the analytical framework of five dimensions employed here. This is followed by a suggested scorecard for tracing their import over time. Next comes a section reviewing the Russian debate on China and the Chinese debate on Russia, which concludes with commentary.


on the impact of the Ukraine war. A subsequent section, as part of the conclusion, considers whether problems in the Sino-Russian relationship offer serious opportunities for other countries to exploit.

The Five Dimensions Utilized in the Analysis of China-Russia Relations

In the aftermath of the Cold War, where a single, overweening dichotomy defined the identity gap between two putative camps—communist and the “free world”—interest grew in a plethora of national identities. It was widely accepted that some set of assumptions about what makes one’s own country distinctive played a role in foreign interactions. This represented a backlash against international relations theories that exclusively focused on military security and balance of power as well as the spurt of optimism that economic complementarities following the Cold War could drive foreign policies. Already in the 1960s-1980s, identity awareness spread, e.g., in explanations of the Sino-Soviet dispute centered on rival interpretations of ideology and of the Japan-South Korean animosity centered on historical memory.

By the 2000s analysis discerned additional aspects of identity and more systematic ways to talk about the impact of identities on bilateral relations. These have been labeled national identity gaps and have been traced over time. The Sino-Russian identity gap was wide in the 1990s, narrowed appreciably under the impact of directions from above or censorship in the 2000s, but still mattered in the 2010s.

What is the essence of the Sino-Russian identity gap? Some anticipated that the fact one had turned against communism and the other had retained it signified an ideological gap. This proved not to be the case, particularly as Putin embraced the Stalinist legacy and Xi the Maoist heritage without either recalling prior divisions. Many thought history, particularly what Chinese had dubbed “tsarist imperialism,” would leave a sharp identity gap. Agreeing in stages on border demarcation gave leaders an opening to say that history had been put behind them. At least, steps were taken to manage it. Rising Russocentrism and Sinocentrism posed another identity challenge, even as leaders avoided these terms and directed attention at identity gaps with the United States and the West, obscuring bilateral divides. Yet even beyond the year 2012 when Putin and Xi solidified control, a gap remained.

Differences over Asian regional architecture became pronounced in the 2000s. In spite of joining in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and in rejecting the U.S. alliances and security partnerships in Asia, Central Asia proved problematic. When Putin declared the Eurasian Economic Union and Xi Jinping quickly countered with the Silk Road Economic Belt (soon incorporated into the Belt and Road Initiative), the potential rose for deeper rivalry. Putin and Xi struggled to contain this divide. Jointly keeping Washington and its allies out eased tolerance for each other’s role.
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China and Russia took very different approaches to global geo-economics. Indeed, Russians worried that China’s embeddedness in the international economy along with support for globalization limited its willingness to strengthen bilateral ties or confront the United States, as Russia intended. Through the first half of the 2010s this gap in outlook operated as one of the most substantial barriers to closer ties. Complementarity of energy supplies for industrial ones made cooperation easier.

The strongest driving force to a much tighter bond between Beijing and Moscow remained from the mid-1990s global geopolitics. Under Putin it mattered more, and Xi Jinping gave it a further boost. Yet, what to do about this shared outlook and when to act proved complicated. With other barriers losing potency and Xi and Putin forging a close relationship, a divide here was poised to be overcome. Both obsessed about altering the balance of power with the U.S., not each other.

Finally, irritants in bilateral relations kept troubling one side or the other even if censorship and a shared understanding about the lessons of the Sino-Soviet split made them manageable. These could be put aside if other factors boosted ties. Critical to the frequency of such irritants is a low level of trust, low confidence in a shared future, and minimal, grassroots interactions forging cultural understanding.

The five dimensions are visualized separately, but the authoritarian leadership of Putin and Xi and the joint decisions taken at their numerous summits impacted all of them. Critical upgrading of relations occurred in 2014 after Putin’s annexation of Crimea (which Xi did not openly endorse even as he seized the opportunity to strengthen ties), in 2019 amid Trump’s trade war and North Korean diplomacy (which Putin grasped as an opening for alliance-like relations), and in 2022 (as a response to Biden strengthening various U.S.-led alliances, to which Xi and Putin answered with a “no limits” partnership). Overcoming the barriers associated with each of the dimensions proceeded over the course of a decade of their meetings.

**Scorecard on the Evolution of China-Russia Relations**

The national identity gap had peaked with the Sino-Soviet dispute and lingered as relations kept improving through the 2000s. Only when Putin reaffirmed Stalin as well as the Soviet legacy as the “Russian Idea,” an insight Yeltsin had been seeking, and Xi Jinping reverted to Mao’s legacy as the crux of the “China Dream,” were the main barriers to identity consensus overcome. Any attempt to bring identity issues, such as historical disagreements, to the forefront would be quickly buried thereafter. As heirs to 1945 victor’s hubris, celebrated side-by-side in 2015 at parades in the two capitals, Putin and Xi heralded a shared identity. The legacy of communism without class struggle brought the two sides together. It required abandoning ideological rigidity in favor of just a few prior tenets of belief: praise for a positive socialist legacy and its “anti-
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imperialism,” rejection of values at odds with autonomous dictatorship, and complete suppression of civil society.

Consensus on regional architecture proved to be a more daunting challenge. In 2013-16 tensions were palpable over Central Asia, North Korea, Vietnam, and the Northern Sea Route, among other regional issues. Even the Shanghai Cooperation Organization could not manage their differences as Putin launched the Eurasian Economic Union and Xi Jinping countered with the Silk Road Economic Belt—the start of his Belt and Road Initiative. When Putin yielded on Xi’s BRI—but not to Russia’s inclusion—as Xi paid lip-service to Putin’s Greater Eurasian Partnership, they succeeded in lowering the heat over regional architecture. Tensions would flare again, as in 2020 over India, but priorities were already understood by both. The Korean nuclear diplomacy of 2018 only confirmed their need to be together. No full consensus resulted, but agreement on managing the differences sufficed. By 2017-18, the tensions that had reared in 2013-16 were clearly subsiding.

The Trump “trade war” proved to be the catalyst to defuse geo-economic discord between Beijing and Moscow. If Russians had doubted China’s resolve to stand up to the United States in a “New Cold War,” in 2019 they took satisfaction that China had changed. Trump loomed as more catalyst than cause for a shift finally under way. De-dollarization in bilateral trade was becoming easier. The dearth of Chinese investment in Russia was not a deal-breaker. China could continue to champion “globalization” that made other countries economically overdependent. Russia welcomed de-coupling key supply chains as long as it clung to its “energy card.” By 2020 there was reassuring consensus that geo-economics defers to geopolitics.

Five events in rapid succession sealed the new, aggressive understanding behind Sino-Russian relations: the Korean diplomatic fiasco of 2018-19, which left Beijing and Moscow to soothe Pyongyang’s wounds; Trump’s foreign policy incoherence that raised their confidence; Xi’s pandemic hubris that accelerated bipolarity; the Biden diplomatic counterattack, which met hostility in both Moscow and Beijing; and the full-scale Ukraine war, in which China could not let Russia be weakened. If Moscow surmised that the Grand Strategic Triangle seen in the 1980s was reborn, while Beijing pursued a Sinocentric sphere in Asia along with a G2 while feigning “multipolarity” in which Russia is the leading other, geopolitics reigned supreme.

Perceptions of the United States are a driving force in Sino-Russian relations. After they had deteriorated beyond repair in Russia, the focus shifted to China’s views. If in 2013 to 2016 there was wavering, the years 2017 to 2020 sealed the deal. Negativity hardened further from 2021.
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extending the geopolitical turn to Russia. It was not U.S. insensitivity to China’s or Russia’s interests driving the two together as seen in the diverse attempts by presidents Obama, Trump, and Biden to appeal to one or both countries. No U.S. leader could have satisfied the Russocentric and Sinocentric ambitions of leaders obsessed with a mission to fulfill a historic dream.

Bilateral ties are not close, and potential for tension is never far away. Chinese museums on bilateral history are off-limits to Russians, reminding us that only a few years ago a flare-up occurred over celebrating the history of Vladivostok. In the face of greater Central Asian wariness toward Moscow, Beijing is making its case in security as well as economics despite a lack of cultural rapport. Chinese insensitivity and arrogance leaves Russians concerned but with little leverage. We have seen that bilateral distrust can be kept within bounds in the atmosphere of today’s confrontation with the United States and its allies. Russia has narrowed its options with little leverage in the foreseeable future. China is in the driver’s seat.

Russia’s intentions have been laid bare, with no uncertainty about the accelerated timetable. China’s plans remain subject to its shifting balance of geopolitical and geo-economic goals, leaving its timetable for more assertively supporting Russia or moving to rein in Taiwan more uncertain. The Chinese debate on the Ukraine war provides some perspective, although the existence of a minority viewpoint is no indication that the mainstream faces a serious or imminent challenge. Key to the debate is thinking about Russia, its history, and future Sino-Russian relations.

The Russian Debate on China and the Chinese Debate on Russia

Russian writings on China and Sino-Russian relations have shifted in stages during the years of Putin’s “Turn to the East” since 2012. In search of multipolarity, early analysis tilted toward balancing China despite a mainstream intent on very close relations. After Putin’s annexation of Crimea, joining with China in a framework for infrastructure and economic integration pushed multipolarity with U.S. allies aside even as skeptics warned of asymmetry. A further turn toward China occurred in the late 2010s only to arouse concern that China was so confident it was ignoring Russia’s interests. The mainstream grew emboldened to herald Chinese ties even more after the onslaught into Ukraine, while censorship tightened over those still seeking some balance in the Greater Eurasian Partnership. Just as the debate in China heated up from 2022, that in Russia narrowed to reinforce Putin’s policies.

Why have assessments of Moscow since the 1980s stirred Beijing more than any other major power? The answer is centered in three defining words: parallelism, triangularity, and legacy. China’s leaders have an abiding recognition of stages of socialism and its reform or dismantling, grasping for answers in the parallel paths of China and the Soviet Union/Russia. Moreover, in an obsession with the Grand Strategic Triangle, including relative comprehensive national power, China keeps its focus on Moscow as the third leg in a triangular view of geopolitics even as the
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pull of bipolarity keeps growing. Finally, memories of the Sino-Soviet dispute are never far from sight, making avoidance of any repetition a matter of high priority.

Two unequal forces have driven commentary on Soviet/Russian history in China over four decades. The mainstream—the security core of international relations analysis, Marxist “theorists,” and orthodox historians who place the official line above the search for truth—contends with advocates of “reform and opening up,” who prize truth and fear that the wrong lessons will be drawn about the history of socialism—that Beijing and Moscow will converge in restoring its past principles and forging a bond against the existing international order. Defending the Soviet order and blaming Gorbachev for the upheaval that brought about the collapse of the socialist bloc and the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the mainstream attacks what it calls “historical nihilism,” in recent years accelerating critiques of archival and other serious scholarship. Close ties with Putin’s Russia, committed to similar use of history, serves to defend a worldview steeped in assumptions of parallelism between the trajectories of the two countries. Skirting over sharp differences over the course of the Sino-Soviet split, national identity discourse is now overlapping.

Without historical parallelism, driven top-down by the Communist Party leaders, the Chinese debate about Russia would lack an overarching narrative sensitive to the fate of China’s Party system. Serious historians, social scientists, and foreign affairs analysts would have an opening to reach beyond narrow observations. It is difficult to make the case that Beijing should distance itself from Moscow if failure of the latter—in the light of Gorbachev’s perceived capitulation to the West—is equated with imperiling the survival of China’s own Communist system or identity.

Triangularity also limits any prospects of distancing China on great power matters, such as the Ukraine war, from Russia. By 1982, Beijing had set its sights on making the Grand Strategic Triangle equilateral, conditioning normalization with Moscow on it backing down on three regional issues that denied it a sphere of dominance along China’s borders while conditionally building up ties with the United States and its allies. Gorbachev’s 1986-88 “new thinking” appeared to satisfy Beijing in two respects—backing down on Deng Xiaoping’s “three conditions” while firing the leading figures in demonizing China—but it drew scathing reactions for its impact on the Grand Strategic Triangle, as if this was obsolete in a harmonious new era. After three years of angst over the end of the socialist bloc and the ongoing collapse of the Soviet Union, as if these “disasters” meant the full fury of the United States would be turned against China in the new, skewed triangle, it took years of prodding Yeltsin and then Putin to reconstruct the triangle as two vs. one in China’s favor. Triangularity continues to shape perceptions today.

Much as serious historians challenge the premises of parallelism, international relations experts, including many on the U.S. and its allies and some on Russia, do not agree with the core arguments of triangularity. The U.S. did not concentrate on weakening or isolating China and is ready for cooperation and competition not just confrontation; Russia is a second-rate country not only unworthy of playing a balancing role but determined to exacerbate Sino-U.S. tensions in ways harmful to China’s interests; and geopolitics is a distorting lens given China’s vast assets. For the mainstream’s great power centrism and zero-sum logic, the uphill battle to move beyond triangularity saps the will to confront the West, marginalizing it.
Finally, the legacy of the Sino-Soviet split shadows thinking about Russia itself. In the 1990s, Chinese and Russians, previously enlisted in castigating the other side, found that both sides agreed that their unmitigated clash had been a disaster for each of their national interests and must not be repeated. In the face of lingering distrust on many matters, including a border dispute that required a compromise but could not be put fully to rest, they had to suppress open, mutual criticisms. It is this consensus on censorship and “feigned respect” that shapes the responses to the Ukraine war, lessening the chances that Chinese critics get a public hearing or Russians dissatisfied with China’s partial support or encroachments are heard.

Whereas the Russians have feared both China’s geo-economic interests standing in the way of closer ties and Sinocentric designs coming more to the surface, the Chinese have lacked trust in Russia, as too oriented economically and culturally to Europe and still suspicious of China’s intentions. Local Russian demagogues over the 1990s even warned of the “yellow peril.” Overwhelming such doubts are the memories of the price of the schism in the 1960s-80s. Leaving Russia in the lurch in the 2020s over the Ukraine war would go against China’s verdict on that legacy.

Of all the events since the beginning of the 1990s, the war starting in 2022 has the greatest historic significance, testing bilateral relations in an unparalleled way. It is widely viewed from a broad perspective, not for the morality of Russia’s moves but for the historical transformation of which it is a part and an accelerant. For the Chinese mainstream, the war was “forced” on Russia due to U.S. hegemonism, manifested in the expansion of NATO in the West, similar to the beefing up of alliances in the East. Only by supporting Russia’s fight against such pressures does China act in its geopolitical interests. Whether Moscow’s precise timing or moves were well-advised or not, Beijing has no choice, in this perspective, but to side with it. Only the prism of the Grand Strategic Triangle matters in this worldview.

At the opposite extreme are bold voices, struggling to get their message heard, saying that Russia’s war was misconceived on the basis of reasoning not in line with China’s national interests. Moscow is acting out of a narrow obsession with rebuilding its empire and weakness in its economic prospects. Moreover, it is not strengthening its position as a pole worthy of Beijing’s principal partner, but only weakening and isolating itself. Backing its war does not help China geopolitically and has negative spillover for it geo-economically. China should instead prevent the United States and its allies from treating Beijing through guilt by association for this war. Even if the geopolitical path will be confrontational, China should not fall for the strategic trap laid by Russia on a timetable not of China’s choosing and with galvanization of the US and its allies to a degree not in China’s own interests.

Not only is the geopolitical fallout from the war against China’s interests, say the critics of the mainstream, the geo-economic fallout centered on preoccupation with economic security and limiting economic dependence on an adversary or potential adversary is also harmful for China. Of all the dimensions manifest in the Sino-Russian relationship, the geo-economic one is where China has the greatest incentive to distance itself from Russia’s war. The spillover is hurting China
just as its economy is reeling and in need of more outside cooperation. The case these outliers air could be boosted by putting more pressure on China for its behavior.

China is taking advantage of the war to alter the terms of Sino-Russian relations. On regional matters, China is pressing its advantage, e.g., in Central Asia through the new C+5 grouping, excluding Russia and adding a security element previously reserved for Russia. On the Northern Sea Route, China is not filling the vacuum left by Russia’s shortage of funds but advancing its own priority of turning the port of Vladivostok into a transshipment point for Northeast China to connect to the rest of the country. Meanwhile, China does not need to yield bilaterally; it can drive a hard bargain, as in negotiations over the Power of Siberia-2 gas pipeline. A further boon is the rising prospect of enlisting Russian energies in the pursuit of China’s strategic objectives in the Pacific, joint exercises and new declarations of support for China’s territorial assertiveness, among them. Such concessions by Russia may take time to materialize, but military cooperation is in the forefront.

Conclusion

Over the twelve years of summitry between Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin, Sino-Russian relations have continuously improved despite repeated challenges. Each time one of the five critical dimensions of the relationship raised concern in one or the other country, an answer was found to keep the partnership on track. If in 2012-13, uncertainty remained regarding each dimension, a succession of steps to refocus ties or set differences aside led to mutual confidence by the end of the decade that the relationship was secure enough for each side to proceed with the geopolitical priorities it most desired. Skeptics about loss of multipolarity in the “Turn to the East” had been overwhelmed by the boosters of China, but Putin still realized that a bold initiative would be advisable to gain China’s respect, i.e., a war to conquer Ukraine. Those who doubted the value of an economically weak Russia for empowering China’s rift with the United States and its allies also lost influence. By 2020 bilateral relations were solidified, and in 2022 they passed a critical test.

On the Russian side, Putin is too dug in on his war and anti-West diatribe, and it would take an egregious provocation against Russia by China to even elicit the slightest recalculaton. Voices in Moscow calling for more multipolarity in Asia rather than increasingly asymmetrical reliance on China could only gain traction by a shock from China, not from U.S. or allied moves. More likely, Moscow would quietly resist Beijing’s insensitivity, yielding ground, without active distancing. The debate inside Russia proved to be too limited to suggest limits well before 2022.10

On the Chinese side, the strains with the U.S. and its allies arise less from bilateral relations than from strategic rethinking. A shift would not result from satisfying China’s one-sided demands—excessive and not amenable to resolution—but from additional pressure making clear the costs of endorsing the agenda of Russia and reasonable overtures that de-risking does not mean de-

coupling and deterrence is not synonymous with containment. Unilateral U.S. actions are less impactful than multilateral approaches with a critical group of allies and partners, preparing for an extended challenge. Today's broad export control sanctions are proof of this.

China’s mainstream thinking rules out directly driving a wedge between Moscow and Beijing. It is also likely that just applying pressure on China will not suffice since that strengthens the hold of the mainstream viewpoint and does not rally U.S. allies and partners together. Yet, without a more united front intensifying the pressure, the mainstream will hesitate to change course. If a change were to occur, the most that could be expected is not a 1972 or 1989 game-changing transformation of the Grand Strategic Triangle, but a limited reassessment of the scope and timing of confrontation. This is worth trying, but the chances of success remain low, especially if the costs of staying on the current course are left vague.

The prevailing Chinese view in 2022-24, as in 1989-91, was that any weakening of Moscow would mean intensifying pressure from Washington against Beijing. Thus, Beijing must join with Moscow (or in the 1990s, rally it) against Washington. Some readiness exists to recalculate the costs to China’s economy in uncertain times. An ongoing debate on the pros and cons of Russia’s war is testimony to other options.

A joint strategy on Russia since 2022 is not matched by a joint strategy on China. To counter a full-scale war by a state with energy revenue able to survive apart from extensive economic ties to the West or its Asian allies is very different from managing an economic powerhouse. Without clearer costs for China, its support for Russia is unlikely to diminish. China has much more at stake in global trade; so there may be ways to limit its willingness to support Russian adventurism in the short run. Geo-economics is the dimension most relevant to China’s calculations. The debate in China on Russia and economic issues is much livelier than the debate in Russia. This is evidence that there are forces inside China contemplating some flexibility.\(^{11}\)

What is more likely to move Beijing: the carrot or the stick? The carrot has been tried repeatedly. The stick is known to have some effect but has not been wielded with sufficient consensus and to maximum effect. As China provides a lifeline to Russia, North Korea, and Iran, only a more united and determined response might cause it to pull back to a degree. This would not mean driving a wedge between Beijing and Moscow.\(^{12}\) That is beyond realistic hopes. Rather, it could mean getting Beijing to put new limits on its support for Moscow’s aggressive moves, aware that they would wind up contrary to China’s short-term, geo-economic interests.

At no point since the 1990s was it feasible to drive a wedge between Beijing and Moscow. After the strengthening of their relationship, as seen in the dynamics of the five dimensions raised, this is even more inconceivable. That does not mean the two powers have identical strategies. The
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Chinese debate over the Ukraine war suggests that even as the mainstream holds to the logic that Beijing must stick closely to Moscow, a minority raises doubts that could be the basis of appealing for greater distancing from Moscow without expecting any kind of serious split. Such appeals would best be backed by sticks more than carrots, imposing costs on China’s economy, where it is vulnerable, while pointing to long-term benefits.
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Russia-China Relations: Limitless or Limited?

Natasha Kuhrt

Russia and China began mending ties during the Gorbachev period in the late 1980s. Relations had been in the doldrums since the Sino-Soviet split of 1961, and the two powers narrowly avoided all-out war in 1969. The Soviet collapse in 1991 did not significantly change the trajectory of their relations, in particular due to the pressing need to demilitarize and demarcate their 4,000-kilometer-long border and develop the Russian Far East. By 1997, they had declared a “partnership, aimed at strategic cooperation in the twenty-first century.” With Vladimir Putin’s accession to Russia’s presidency in 2000, speculation increased regarding the durability of the relationship, as Russia appeared initially to seek cooperation with the West on 9/11 and other issues. In 2001, however, China and Russia signed a “Treaty of Friendship and Good-Neighbourliness,” and cooperation began to develop in a number of different areas including arms sales, energy sales, and in Central Asia.\(^1\) Russia had previously sought to diversify its relations in the Asia-Pacific in order to avoid overdependence on China, but by 2012 it had already become dependent on China for energy exports.

A pivot to Asia was declared in 2012, but with Russia’s annexation of Crimea, this had in reality become a pivot to China alone. The relationship has focused on increased military cooperation, closer economic ties, and increasing coordination on various issues in international politics. In particular, Beijing and Moscow have increasingly aligned on normative issues. Both resisted the institutionalization of the responsibility to protect and its invocation in the case of Libya in 2011. Moscow came to view the so-called “colour revolutions” in Ukraine (2004 and Maidan 2014), Georgia (2003), and Kyrgyzstan (2005) not as spontaneous home-grown uprisings, but instead as regime change orchestrated from without. The Kremlin saw the Arab Spring in the same light, and Beijing joined Moscow in deploying the same terminology condemning regime change. Moscow has reciprocated, designating the Umbrella revolution in Hong Kong as a “colour revolution.”

At the Beijing Olympics in February 2022, the two states declared a “no limits partnership,” one which was “superior to political and military alliances of the Cold War Era.” The declaration noted their joint opposition to NATO enlargement, describing it as “U.S. hegemonism.” While China reaffirmed its adherence to the one China policy regarding Taiwan, there was no specific mention of Ukraine, other than that both sides oppose attempts to undermine security and stability in their “common adjacent regions.”\(^2\)

The continuing primacy of the United States, while not the driving force behind their relations, acts as an accelerator, along with their growing convergence of views on international order as well as on domestic politics. However, official Russian and Chinese accounts have refrained from describing the relationship as an alliance. Russia has referred to it as a “flexible strategic
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partnership” while in official Chinese discourse there is no discussion of alliances, in line with the three “no’s”: non-confrontational, non-aligned, and not directed against third parties. It should be noted, however, that as Russia’s war on Ukraine has continued, official Chinese statements no longer describe the relationship as having “no limits” but rather refer to a “good-neighbourly relationship, comprehensive strategic coordination and mutually beneficial cooperation,” a somewhat less expansive formulation.

**Economic Cooperation**

From the start the trend in bilateral trade was for Russia to export raw materials and hydrocarbons to China, while China exported mainly consumer products and manufactured goods to Russia. While this might seem like a sensible complementary arrangement, there was for some years a certain resentment among Russian elites regarding their country becoming a “raw materials appendage” to China, effectively reducing Russia to a “vassal state” of China. Sensitivities regarding Russia’s status, greatly reduced after the end of the Cold War, exacerbated this feeling. However, such concerns were nipped in the bud by the Yeltsin and then the Putin regimes, to the extent that any criticism of relations with China was actively discouraged and eventually became almost taboo.

Russia-China trade is at an all-time high, and turnover reached $200 billion in 2023. However, the bulk of Russian exports to China still consists of raw materials, mainly hydrocarbons. This trend has been exacerbated by the war and Russia’s disconnection from European markets. China buys cheap Russian oil and the Power of Siberia gas pipeline transports gas almost exclusively to China. China has diversified its supply, however, so Russia is just one of many Chinese suppliers even as it has become increasingly dependent on China. The Russian regime is heavily dependent on the rents from these energy exports, which significantly offset the effects of Western sanctions. Both countries have strengthened their efforts to de-dollarise trade as a means of circumventing sanctions and opposing the United States’ domination of the global economy.

**Military Cooperation**

In the military sphere, despite high levels of Russian arms sales to Beijing and joint military exercises and patrols (including in the Indo-Pacific), military cooperation has not reached an advanced stage. There are no joint command structures, no joint deployments or base sharing, and no common defence policy. Russia has long sold weaponry to China, including S-400 missiles that could theoretically reach Taiwan. Overall, however, exports to China have dropped off, in particular as China no longer needs as much Russian equipment due to reverse engineering, while
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China is also improving its indigenous production capacity.\(^6\) India also remains a significant buyer of Russian arms.

Russia and China have been conducting joint exercises and drills in Central Asia and the Russian Far East for a number of years, and since 2012 they have conducted joint naval maneuvers on an annual basis as well as patrols in the Indo-Pacific. In 2015, they conducted a joint naval exercise in the Mediterranean as well as in the South China and Baltic Seas. 2019 saw their first joint strategic aviation patrol: two Russian bombers and two Chinese warplanes flew over the East China Sea and the Sea of Japan. In December 2020 another joint patrol prompted Japan and South Korea to scramble fighter jets. In the Indo-Pacific, joint bomber patrols around Japan and South Korea show support for Beijing’s military tactics of using force for intimidation purposes.\(^7\) In general, while previously Russia had maintained a relatively neutral stance on the Indo-Pacific, in the past few years it has begun to echo China’s rhetoric, for example calling Nancy Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan a “provocation.”\(^8\)

The Chinese military learns from these exercises. The PLA has no significant combat experience, so Russia’s capabilities and ability to project military force—especially since its intervention in Syria and now in Ukraine—is of great interest. China is learning from the Russian experience in Ukraine of defending against land-based attacks on naval forces,\(^9\) though overall the situation in Ukraine is clearly not analogous to the maritime context of Taiwan. China will continue to watch and learn from Russia’s war, not least in the area of logistics (where Russia has struggled), as this would be key to retaking Taiwan.\(^10\) Overall the costly and lengthy nature of Russia’s invasion—which China had assumed would be a short campaign—is more likely to deter China from resorting to force on Taiwan.\(^11\)

So far, there is no sign that Beijing would risk openly transferring weapons to Russia. However, China is transferring a number of components to Russia that fall into the category of dual-use technology. Russia’s machine-tool industry is by some estimates almost completely reliant on China for machine tools and parts that are critical to arms manufacturing, including diggers and heavy trucks which can be used as military vehicles. Silicon chips used in drones, artillery, and missiles are also imported from China. Private individuals in Russia can easily purchase drones
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over the border in China. There have also been reports of goods critical to arms manufacture reaching Russia via Central Asia, thus evading sanctions. For example, China’s exports to Kyrgyzstan of ball bearings (which enable the production of tanks) increased by 2,550% in 2023.

While the military relationship has not reached the level of an alliance, the two defence ministers consult each other regularly and have pledged to increase military cooperation. A secure border with China has meant that Russia was able to transfer a greater number of forces from the Russian Far East to Ukraine for the war effort. At the same time, strong relations with China also embolden Russia to shift troops to areas that border NATO countries, such as the Baltics and Finland.

Central Asia: A Shared View on a Shared Neighbourhood?

In Central Asia, Russia and China have long been cooperating within the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), which was established in 2001 as a result of confidence-building measures arising from border demarcation in Central Asia. For China, the SCO has been an important means of learning not only about Central Asia but also arguably about international relations, where China lacks experience. China has been the driving force behind the organization, which has at its heart a “compact” that calls on its members to fight the “three evils” of separatism, fundamentalism, and terrorism. Tensions have arisen due to Beijing’s attempts to pursue economic cooperation with some Central Asian states by using the SCO. As one Russian analyst put it, China was using the organization as a “cover” for economic activity. Overall, however, Russian support and accommodation of China in Central Asia has assisted Beijing in achieving economic goals.

China needs stability in Central Asia in order to realize its plans for the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), with this region being a key part of the Silk Road. Russia responded by announcing the “Greater Eurasian Partnership,” which seeks to position Russia as an equal to China by harmonizing Russia’s Eurasian Economic Union with the BRI. However, Chinese acquiescence to this plan is widely seen as a ploy to assuage Russian fears of Chinese dominance. China will seek to protect its economic assets, particularly given its fears regarding terrorism in Xinjiang and Central Asia. It has already signed various bilateral agreements with Central Asian states, has
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started using Private Security Companies in the region, and has helped Tajikistan set up patrols near the border with Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{15}

While previously Russia and China had well-delineated roles in Central Asia—with Russia emphasizing political and security aspects while China pursued economic cooperation—China is showing signs of becoming both a more political actor and more proactive in the security arena. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022 placed in question Russia’s role as a regional security provider while its military remains fully engaged in Ukraine. Nevertheless, China is not ready to take on the role of a full-blown security provider. While China has some small-scale units protecting its Central Asian borders, Russia’s presence there still far outstrips China’s.

One area where Russia and China as well as other SCO members arguably diverge is on the issue of sovereignty. When Russia recognized the declarations of independence of South Ossetia and Abkhazia in 2008 (after Western recognition of Kosovar independence the same year), China did not follow suit, nor did the Central Asian states. In 2014, while not explicitly condemning it, China signaled disapproval regarding Russia’s annexation of Crimea. China has not recognized Russia’s annexation of the DNR and the LNR. Moreover, China has sought to reassure Kazakhstan of its support for its territorial integrity, a pointed nod to potential Russian designs on Northern Kazakhstan (which is home to a significant Russian minority).\textsuperscript{16}

In January 2022, just before Russia’s renewed invasion of Ukraine, the “winter” revolution in Kazakhstan was put down by Russia with troops from the CSTO. This was the first time that the organization had activated its military provisions—on previous occasions, in 2010 during protests in Kyrgyzstan and in 2020 during Armenia’s conflict with Azerbaijan, the CSTO had failed to act despite requests for it to intervene.\textsuperscript{17} In the case of Kazakhstan in 2022, however, Moscow was concerned that the revolution could spread to Russia given their joint border. Russia depicted the uprising as the work of outside forces, a narrative echoed by China. The CSTO intervention demonstrated that Russia remained Central Asia’s main security actor. It also highlighted the fears of Central Asian leaders, as well as China and Russia, of the contagion of so-called “colour revolutions” spreading to them.

Conflict along the Kyrgyz-Tajik border in autumn 2022 was portrayed by Russia as the work of the West. Despite pleas from the Kyrgyz leader for CSTO intervention, however, no action was taken, irrespective of the fact that both Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are CSTO members. \textsuperscript{18} Russia—


preoccupied with the war in Ukraine—clearly did not want to repeat its intervention in Kazakhstan. At the SCO summit in September 2022, Chinese President Xi Jinping allegedly told Putin that he had “concerns” about the war’s progress. This was a reminder that China needs a secure and stable environment in Central Asia for the BRI project to be successful, and it had been partly relying on Russia to provide this. The two have overlapping security concerns in Central Asia, but there is limited cooperation on security in the region. China’s meeting with Central Asian leaders in Beijing in 2023—without Russia—signaled that China may be taking advantage of Moscow’s preoccupation with the war in Ukraine. China shows no signs of taking over from Russia as a security provider in the region, and the two are unlikely to clash, but the Central Asian states are looking increasingly to diversify foreign and trade policies away from both Moscow and Beijing.

**The Arctic**

In the Arctic, China seeks a stronger economic and political presence, and Russia seeks financial support for its development projects. China wishes to jointly develop Arctic fossil fuels, while Russia has made the Arctic a bigger part of its core development programme—militarizing the region with new installations and increasing air and sea activity in Arctic waters, eliciting concern from NATO members. While they need each other to further their Arctic goals, Russia seeks to preserve its Arctic sovereignty. It remains concerned regarding China’s longer-term motives and its aspirations as a “near-Arctic state,” including possible espionage, as witnessed by the downturn in joint scientific cooperation since April 2022. This may indicate insufficient levels of trust. The invasion of Ukraine has jeopardized several Sino-Russian Arctic projects, including plans for Chinese investment in port facilities in Indiga and a titanium mine.

Western governments worry that Beijing may be enlisting Moscow’s help to secure a greater strategic presence in the Far North, given its importance for the development of the “Polar Silk Road,” and Chinese icebreaker missions and research stations could be seen as dual-use operations. The PLA has worked with the Russian military on joint maneuvers near the Arctic Ocean, including in the Bering region during joint naval operations in September 2022 as part of the Vostok strategic stimulations. China is interested in the Northern Sea route, which due to climate change is now navigable outside summer months and provides a shortcut to Asia, but questions remain as to how close the two want to be on Arctic policy. China has often been lukewarm regarding energy projects in the region, and it has shown itself unwilling to use the NSR due to fears of Western sanctions.

Yet Russia also seeks to bring other actors into the Arctic such as India, Brazil, and the UAE. Unlike Central Asia, Russia sees much of the Arctic as a key part of its sovereign territory. On the other
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hand, China’s original plans in the Arctic envisaged cooperating with a range of Arctic states (not just Russia), and Beijing will likely not wish to be fully reliant on Russia for access to energy resources there. Indeed, China has slowed cooperation on energy as well as on shipping.

Given NATO’s designation of the Far North as a region of increased strategic concern, a close eye will need to be kept on whether military developments between NATO and Russia might spill over into the Arctic. The region assumes greater urgency with the accession of both Finland and Sweden to NATO, while their entry also deters Russia. It is likely that Russia will use hybrid tactics in the Arctic region against neighbours such as Norway, including GPS jamming. However, we should not assume a convergence of interests between Russia and China there. Moscow guards its sovereign territory jealously, which is why China still does not hold majority stakes in any energy projects on the Yamal peninsula. While China is usually depicted as the power that prizes stability, in this region it is rather Russia that prioritizes stability, viewing China as an expansionist power.22

**Russia, China, and the Global South**

China’s implicit support for the invasion of Ukraine provides Russia with strong symbolic aid. Both see the West as seeking to advance its geopolitical interests and influence under the cover of liberal values and soft power—via the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) and other instruments. Given widespread suspicion in a number of Global South countries regarding R2P (and human rights in general), this can find traction.

Within the UN General Assembly, China has a high level of control over discussions of human rights, presenting itself as amplifying the voices of the Global South within a multipolar order. Meanwhile, Moscow has capitalized on humanitarian concerns about hunger as a way to reinforce the often-implicit notion of its indispensability to resolving global challenges.23 However, China can speak to the Global South using its shared identity as a developing power and on shared decolonizing ground. Moreover, China has a successful developmental story to tell, while Russia does not. On the other hand, China benefits from Russia’s more extensive diplomatic experience, in particular at the UN.

China still seeks to project itself as a “responsible global power” when speaking at the UN, and its position as both a major funder and a major contributor to UN peacekeeping lends it authority and legitimacy—arguably even vis-à-vis the P3 (the United Kingdom, the United States, and France). Russia and China have been increasingly proactive in courting Global South countries, often leveraging residual anti-Western (or at least Western-sceptic) biases. This is not a new
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phenomenon, but the Ukraine war has consolidated and brought into focus what was already a growing trend. The war highlighted a divergence of emphasis/priorities. In the West, the emphasis was on the values at stake as a result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and Western leaders spoke of defending a rules-based order. Other actors such as South Africa or India preferred not to frame the war in this way. There were a number of reasons for this, ranging from not wanting to be drawn into conflicts seen as far removed from them in geographical and geopolitical terms, to their relations with Russia and/or China.

More people in developing countries see China in a positive light than they do the United States, although it is close — 62% versus 61%. In the developing world, 75% of those polled in South Asia held a positive view of Russia; 68% in Francophone Africa, and 62% in Southeast Asia. These figures are not completely new: the trajectory had been steadily rising since before 2014, and most people cited a dissatisfaction with democracy as the overriding reason for their opinions rather than Russia’s attractiveness.

At the February 2023 G20 forum, India told the United States that the forum was primarily for discussing economic issues and that it should not be “hijacked” for political purposes. A number of “middle” powers have refused to follow the U.S. lead in condemning Russia for the invasion, including Brazil, Indonesia, India, Mexico, and South Africa. For India, the relationship with Russia, while weaker than it was, still has value in balancing relations with China. It also helps dilute any perception that India is becoming a Western ally. India’s relations with Russia have been severely tested by its role in the Quad, and India’s role as a spokesperson for the Non-Aligned Movement remains an important facet of its identity. India now seeks to build its identity on the basis of “multialignment,” a stance which finds favour with a number of Global South countries that do not wish to be seen as siding with the West (or, for that matter, with Russia and China). At the Munich Security Conference, several leaders (including Namibia, Brazil, Colombia, Philippines, and Indonesia) suggested that they had a different view of the war from the United States’. Many, like India, are looking at the revival of the nonaligned movement as a diplomatic force but shun bloc politics. Credit Suisse describes a Global West facing a Global East (Russia, China, and their allies), while the Global South is “reorganizing to pursue its own interests.” The increased agency of the Global South countries makes them targets of Russia and China.

Russia has increased its efforts at disinformation on the African continent, largely leveraging existing anti-Western feelings—the disinformation campaign against France in Mali being a prominent case. Russia is also increasing the number of foreign correspondents stationed in Africa as part of a new front in its information war. In June 2023, Russia hosted the second Africa-Russia summit in St. Petersburg. In 2021, China launched its Partnership for Africa’s Development, and
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it has since become more vocal in promoting capacity building for African peacekeeping via the African Union, including by providing funding. Russia lacks China’s financial clout, but it plays a more duplicitous role, acting as a provider of niche security services and using its private military troops for often-nefarious activities. China and Russia might have a shared interest in pushing out the West, but China still needs a stable security environment to conduct its economic activities, so Russia’s meddling can be a hindrance. One example of the potential for a clash was the killing of nine Chinese workers at a gold mine in the Central African Republic. The Wagner Group was widely believed to be responsible.27

Overall, Russia and China compartmentalize their activities in Africa, and there is no evidence of coordination. On the other hand, both countries are weapons suppliers, in some cases to the same countries—including Mali, Sudan, CAR, Angola, Ethiopia, and Sudan28—so competition for markets cannot be ruled out. Moreover, as China’s economic footprint continues to grow, it may require greater security provision to protect its assets.

Antagonism toward the West as a Unifying Factor?

While the two share an antipathy toward the Western-led liberal international order and align regarding threats to regime security, their identities as “civilizational states” mean that there is potential for a clash as different visions of world order may fail to align. China promotes a global security initiative along with a global civilization initiative and a community of common destiny. A more nationalistic China might resurrect territorial claims on the Russian Far East, a region which is already largely dependent on China for exports.

NATO’s creation of a joined-up security space—combining the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific to address the dual threats of Russia and China—is a belated acknowledgement of the strength of their strategic partnership. NATO was slow to acknowledge the dual threat. At the same time, individual members of the alliance have different priorities, and bundling the two powers together could be dangerous. Why? Because Russia and China have long pointed to a Western bloc mentality that seeks to contain them, so this might provide evidence of their encirclement.

At the same time, the West calling them out makes it harder for Russia and China to maintain the ambiguity surrounding the depth of their partnership. Strategic ambiguity contributes to the deterrent value of their relationship, making a formal alliance unnecessary. It is unlikely that Russia and China will form an alliance. For China, that would mean a loss of maneuverability, which would be key should Russia be weakened. An alliance assumes similar goals, yet China still wants to work with the global order to some degree. However, Russia is the only strategic partner of global stature that China has, and it is not easily replaceable.


The Indo-Pacific is where China’s main concerns lie, and the increasing dialogue between the Euro-Atlantic and the Indo-Pacific mean that security issues in one space resonate in the other. A weakened Russia that is more dependent on China could conceivably intervene on China’s behalf should there be conflict in the Indo-Pacific. However, a weakened Russia could equally leave China more exposed in the Indo-Pacific. Both China and Russia have expressed support for a world order in which the West plays a reduced role. Yet the Russian invasion of Ukraine has, if anything, underscored the differences in policy direction and the growing power gap between the two nations. Beijing wishes to develop a globalized world with itself closer to the centre, while Russia’s actions have clearly indicated a desire for an expanded strategic sphere of influence.

Although the outcome of the Ukraine conflict remains unknown, Beijing already faces notable diplomatic and financial losses, including a worsened relationship with Europe, a stronger NATO which has begun improving relations with friends like Japan and South Korea, and the possibility of open markets being replaced by supply line cuts should Russia be subject to long-term international ostracism. Further, China is concerned that Russia’s failures in Ukraine could be a precursor to its own miscalculations regarding Taiwan. Finally, neither an imperialist, expansionist Russia nor one which has been significantly weakened to the point of ineffectualness will serve Beijing’s expanding international interests, including in its relations with the United States.

Beijing and Moscow understand that the European Union will have different priorities from NATO. In this respect, Beijing has rather different interests from Russia. Beijing still needs to maintain its economic relations with the West (Europe at least). A report written in 2023 by Russian experts close to the Kremlin acknowledges that China still has to tread carefully in its relations with the West, unlike Russia. The report notes, “There are concerns that once China has achieved strategic self-sufficiency, it may partially lose interest in relations with Russia in the long term. Therefore, Russia needs to diversify ties with the World Majority countries and eventually normalize relations on the western flank to the extent possible. The sooner we force the United States (including using the nuclear factor) to look for ways to normalize relations, the better.”

**Conclusion**

For China, Russia’s war on Ukraine represents a learning point. On the economic front, Beijing is drawing lessons from Russia’s handling of Western sanctions. Like Russia, China is also carefully observing the resilience and unity of Western nations in the face of Russian aggression. For China, the EU countries still represent an opportunity to test the West—as they struggle with their loyalty to the United States as it seeks to decouple from China, their varying degrees of dependence on China make it a difficult choice for some European capitals. As one analyst puts it, China considers Europe to be a “gray zone”: while it “cannot be trusted,” it can be useful given that its policies are not always in harmony with the United States.

---


China is walking a fine line between neutrality on the world stage and partiality at home, a line which may become increasingly difficult for Beijing to tread. Beijing’s wider external security environment in Europe—and potentially Asia—is being complicated by the war in Ukraine. Japan has already increased its defence spending, and Taiwan is preparing for its own defence more robustly. Now that NATO has explicitly referred to China as a “threat,” this might become more serious were Russia to be defeated in Ukraine and a new leadership to come to power.

Russia and China are not in full lockstep, but they increasingly coordinate their media or echo narratives. A number of trends in their relationship have been exacerbated by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, but we should be wary of viewing them as outcomes of the war alone. Beijing’s and Moscow’s jaundiced view of the West will continue to unite the two powers, but this does not mean that a “wedge” strategy or a “reverse Kissinger” would be successful.
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NATO’s Gray Zone Challenge: Implications of the Russia-China Partnership

Kristian Smith

While Russia and China have made concerted efforts to broaden their partnership for more than the past decade, the advent of Russia’s war of choice with Ukraine is laying bare the full nature of this dangerous and evolving relationship. Immediate concerns within NATO are likely to figure prominently as member nations undertake the crafting of appropriate strategies and force development initiatives to keep pace. But the evolving threat is increasingly broader than just the military realm, will not be limited to the geography of Europe, and in its most ambitious form represents a concerted effort on the part of Moscow and Beijing to assume a greater share of global leadership clout and upend the normative behavior of nations subscribing to the international rules-based order set in place following the Second World War.

Russia and China’s self-proclaimed “comprehensive strategic partnership of coordination” is both broad and deliberately vague in its construction, defying useful comparisons between it and the NATO alliance where few, if any similarities exist. Unlike NATO’s military-based alliance that remains focused on collective defense, the evolving partnership between Russia and China is seemingly based on a strategic opportunity, convenience, and temporal assurances of mutual support for each other’s norm breaking pursuits rather than any principled ideology. And while Russia and China claim to be threatened by security concerns relating to NATO expansion accompanied by efforts intent on containing it, these assertions amount to little more than preludes to the justifications made by both nations as they actively pursue spheres of influence in multi-dimensional ways.

Neither nation has ever embraced the kind of alliance represented by the NATO organization that exists today. In the past, Russia has seen purpose in collaborating with others for mutual benefit. World War II offers the most significant historical example from the 20th century. More recently, Russia has predominantly found purpose in forming bilateral partnerships with other authoritarian states beyond China, including North Korea, Iran, and Venezuela. China maintains a 2,000+ year history of going it largely on its own, resting on the historical understanding of itself as the Middle Kingdom, rightfully ruling over all others as vassal states based on a mandate conferred to it from Heaven.\(^1\) Much like Russia, in more recent times, China has seen fit to develop partnerships with various countries capable of contributing to its own strategic objectives. In addition to Russia, China maintains a relationship with North Korea as an entity conveniently capable of destabilizing North Asia in time of need, though that relationship has rarely proven an easy management problem for Beijing. China’s relationships with Laos and Cambodia are transactional at best and exist for likely little more purpose than to frustrate ASEAN’s adherence to a consensus-based approach in its formulation of organizational policies.

---

Despite this handful of convenient partnerships of varying depths, in practice, Russia and China demonstrate a decidedly anti-alliance bent when viewed through a Western lens.

In essence, alliances are anathema to the imagined future both nations craft for themselves. Russia and China are revanchist states seeking a return to the imagined glories of a past era that neither ever existed nor would be worth returning to for the vast majority of their citizens. While Putin bemoans the fall of the Soviet Union, claiming it to be the “greatest political catastrophe of the 20th Century,” Xi and his party elites manipulate the historical memory of 1.4 billion Chinese citizens and leverage all facets of national power to confront those nations called out as responsible for imposing “a century of humiliation” on China. In Russia’s case, a return to spheres of influence seems in historical harmony with the same country that embarked on hundreds of years of expansion and subjugation in the name of its own security just as the “China Dream” seeks to reinitiate its mandate to rule over “all under heaven.” In both cases, this amounts to unfettered nationalism being underwritten by a fictionalized interpretation of their own histories, conveniently side-stepping the amount of conquest their actual histories wrought over others in the realization of their modern-day borders.

While each country has incredibly rich histories, the modern states addressed here share a common and far more recent origin story, stemming from 19th-century Marxist intellectual, economic, and political theories, though neither Russia nor China ever came close to living up to such idealized philosophical principles. Rather, each adopted forms of communist practices as a means to establish an elite and ruling tier over what continued to be highly subjugated societies. In Russia’s case, this corrupt communist model ultimately failed under its own weight, resulting in the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 and giving rise to the Russian Federation. Little changed in the years that followed despite great hope to the contrary in the West. The Russian Federation retained an elite governing class that looked much like their forebears, now propped up by a syndicate of oligarchs made enormously wealthy through the country-wide purchase of state-owned enterprises at fire-sale prices. China’s communist system collapsed under its own weight as well. Mao’s Great Leap Forward proved to be one of the greatest human catastrophes in history. His regime survived only by doubling down on the subjugation of its own people and the regime’s internal critics. Tens of millions of lives were taken in the process.

Russia and China both emerged from these revolutionary chapters signaling a desire to collaborate more closely with the broader international community. Russia leaned in the direction of the West economically, politically, and militarily—even engaging in combined efforts with NATO militaries under the banner of “Partnership for Peace.” Similarly, Deng Xiaoping oversaw major economic reforms and set conditions by which China would later join the World Trade Organization. However, such reforms also inspired calls for improved standards of living and for democracy, which proved altogether too unsettling for the ruling elite of the Chinese
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Communist Party, leading to the massacre of 10,000 peaceful protesters and fellow countrymen in Tiananmen Square in 1989. In the face of global outrage relating to this massacre, Deng crafted what would come to be known as China’s “Hide and Bide” strategy, which it would follow for at least the next two decades. The essence of the strategy was to maintain a low profile, build capability and capacity quietly, and wait for the time to become ripe for its use. Similarly, while Moscow’s honeymoon with the West may have ended earlier, it was certainly over in 2008 when Russia invaded the Republic of Georgia, demonstrating its resolve to confront what it viewed as the potential for NATO expansion on its periphery. In this light, it is unsurprising to understand how Moscow and Beijing have found utility in leveraging such a common past, and the evolution of this partnership continues to this day, manifesting an increasing array of threats to the international system they both seek to upend and reshape to their purposes.

Developing a clear-eyed understanding of the comprehensive threats this partnership portends, the contextual challenges NATO nations face as these threats evolve, and an equally weighted effort to identify opportunities inherent in the current and future security environments are of paramount importance. Left to their own devices, these partners will continue their concerted efforts to chip away at the foundations of human rights, national sovereignty, and alliances more broadly. With these mutual interests forming the basis of their relationship, Russia will employ “ways” designed to discredit and weaken the West and the NATO alliance because it lacks the relative power to do much else without risking its own regime’s survival. Conversely, China will pursue these overarching goals by continuing to evolve its relative strength internationally, across all instruments of national power, emphasizing its economic influence most prominently.

Addressing Russia’s and China’s efforts to expand and modernize their militaries for the purpose of improving their coercive power potential will prove a necessary and familiar effort for NATO strategists and planners. To be sure, there are complex military problems to solve, innovation and burden sharing agreements to orchestrate, and the bolstering of national will across the Alliance to not only fund such efforts but also to be ready to employ capabilities in creative ways with a greater tolerance for risk. To do this well, NATO needs to continue evolving its understanding of the threat in its conventional and unconventional manifestations, to begin aggressively pursuing strategic counter-approaches that deter these threats, and to expose and confront their nefarious and destabilizing behaviors, all while demonstrating NATO’s collective adherence to the values that continue to resonate with like-minded nations across the globe.

**Conventional Threats**

Russian and Chinese nuclear and conventional arsenals are certainly formidable, and China’s recent decision to further increase its arsenal presents threats the world over. While war involving a nuclear exchange remains possible, the arsenal protecting NATO members offers an equally formidable deterrent to its use. Below the threshold of nuclear capabilities, China boasts the world’s largest army and navy, and the third largest air force. But this force is, at least
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currently, almost exclusively situated in East Asia. China possesses few overseas bases and none, currently, in Europe—though its Belt and Road Initiative should be understood as, at least partially, a condition-setting effort for its military posture ambitions. In addition to possessing the world’s largest nuclear weapons arsenal, Russia’s conventional forces remain formidable in both size and capability despite the heavy attrition thus far experienced in Ukraine. Due to its vast land mass, Russia is also necessarily an Atlantic and Pacific Ocean power, capable of significant power projection across the globe from its own proximate shores and land borders.

What resides at the core of NATO’s ability to continue to outpace extant conventional threats and thus deter them is the health of the Alliance itself, which proved slow to start as Russia annexed territory from Ukraine in 2014, but which was decidedly more up to the task as Russia ruthlessly pursued even more ambitious ends in 2022. It should surprise no one that the state of the Alliance requires maintenance and innovation to ensure its continued relevance and ability to leverage its significant potential when need arises. In this way, NATO remains a complex system of systems that, when finely tuned, more than matches its adversaries’ systems of opposition with formidable systems of collaboration—in Europe. Ensuring the alliance retains its overarching unity of purpose, resolve, and resilience when tested remains a foundational aspect of its power and international standing. In the near term, the Russia-China partnership is likely to play out in ways designed to strengthen Russia’s conventional force hand in Europe. Across longer timelines, China’s formidable conventional force is likely to threaten the interests of Alliance members more globally. Its Belt and Road initiative and its designs on achieving influence in the Arctic should be seen in this context.\(^6\)

**Unconventional Threats**

While the world watches as Russia carries out its war against Ukraine with a largely conventional force, both Russia and China have invested significant effort in devising a vast array of irregular warfare capabilities and approaches, embracing changes to the character of the way wars are being fought, and redefining their approach to realizing advantages across the entirety of the peace-war continuum. Neither Russia nor China make distinctions between these two realms and a failure to account for this and counteract these efforts will unnecessarily and potentially irrevocably cede advantage to Moscow and Beijing.

In practice, irregular warfare accounts for cyber campaigns, covert action, support to state and non-state proxies, misinformation, disinformation, espionage, and economic coercion.\(^7\) Russia refers to this as New Generation Warfare, some also refer to it as the Gerasimov Doctrine, but this approach is not a new tool in Russia’s inventory.\(^8\) The KGB actively engaged in most of these activities throughout the Cold War.\(^9\) Its recent readoption, for which Russia’s Chief of General
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\(^7\) Seth G. Jones, *Three Dangerous Men: Russia, China, Iran, and the Rise of Irregular Warfare* (New York: W. W. Norton, 2023), 3.

\(^8\) Jones, *Three Dangerous Men*, 60.

Staff, Valery Gerasimov, is given significant credit, is said to be a reaction to the perceived agility of the United States and other NATO member states in the irregular warfare realm during what became known as the Arab Spring. Regardless of its current auspices, New Generation Warfare should be more accurately understood as a refined approach to previous practice and an acknowledgement of Moscow’s renewed emphasis on irregular approaches.

Neither are such approaches new for Beijing. In fact, by China’s own acknowledgement, this approach to war dates back nearly 2,500 years, during a time known as the Warring States Period (475-221 BCE). These nearly timeless approaches recently found modern interpretations in a White Paper titled “Unrestricted Warfare,” written by two PLA Colonels with the central assertion that war and warfare exist through every medium available to the practitioner. Though not considered formal PLA doctrine, the publication of the concepts closely coincided with the formation of its Strategic Support Force, an organization devised to centralize the PLA’s strategic space, cyber, electronic, and psychological warfare missions and capabilities. While China recently elected to disaggregate the elements of this force, all of its constituent organizations continue to exist under the leadership of the PLA.

Despite their vast collective arsenal of nuclear and conventional force capability, it is through the irregular warfare competition space that the Russia-China partnership is proving the most pervasive and pernicious. By adversary design, the NATO Alliance is finding itself challenged by these less obvious—though no less vexing—threats. Both adversaries are ardently authoritarian, insulate their regimes from any meaningful realization of democratic participation in state affairs, and view human rights as anathema to their form of governance.

Little imagination is required to contemplate what life would be like under the occupation of either nation. Russia’s well-documented clamp downs on dissent are on full display in today’s international media coverage, evidencing a system much like that from its notorious past, where state security was assured through a combination of intimidation and political oppression realized by an “archipelago” of overcrowded gulags and state-sanctioned murder. Compare Alexei Navalny’s poisoning and the ever-lengthening prison sentence resulting in his death to the efficient and cinematic elimination of Yevgeny Prigozhin after openly challenging the nucleus of Russian power in what appeared to be a sputtering and indecisive coup d’etat attempt. As examples, these two human dramas occurred within Russia’s borders and concluded with the same outcome—the targeted victim’s death. But Moscow’s lethality has no respect for borders, bringing its brand of incorporated murder to other nations with a casualness intended to flout norms and discredit the sovereignty of its adversaries and potential adversaries alike. Recall the poisoning of Sergei Skripal and his daughter in bucolic Salisbury, UK, or the recent mob-style murder of Maksim Kuzminov in a seaside town in Spain after he defected via his Mi-8 helicopter.
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and provided Ukraine with troves of classified documents relating to Russia’s war effort.¹⁴ These examples are not exceptional cases, rather simply the most widely-reported in recent times. As outrageous as this may seem, Beijing has taken such oppression of its own citizens to an entirely different level. Historically, Mao Tse Tung is estimated to be responsible for the murder of between 20-30 million people as a result of flawed policies relating to the Great Leap Forward program. He subsequently initiated the Chinese Cultural Revolution that resulted in an estimated 7.7 million deaths. In a macabre acknowledgment, Mao was entered into the Guinness Book of World Records as the world record holder for mass murder, a category the authors understandably discontinued.¹⁵ These figures are so large that they inspired the creation of the concept of “democide” by the U.S. political scientist Rudolf Rummel, defined as “the intentional killing of an unarmed or disarmed persons by government agents acting in their authoritative capacity and pursuant to government policy or high command.”¹⁶ As referred to earlier, when reform-minded citizens sought democratic reforms in Tiananmen Square, Mao’s successor, Deng Xiaoping, ordered their elimination as he and ruling elites considered them a threat to the regime. 10,000 Chinese citizens were murdered in one day.¹⁷ Modern threats to the regime’s rule are referred to as “the Five Poisons” and include pro-democracy activists, members of Falun Gong, Uyghur separatists, and activists promoting the independence of Taiwan and Tibet.¹⁸ And today, China imposes the death penalty significantly more than the rest of the world combined. According to an Amnesty International report from 2018, “China remains the world’s top executioner—but the true extent of the use of the death penalty in China is unknown as this data is classified as a state secret; the global figure of at least 690 recorded in 2018 excludes the thousands of executions believed to have been carried out in China.”¹⁹ Said a different way, China kills an estimated three times as many of its own citizens compared to the rest of the world combined. If Moscow and Beijing demonstrate such little regard for their own citizens, being subjugated to these regimes under occupation presents a nightmarish prospect. Tragically, the world doesn’t need to resort to imagination on this topic. The lines of effort guiding Russia’s campaign in Ukraine are characterized by the perpetration of incessant war crimes and crimes against humanity. The indiscriminate bombing of civilian population centers, indefensible abduction of scores of children, and reports of widespread war crimes have several objectives, not least of which is to put potential adversaries of Russia’s designs on notice that a similar fate awaits others at a date and time of Russia’s choosing. And China’s efficient crackdown of protests

in Hong Kong, strong-arming of neighbors with conflicting claims in the South China Sea, and imprisonment and reeducation of over three million Uyghurs in Xinjiang Province (all the while eluding any significant international response) are similarly designed to signal to Taiwan the fate that lies in store for them at a time of China’s choosing.

These campaigns of mounting oppression and threats to neighbors across multiple domains, referred to by some in the policy community as coercive gradualism, are intended to normalize the world to egregious autocratic behavior that is designed as an affront to the normative behavior that undergirds the international rules-based order. A failure to challenge such activities not only threatens the legitimacy of responsible actors around the world, but it also invites Moscow and Beijing to continue such activities, facing little in the way of resistance.

The Russia-China partnership shares another foundational and enabling aspect, they are both unabashedly criminal states. Putin’s rise to power was at the behest of an oligarchical consortium that acts as it pleases with complete impunity. The same must be said of China, where Xi makes claims of “total victory” over graft and corruption “after purging nearly five million individuals, mostly party officials, over the past 10 years.” Whether they were actually corrupt, which scores of them no doubt were, or were simply understood to be less than sufficiently loyal to Xi amounts to a distinction without any real difference. Corruption is also exported by both nations well beyond their own internal borders, co-opting societal elites and politicians in a manner to gain influence over countries of interest, from South and Southeast Asia to the heart of Europe, where, for example, a viable French political candidate, Marine Le Pen, and her far-right political party were potentially rewarded for their fealty to Moscow until fallout from such close ties and loans from Russia led the party to pay them back. Further afield in Europe, burgeoning authoritarian aspirants in other countries are ripe for the very same influence efforts.

Economic leverage is yet another instrument each country has militarized to complement the activities referred to above. Until several European countries sought different sources, Russia threatened and ultimately followed through with cutting off natural gas access to those clients to control public reaction to its first invasion of Ukraine in 2014 and subsequently in 2022. It is now denying Ukraine the opportunity to export its grain to much of the world. This might be a legitimate war aim, denying Ukraine a funding stream, were the war itself legitimate. It is not. Instead, the effort extends the suffering experienced by Ukraine in the form of widespread grain shortfalls and resultant hunger across more than a handful of nations who rely on Ukraine’s significant grain crop to feed their citizenry.
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The more nefarious aspects of China’s now somewhat fraught Belt and Road Initiative must be understood through the lens of irregular warfare as well. The effort is demonstrably rife with the corruption of politicians and elites, relies on the widespread application of debt traps, and sets conditions for the expansion of China’s military posture across a wide swath of the globe. Closer to home, China’s nine-dash-line claims in the South China Sea have led to de facto control of the region despite an international court’s decision asserting otherwise and resulting in the denial of fishing rights of neighboring states whose citizens have relied on this essential resource for thousands of years.

The prospects associated with this evolving threat invite a retrospective quote from Bismark as a warning: “We live in a wondrous time, in which the strong is weak because of his scruples and the weak grows strong because of his audacity.” In summary, neither Russia nor China constrain themselves by the normative boundaries of the rules-based order in pursuit of their individual and mutual strategic aims. Their partnership only makes them bolder in the process, provided each country’s objectives are served by such collaboration. And we should expect the relationship and similar approaches to continue unabated—that is, until self-interests prove irreconcilable with the benefits of partnering.

What Is to Be Done

By reviewing the ends sought by Moscow and Beijing, the way they collaborate with each other to accomplish associated objectives, and the operating concepts they employ to achieve their collective purposes, it is clear that this challenge is far larger than just a military problem for NATO to solve. In this author’s opinion, the most immediate threat is that NATO cannot afford for Russia to win its war of conquest in Ukraine and the Alliance’s collective response since the invasion in February 2022 is (to a degree) laudable, must continue, and must become more robust. In a dark chapter only recently concluded, European nations within the Alliance responded admirably as U.S. politicians negligently allowed funding to slip for what were crucial months of the war, which likely added to the duration and expense of the war effort and certainly failed to consider with any gravity the suffering of Ukraine’s citizenry remaining within its borders. A clear-eyed understanding of the impact that such complacency wrought must be understood by all and, more importantly, never repeated.

Beyond the immediacy of the war in Ukraine, NATO’s continued efforts to improve deterrence in all its manifestations are of paramount importance as well, and they will be an essential component for securing the operating space required to compete in the more nuanced irregular warfare realms. Evolving military capabilities that not only strengthen deterrence but also imbue NATO with the ability and will to create security dilemmas for Moscow and Beijing are essential. NATO cannot afford a singularly reactionary approach. In doing so, NATO must see fit to embrace a fuller definition of resiliency, that is, to withstand expected challenges and to subsequently take measures to reduce or eliminate such challenges in the future—an idea many learn on the playgrounds of youth. Winston Churchill often opined about Russia, asserting his conviction that

“there is nothing for which they have less respect than for weakness, especially military weakness.” Acting upon this insight is a change that is called for if NATO seeks to confront Moscow in ways intended to change or limit the way Russia wields its own force.

It is fitting that NATO is taking heed of lessons learned in the war over Ukraine and participating in some of the most novel innovations to emerge from the conflict. One lesson learned that should prompt the concerted effort of the Alliance concerns the depth of its arsenal and the productivity and resilience of its collective Defense Industrial Base. War planners are faced with increasing evidence regarding the resource intensity of modern wars, leading to deductions about the close relationship between the depth of one’s arsenal and the likelihood of achieving military success. Through the collective application of its 32 member states, this is a competition NATO can win, and one it cannot afford to lose.

NATO’s efforts to refine the operational concept of Comprehensive Defense is commendable, and its two-volume handbook series on the topic offers an excellent blueprint for real and lasting institutional change across the Alliance. Another entirely unclassified product, the Resistance Operating Concept, is also an excellent resource on this topic. Many NATO members on Russia’s periphery, but not all, realize the merits of these concepts and are far along in tailoring their own Comprehensive Defense approaches. In both cases these concepts assert theories of merit and encourage a “form follows function” approach to preparing societies to be resilient in the face of threats across the peace-war continuum, and to be prepared to resist in the event of partial or total occupation. No two nations face the same threat, and these concepts do an excellent job to frame how to think through factors like geography, population, demographics, economics, culture, and national will.

The utility of this concept is not limited to nations that share a border with Russia, nor any nation with respect to China. Misinformation, disinformation, cyber campaigning, espionage, and assassination are activities demonstrably unconstrained by borders, and all member nations of NATO must understand they are being actively targeted by both Moscow and Beijing militarily, economically, diplomatically, and cognitively. Raising societal awareness of the irregular threats posed by Russia and China and defining activities all citizens can take to defend against these myriad threats, conventional and unconventional, directly contributes to a nation’s and by extension NATO’s resilience. And the approach itself has the potential to generate significant deterrent energy, bolstering the will of increasing percentages of people within targeted societies. The “war footing” on which such an approach places a nation is not just for those threatened with occupation. Insulating a society from the wide array of irregular warfare approaches is an educational necessity for any nation in the irregular crosshairs of Moscow or Beijing, no matter its location relative to a particular border. NATO members must strive to imbue their societies with increasingly sophisticated awareness in cyberspace and social media, investing in approaches designed to inoculate against forms of mis- and dis-information, and to undergird principles of democracy and sovereignty inherent in each nation’s political system.

---

In addition, Comprehensive Defense should be understood as an exportable approach to those partners across the world facing similar threats posed by authoritarian regimes and intent to act in bolstering their own defenses. The central tenets within these concepts have broad application and invite a tailored approach to its adoption. In this way, NATO can leverage an activity understood to be related to resilience and deterrence, creating a wider array of dilemmas for both Russia and China and fostering a community of like-minded states that are increasingly attuned to Russian and Chinese irregular warfare activities. In so doing, NATO has the potential to create an even wider array of dilemmas intended to stifle Moscow and Beijing’s nefarious behavior by further imposing reputational costs and negatively affecting their standing in the world.

Preventive efforts alone will prove insufficient. NATO should more broadly embrace an increase in its active approaches to complement its passive defenses, exposing the kind of behavior described above to the global community, including citizens of Russia and China, by navigating the firewalls each nation has emplaced to isolate their citizens from the ideas espoused by the outside world. NATO should lead the way in bringing evidence of violations of normative behavior to international criminal courts, pursuing war crimes indictments for incidents that meet this threshold. Put differently, NATO should more robustly create dilemmas for Russia and China in the cognitive domain to force the expenditure of resources as they address challenges to their legitimacy in the court of international opinion. Anything less than a comprehensive approach to combating their irregular activities—defensive and offensive—buries a lack of will to confront adversaries that have proven themselves fully invested in destroying the fabric of the Alliance and the societal health of member states that undergirds it.

The world has watched as NATO and other concerned nations have chosen to increase support to Ukraine in the quantity and quality of capabilities, crossing risk averse “red lines” with increased frequency. We must take from this the fact that Russia seeks to limit the breadth of the conflict, evidencing this by failing to respond to the application of improved capabilities in word but not deed. In both cases, Moscow and Beijing view regime survival as the first of their national priorities, and they view escalation as an approach with significant downsides. China does not supply Russia with arms directly, fearing sanctions and other responses from countries on which its economy is dependent. This marks the difference between an erstwhile partnership and an alliance. This is no time to let up. In fact, doubling down is now entirely called for based on this evidence.

In so doing, NATO is likely to realize, over time, a broader community of like-minded nations that find it impossible to ignore the nefarious behavior that Moscow and Beijing have made such a familiar feature of the security environment. Simultaneously, NATO should continue to invoke the values and principles that underwrite the rules-based order by portraying the actions and activities of Russia and China as anathema to acceptable behavior according to the majority of the world. Measuring effectiveness will take time and will require NATO and like-minded nations to persevere in the face of new and likely even more vexing challenges.
However, over time, if the coercive gradualism embraced by Russia and China is proven to be detrimental to their aims, NATO's approach is likely to eventually lead to changes in behavior and, perhaps go further to drive a wedge, once and for all, between the partnership that Moscow and Beijing find strategically convenient.
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The Importance of Lawfare: Protecting NATO Values from Russia and China

Joanna Siekiera

The aim of this chapter is to shed light upon a deeply troubling and complex issue: how state actors are using and abusing international law and the rules-based order against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). What demands our regional (Euro-Atlantic) and global attention is Russian and Chinese leverage of legal norms to justify their malicious, illegal, and dehumanized tactics against NATO’s core values: democratic pluralism, rule of law, protection of human rights including the rights of minorities, territorial integrity, sovereignty, and freedoms of speech, religion, and navigation. In recent decades, those values have been targets of both governments in Moscow and Beijing.

The key to opposing Russian and Chinese assaults on NATO values is understanding these adversaries. We must eschew our Western lens and begin seeing the other party as they are in order to understand Russia in the war in Ukraine or China breaching international law regulations against the Philippines in the South China Sea. Such understanding must be at all levels—not only military training or technology advancement, but also from the legal standpoint. Here, the author dares to say, that the West is not doing enough. International law in general will not be obeyed and does need to be enforced. Also, Western legal culture strongly depends on good faith as one of the most important values in international law. The principle of good faith (Latin *bona fide*) refers to honesty, loyalty and reasonableness in social and legal relationships. In the realm of international law, it requires adopting a standard of behavior, stressing fidelity to treaties, proportionality and prohibition of the abuse of power for different actors. From this general value, we derive other rules, like *pacta sunt servanta*, the prohibition on the abuse of rights, or estoppel.¹ The principle of good faith means that we enter into international relations—treaties, customs, political declarations—with goodwill, expecting all parties and states involved to follow the rights and duties with the same approach. Based on natural law and morality, good faith is well-equipped to be a fundamental standard of behavior in contemporary international law,² including the law of armed conflict (LOAC).

Yet authoritarian regimes and terrorist groups have proven many times they will not conform with our norms. What is more, they will intentionally abuse the promises—written in treaties or agreed arrangements—in order to strike us where it hurts the most: our values. Thus, it is the author’s personal and professional mission to promote legal culture as the most effective framework to understand these opponents.³ Again, it is not about accepting their deeds, omissions, or motives but noticing, recognizing, and admitting their true rationale. Legal culture brings an important,

---

but missing element of acknowledging of a state/nation/group’s core intentions, values, heritage, and ethics. Hoping we all share the same ethics is not only false and defective but also detrimental to getting the whole multidimensional and multilayer picture of the situation, at war or peace—or most likely in between.

**Using Legal Culture to Understand Russia’s War in Ukraine**

The war in Ukraine *de iure* started in February 2022 when Russian troops illegally entered the sovereign territory of another state: Ukraine. Yet *de facto* we must emphasize that Russian aggressive and unprovoked actions had already begun in March 2014 with the annexation of Crimea, an integral part of the Ukrainian territory. Between those years, Russia justified its own actions by international law. One of the major methods of lawfare (a term discussed later in this chapter) used by the Russian Federation has been influencing or forcing false separatist elections. And here is important to understand the mentality of Russian imperialism. It did not use legal warfare methods so Western countries would recognize that Eastern regions of Ukraine voluntarily joined the Russian Federation. The target of the Kremlin’s “democratic” messaging of elections has been for Russia’s own people and sympathetic nations.

From the Central and Eastern European states’ perspective, the situation looks far different from those of Western neighbors and NATO Allies. What is happening in the war in Ukraine should not only be analyzed from the strategic (military) standpoint, in isolation from the historical, socio-cultural context. For nations such as Poland, the Baltic states, and other former Soviet republics, Russian rhetoric—both political and military—is predictable and deliberate, while for some Western allies, it remains a geostrategic riddle. Before 2022 and during the first months of the war, many Western experts asserted that attacking Ukraine would not make sense from the military (and indeed strategic) point of view. Ukraine did not have enough energy resources to claim, and Russia would suffer internationally and lose its position in the Global South. Russia did not need to start a conventional war, as from every perceived standpoint, it made absolutely no benefit. Yet Russia did.

Here, the best example could be the quote by U.S. Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin during the 2023 Asia-Pacific Security Forum of the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) Shangri-La Dialogue. The Shangri-La Dialogue is an annual gathering of the heads of ministries of defense or national security from the Indo-Pacific region. Secretary Austin reiterated the generally acknowledged theme in the West that the Russian act of aggression against Ukrainians was “shocking.” Yet for states that suffered under communism during the times of the Second World

---


5 The 2023 event took place in Singapore on June 2-4.

War and afterward, during the so-called “liberation” by the Red Army, the act of aggression against Ukraine was completely predictable. It had been only a matter of time. What is more, CEE countries have been warning their Western partners about the Russian imperialist appetite. However, those countries had been ignored and were instead called Russophobes and paranoid.

An international legal framework for the Russo-Ukrainian war is not sufficient to truly understand the rationale of this armed conflict and then to find a solution on how to resolve it. The cultural context of the two neighboring Slavic nations must also be taken into consideration. The vast majority of Western analyses and media mischaracterize this as “Putin’s war.” Rather, this is a case of Russia claiming civilizational superiority towards a former Soviet nation. The author herself traveled to Russia and engaged in conversation with Russian professors, judges, academics, as well as ordinary people. Many argued based on the civilizational notion of the “heritage ladder,” where Russians are at the top while other Slavic nations, like Ukrainians, should not exist as sovereign but rather should be brought under the rule of Russia for their own benefit.\(^7\)

The political propaganda used first by the Russian tsars, then communist dictators Vladimir Lenin and Joseph Stalin, has always emphasized civilizational dominance,\(^8\) and therefore the vital role of Russia, Orthodox\(^9\) and “white,”\(^10\) in contrast to the Asian (much larger) parts of that country. There were two main reasons for this. The first was to polarize Russians against the rotten West along with other regions such as the unbaptized Asians. The other was to radicalize their own population, which would be deeply subordinate to its rulers, obey the orders imposed on them, and never question the good intentions of those in power who know better how to protect their own people against the external and internal threats to their heritage, religion, and statehood.

Russian President Vladimir Putin wrote his infamous article in 2021, “On the Historical Unity of Russians and Ukrainians.”\(^11\) He followed the same propaganda, claiming that Ukraine must come back to “a single whole.” Therefore, the war crimes committed by the Russian troops in this war were carried out in order to rebuild the spheres of influence known and much-loved by Russians, called “Great Russia” (Ру: Большая Россия), as well as to control the larger territory with its resources—human, raw material, infrastructure—while not to cleanse a national (Ukrainian)
The Russian side does not need to kill Ukrainians to achieve their military goal. While they deliberately target civilians and break LOAC norms by torturing and killing prisoners of war, this is not a decisive factor on the nature or outcome of the war.\textsuperscript{12}

So what is legal culture? Legal culture can be described as the lens through which we perceive the order in our society. It constitutes a fundamental aspect of any legal system, serving as a guide through which individuals observe and interpret the law. “Legal culture refers to the socially shared understandings and expectations that shape the attitudes, behavior, and actions of legal actors within a given legal system. It encompasses not only the formal legal rules but also the informal norms and practices that influence the operation of the legal system.”\textsuperscript{13} Legal culture is not limited to formal legal rules. It encompasses broader societal values and principles that shape the understanding and application of the law. The most controversial example would be differing legal approaches to same-sex marriage: in some countries, homosexual couples can get married, in some they can also adopt a child, while in others it is codified in the penal code, even with capital punishment.

Both China and Russia represent totalitarian regimes that center on the needs of the nation. This may be the Caucasian Orthodox part of Russian society, or the Han Chinese East Asian ethnic group within Greater China. This may also be the ruling sect, be it the Soviet Communist Party,\textsuperscript{14} the codependent oligarchs and federal services system affecting the choice and government of the Russian president, or the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) using its influence over appointing its leader and at the same time the president of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Unlike in most modern Western civilizations, where the rights and freedoms of individuals are at the top of the legally-protected hierarchy, totalitarian regimes have always used their citizens for the regime’s own purposes, and the lives of their citizens held no legal meaning. All elements of society, according to those legal cultures, must be totally subordinated to the plans of the community. If they are not, they will be punished for their misbehaving, as that would potentially trigger other citizens to protest and thus change the status quo. The most severe cases in both Russia and China include murder, abduction, detention, torture, sterilizing, and forced abortions on their own citizens as well as political opponents, religious, ethnical, national, and sexual minorities.

\textbf{Lawfare as a Central Tool for NATO to Contest its Major Adversaries}

At the beginning of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century, the use of the law as a tool of warfare gained prominence and popularity in the media. While this is not inherently negative, its abuse and malicious interpretation undermines the principles of the international rules-based order, based on democracy, transparency, and respect for human rights. Lawfare is being used in order to leverage

\textsuperscript{12} Compare the legal-cultural argumentation made by the author is her article Joanna Siekiera, “Between Genocide and War Crime – Legal-Cultural Analysis of the Russian aggression in Ukraine,” \textit{Review of European and Comparative Law} (Special Issue, 2023): 55-76.


\textsuperscript{14} Having different names in the course of the history of the Soviet Union.
their own legal arguments and existing international institutions to achieve military and political objectives. The term derives from the combination of the words “law” and “warfare.” It encompasses both the use of law as a weapon and the exploitation of legal systems for political and strategic gain. Finally, it also refers to the strategic manipulation of legal frameworks and mechanisms to gain an advantage in armed conflicts.

The first use of the term “lawfare” was in 1975 by John Carlson and Neville Yeomans. Yet their definition was unclear and only briefly mentioned the essence, stating: “Lawfare replaces warfare, and the duel is with words rather than swords.”¹⁵ In 2001, Major General Charles Dunlap expanded on this, saying that “the use of law as a weapon of war, is the newest feature of 21st century combat,” and “the rule of law is being hijacked into just another way of fighting (lawfare), to the detriment of humanitarian values as well as the law itself.”¹⁶ Lawfare quickly captured scholarly, analytical, and popular imaginations.¹⁷ Dunlap had demonstrated that lawfare is a weapon that is not only wielded by U.S. adversaries but also by the U.S. government in its global war on terror—through “counter-lawfare.”¹⁸

Therefore, depending on the usage, there are a few concepts and interpretations of lawfare and how it can be, should be, or should not be used. The most common defines lawfare as the use of law and legal processes as an instrument or weapon of war. In other words, one justifies one’s own actions and omissions by international law norms and principles. It serves as a fast, cheap, and recognizable tool to undermine the legitimacy of an opponent, regardless of whether that is a state or non-state actor, or if that occurs during a time of armed conflict, peace, a post-conflict, or in the gray zone. Yet some researchers suggest forging this definition of lawfare into its reflexive component. Rather than using the term to discredit an opponent’s reliance on the law and legal process, the alternative definition of lawfare focuses on the relationship between law and war, where lawfare is used to describe the art of managing law and war together, not as opposing elements.¹⁹ The last concept of lawfare restores the original “neutral” meaning. Here, lawfare is simply an impartial instrument of war. Yet, we must pay attention to the uses and abuses of law as an instrument of war as the enemies of the Western civilization legal system are not afraid of using another very convenient tool in their strategy.

---

Therefore, we may say that the concept of lawfare is well-embedded in Clausewitzian analysis. Carl von Clausewitz, the great military theorist, spoke of a trinity of the people, the government, and the military, whose combined energies produce victory in war. Belligerents attempt to impose the converse on their adversaries, that is, the deconstruction of this trinity. The traditional U.S. approach, which the law of armed conflict endorses, focuses on the military element and seeks to diminish the enemy’s armed strength. The United States’ and the Alliance’s challengers focus on the people element and seek to diminish the strength of their support for the military effort. Yet until now, lawfare has not been commonly used in official documents and policy plans. NATO has not worked on it thoroughly, but only briefly issued the term “legal operation” used instead of lawfare. The only government that officially uses lawfare in its policy is the CCP. The People’s Republic of China defined lawfare in 1999 as a major part of the military strategy. Since then, the PRC has been seeking to actively employ lawfare against U.S. hegemony in the international realm, both political and economic.

The policy of the People’s Liberation Army was integrated into the Three Warfares Doctrine (Chinese 三种战法) in 2003. The Three Warfares doctrine applies the teaching of Sun Tzu, where the most vital principle is: “The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting.” Carl von Clausewitz’s ultimate objective of war—achievement of the compulsory submission of the enemy without violence or physical force—is also expressed in this doctrine. Its three components are the following: media (or public opinion) warfare, psychological warfare, and lawfare. Hence, the Three Warfares doctrine achieves its military-political aims through psychological warfare by affecting an adversary’s decision-making process; via media warfare by enacting continuing influence on an adversary’s attitudes and perceptions; and finally, by legal warfare when exploiting domestic and international legal systems to achieve commercial and political objectives and ultimately compulsory subjugation of the enemy.

China and Russia are opponents of the legal values presented by Western civilization and the largest political-military coalition: NATO. The recent 2022 NATO Strategic Concept, for the first time in the Alliance’s history, addressed the PRC’s coercive policies challenging NATO’s interests, security, and values, as well as malicious hybrid, cyber operations, and confrontational rhetoric targeted at the Allies’ security. “The deepening strategic partnership between the People’s Republic of China and the Russian Federation and their mutually reinforcing attempts to undercut the rules-based international order run counter to our values and interests.”

---

20 Charles J. Dunlap, Jr., “Law and Military Interventions.”
21 “Lawfare” is now referred to as ‘Legal Operations’ as defined in para. 1.2.b.” being “Legal Operations is the use of law as an instrument of power.” NATO SHAPE, ACO Legal Operations, SH/OLA/RVB/191/22-009839/1 of May 5, 2022.
25 NATO Strategic Concept, Adopted by Heads of State and Government at the NATO Summit in Madrid 29 June 2022.
Beijing and Moscow are both using every possible means, including lawfare, to achieve their political, economic, and military goals. What both of those regimes are committing in their own territories, against their own citizens, including minorities and political opponents, is one thing. China keeping over 5 million Uyghurs in concentration camps, torturing and poisoning journalists and activists publicizing the truth about the CCP, reducing the legal autonomy of Hong Kong and Taiwan, domestic censorship in the public domain including the internet, as well as Russia abducting, deportation to penal colonies in severe Siberian conditions, killing 300,000 Chechnya civilians in the late 1990s; the 2008 war in Georgia (20% of its territory has from that day been occupied by Russian troops, just as Transnistria is de iure part of the Republic of Moldova, yet de facto a fully militarized Russian sphere since the Russian “peacekeeping operation” after the 1990–92 Transnistria war); the 2014 Crimea annexation; the 2019 cyberattack on the government in Tallinn, and the 2019 detonation of a Czech weapons depot by two Russian agents—are the most known examples of the functioning of those two totalitarian regimes.

Beyond that, we must not stay blind to Chinese and Russian legal messaging to their own allies. The countries supporting those regimes, or at least not opposing their internal and external politics, vote in their favor or abstain in the United Nations General Assembly. Also, developing states in Africa, South America, and Oceania support the “new regional alternative,” especially amid the lack of an alternative from the West, and the abundance of various forms of donations, humanitarian aid, providing equipment to schools and hospitals, and basic infrastructure. As everything in this world has a price, the same comes with such aid: following each Ruble or Yuan comes values—the legal culture of those two regimes.

The endorsement of lawfare, expressed in an open speech by both Presidents Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin in the Kremlin on March 17, 2023, went unnoticed and ignored by the Western media. Yet it was impactful for the allies and like-minded partners of both Russia and China. While the Western world was clapping on each other’s shoulders for prosecuting the head of state of the Russian Federation for the war in Ukraine, they overlooked the legal basis for the International Criminal Court to prosecute a citizen of a state which is not a party of the Court. Russia and China took advantage of this when Xi Jinping together with Vladimir Putin announced that China with Russia were ready “to stand guard over the world order based on international law.”

---

27 The author visited Moldova twice in 2021, including Transnistria. It proved to her how Russians are perceived there by the Transnistrian population—as friends, allies, liberators, and economic providers (cheap natural resources and other products).
Conclusion

The Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China are openly against NATO and its values. Other states and nonstate actors are outside of the scope of this chapter, yet using legal-cultural analysis would apply to any other conflict or gray zone dilemma, in order to understand the true rationale behind their tactics. While Russia is trying to rebuild its Great Russia over the former Soviet Republics near or at NATO’s eastern flank, China is trying to convert the Indo-Pacific region into a predominant Chinese federation, legally tied through political and economic arrangements.30 Such legal, economic, and political actions undertaken by both Russia and China in the international arena make many states and territories heavily dependent on still-alive Soviet imperialism and the PRC’s system of values. This has already put “at risk the rule of law, international order, democratic values, maritime freedom, sovereignty, and territorial integrity.”31

At NATO, we believe in the democratic values we stand for, and are ready to defend our countries, their citizens, as well as allies and like-minded partners, for whom the specter of communism is unacceptable. The Alliance took on its political-military duty to guard “the territorial integrity, political independence or security of any of the Parties [that] is threatened.”32 In addition, Western civilization has the moral duty to protect all the principles, written in treaties and practiced through customary law, which make up the international rules-based order: “To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace,” as the United Nations Charter states.33 Yet, in a codependent and intertwined world, we are also responsible for one another, and for this reason, we are obliged to spread our values of democracy, rule of law, protection of human rights, and civil freedoms. Every person deserves the same human rights, regardless of where they were born. Thus, NATO might play even greater than a regional role.

“Stronger Together” is one of the Alliance’s mottos. Yet, its strength lies also in understanding each other’s history and obstacles. If the old, Western members of NATO had listened to their newest partners from Central and Eastern Europe, the war in Ukraine might have not occurred or occurred in a different way. We are strong because all 32 Member States of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, along with partners and like-minded states from all around the world, stand for the same values. Yet our freedom must not be taken for granted. Totalitarian regimes—the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China—have values on the other side of the spectrum. And they have proven many times they will not stop in their pursuit of regaining spheres of influence.

---

As analyzed in this essay, legal warfare—lawfare—represents a central tool of contestation between NATO and its major adversaries, while legal culture shapes contrasting ways in which NATO and its adversaries approach lawfare. Those two underappreciated and insufficiently-researched concepts should factor into NATO’s strategic thinking more directly. The West made a mistake in underestimating Russia’s imperialistic appetite. Russia’s war in Ukraine illustrates both points of centering lawfare as NATO’s strategic method of securing its democratic values, as well of using legal culture for better understanding of the perpetrators and their true intentions. We cannot afford to repeat this with China.

Russia and China have proven to use international law, both global and regional, as well as national law to gain the strategic and military advantage again the Western world’s order. Now it is time for the Western world to start using legal-cultural analyses of armed conflict in a more efficient way for our own protection. Lawfare, as a tool of war, has been deployed in the 21st century by the PRC. Again, it is the right time for NATO and other international organizations to begin perceiving legal methods as equally valid and beneficial to support conventional military methods. The law is the weapon, just like any other form of warfare. If it can kill, it can also save lives. It is our legal and moral duty to use any means available in our toolkit to protect the international rules-based order we stand for.
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Current Russia-China Partnership Dynamics Through a Student Lens

Guljannat Huseynli

The NATO Academic Conference held at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Virginia, in March 2024 saw academia meet with military officials along with many other officials and practitioners. The conference offered a unique chance to explore the topic of the China-Russia partnership through both a panel discussion and a breakout session covering periods from the historical perspective to the modern space domain, and themes from hybrid warfare to the social media interests of the new generation.

How Should We Best Understand the Partnership between China and Russia?

First and foremost, we should revisit the historical perspective and acknowledge its significance in both analysis and the evolution of this relationship. Among the historical milestones, the beginning of China’s Reform and Opening-up policy under Deng Xiaoping in 1978 marked a significant shift in its foreign and domestic policies, paving the way for gradual improvement in Sino-Soviet relations. In 1986, Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, initiated policies of “Glasnost” (openness) and “Perestroika” (restructuring), signaling a willingness to thaw relations with both the West and China.

Gorbachev’s visit to Beijing in 1989 marked a formal end to the Sino-Soviet split, re-establishing diplomatic relations and setting the stage for future cooperation. Under Presidents Boris Yeltsin and Jiang Zemin, Russia and China laid the groundwork for a “constructive partnership” during the 1990s. Efforts were made to resolve border disputes and enhance economic cooperation, culminating in the signing of the Agreement on the Russian-Chinese Border in 1997. That agreement laid a positive foundation for the future of the relationship, showing that the two sides could agree and enabling them focus more on their mutual geopolitical goals.

Inheriting this historical background of the relationship, Moscow sought to embrace a closer relationship with Beijing since the start of the 21st century in order to regain its former reputation in the global arena. The two countries declared a “strategic partnership,” focusing on mutual economic interests, military cooperation, and coordination on international issues. The Treaty of Good-Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation between the People’s Republic of China and the Russian Federation was signed in 2001, encapsulating the principles of mutual respect, equality, and support for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty, in addition to signaling their broader strategic partnership.

We can see this strategic partnership on display during Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea from Ukraine. China’s announcement of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in 2013 further symbolized a new phase in their economic cooperation, despite Russia’s cautious engagement with the project. These historical events set the stage for understanding the evolving nature of this relationship. Despite the lack of a formal alliance declaration akin to NATO’s Article 5, the partnership has been described in terms by both nations’ leaders that suggest a strategic, albeit flexible, cooperation. This raises the critical question about the nature of the Russia-China partnership: Is it a mere convergence of convenience motivated by a shared opposition to the West, or does it signify a deeper, strategic alliance?

On one hand, the partnership illustrates deep ideological and strategic alignment between Russia and China, focusing on maintaining domestic stability, “resisting” Western influence, and extending the tenure of their respective regimes through constitutional reforms. These alignments are clearly observable from several dimensions. For example, their ideological and anti-Western alignment was on display as far back as 2012 in the use of veto power in the UN Security Council to block the resolution condemning the use of chemical weapons by the Syrian government. Additionally, both Russia and China have enacted constitutional reforms that effectively strengthen the tenure of their respective leaders. In Russia, Vladimir Putin pushed through constitutional amendments in 2020 allowing him to potentially remain in power until 2036. Similarly, China abolished presidential term limits in 2018, enabling Xi Jinping to remain in office indefinitely. These changes reflect a shared ideological commitment to centralized, long-term leadership aimed at ensuring domestic stability and continuity in governance. Another good example is their military cooperation, considering the “Vostok” regular-basis joint trainings aimed at “showing off” their power and unity especially against the West. Vostok 2018 was the biggest military demonstration since the Cold War. For China, it served to deepening the mutual understanding of their military cooperation, developing the comprehensive partnership to enhance both sides’ ability to jointly respond to security threats. For Russia, however, such demonstrations are not only about the partnership but also to show that it is not completely isolated from the international political community, especially after 2022’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine.

On the other hand, the differing perspectives that Russia and China hold regarding their partnership are pivotal to understand the nature of their partnership. Russia views this
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36 “Article 5 provides that if a NATO Ally is the victim of an armed attack, each and every other member of the Alliance will consider this act of violence as an armed attack against all members and will take the actions it deems necessary to assist the Ally attacked.” NATO, “Collective Defence and Article 5” (July 4, 2023): https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_110496.htm.


relationship through a geopolitical lens, emphasizing strategic military and political alliances. Conversely, China adopts a geoeconomic approach, focusing on economic growth and sustainability. This divergence does not undermine their cooperation; it rather complements it, as seen in energy projects like “Power of Siberia 1 and 2,” where Russia’s resource abundance meets China’s energy needs.39

The nature of the partnership is thus closer to a “mutually beneficial” cooperation rather than a security alliance. While China has helped Russia get around Western economic sanctions since 2022, for example, its voting behavior in the UN against Russia’s position in the Ukraine War supports the argument that the relationship is not a more unified political coalition. China’s interest in the postwar reconstruction of Ukraine may further show its divergent interests in that conflict.

In addition to the diverse drivers in the relationship between China and Russia, a clear distinction between the nature of the Russia-China partnership and NATO is noteworthy. Unlike NATO, which is a formal military alliance with a mutual defense commitment, the Russia-China relationship is characterized by strategic alignment without a binding defense pact, emulating a more informal alliance. This distinction is critical to understanding their cooperation, which prioritizes flexibility and strategic interests over formal military commitments, and it should inform NATO’s future strategic planning.

**Hybrid Warfare**

China and Russia are increasingly adopting hybrid warfare, particularly through cyber and space operations. China’s “geo-economic warfare” is silent and strategic, utilizing investments in foreign land, businesses, ports, and airports to secure influence. Russia employs disinformation campaigns and exploits social divisions to destabilize Western societies. For instance, in the realm of cybersecurity, through companies like Huawei, China has been able to exert influence over the technological backbone of many countries. In the geo-economic realm, China’s COSCO Shipping owns a significant stake in the Zeebrugge Terminal in Belgium, as well as Port of Piraeus in Greece. It is also noteworthy that China is not investing solely in Eurasia. China’s investments in technology and infrastructure companies across Africa and Latin America have extended Beijing’s influence in these regions, and its BRI has strategically positioned China at the heart of global trade and supply chains. Meanwhile, Russia’s approach to hybrid warfare often includes sophisticated disinformation campaigns designed to exploit social divisions within Western countries. A notable instance is Russia’s alleged interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, where Russian entities are accused of spreading false information and amplifying societal tensions, as concluded by multiple U.S. intelligence agencies. Through such efforts, China and Russia have sought to gain influence abroad as well as to interrupt the stability of strategically important domains gradually and unconventionally.

Economic Sanctions and the Russia-China Partnership

Economic sanctions imposed on Russia, particularly in response to its actions in Ukraine and other geopolitical maneuvers, have indeed helped to push Russia closer to China. This realignment is primarily driven by Russia’s need to mitigate the economic impact of Western sanctions and find alternative markets and sources of investment, which China can provide. The Siberia 1 and Siberia 2 projects, the BRI, and China becoming the main importer of Russian gas are a few examples to support the argument that Western economic sanctions have further deepened the mutual interests underlying the partnership between Russia and China. Those sanctions made Russia put extra effort into bypassing sanctions through Central Asia. The gas pipeline projects show how China and Russia mutually benefit from this partnership, although it brings some sacrifices like gas sales going from China to the EU instead of Kazakhstan (now selling gas to the EU through Azerbaijan’s pipeline project). However, sanctions also highlight potential vulnerabilities in the relationship, considering their fluctuating historical relationship as well.

The intensification of economic sanctions has further forced Russia to pivot towards China, seeking to leverage Beijing’s economic strength to buffer against the financial isolation imposed by the West. This shift is evident in increased bilateral trade agreements, energy deals, and military collaborations, which are seen as strategic moves to counterbalance Western economic pressure. China, in turn, benefits from access to Russia’s natural resources and technologies, particularly in the energy sector, which is crucial for its burgeoning economy.

China is Learning from Russia’s Experience

China’s geoeconomics approach toward its partnership with Russia could be understood as reflecting its learning how best to pursue its own benefits. By observing and analyzing Russia’s responses to the Western sanctions, China is not only supporting its partner but also gaining valuable insights that could bolster its own resilience against potential future economic constraints imposed by the West on itself. Chinese scholarly and government publishing are not always directed for Westerners’ use. It is logical to expect that China is learning the following according to Chinese academic sources directed at its own internal audience:

1. **How to avoid frozen assets**: Russia has faced significant challenges due to the freezing of its assets abroad. China is keenly observing these developments to devise strategies that could prevent similar situations for its businesses and state-owned enterprises. Learning from Russia’s experience, China could be exploring more robust methods for asset diversification and considering jurisdictions that offer greater security against potential Western sanctions.
2. **How to circumvent the SWIFT System**: The exclusion of Russian banks from the SWIFT international payment system was a substantial blow, prompting Russia to develop alternative transaction systems. China is likely analyzing these developments closely, as it could inform the expansion and internationalization of its own Cross-Border Interbank Payment System.
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(CIPS), offering a parallel structure to SWIFT that could reduce China’s vulnerability to similar Western actions.

3. **How to manage trade and energy flows:** As Russia redirects its trade and energy exports away from Europe and toward Asian markets, China is observing the reshaping of these flows to understand better how geopolitical shifts can affect global supply chains. This knowledge is crucial for China as it seeks to secure its energy supplies and expand its influence over global trade routes.

This list could be extended to the South China Sea, where China likely seeks to apply lessons in pursuing control over a critical geopolitical arena. The South China Sea is a vital maritime route for global trade, and controlling it could give China considerable leverage over trade flows, similar to Russia’s former influence over energy flows to Europe. This region’s control would enhance China’s ability to manage its trade security and negotiate from a position of strength in international disputes.

Moreover, the lessons China is learning from Russia’s experiences are not merely academic; they have direct implications for its approach to Taiwan. Observing the Western response to Russia’s actions, particularly the economic sanctions, may inform China’s strategies regarding Taiwan. By understanding how to circumvent international payment systems and manage trade flows effectively, China could be preparing to mitigate the economic backlash it would face if it were to take more aggressive actions toward Taiwan. This preparation aligns with broader concerns about China’s intentions in the region and its long-term strategic goals.

Thus, China’s observation and analysis of Russia’s handling of economic sanctions are part of a broader geoeconomics strategy aimed at enhancing its own economic security and strategic autonomy. The insights gained from Russia’s experiences are likely being integrated into China’s planning for future geopolitical and economic challenges, reflecting a deep, calculated engagement with the shifting dynamics of global power. This strategic learning process underscores the complexity of China’s approach to its partnership with Russia and its broader ambitions on the global stage.

**So, Are Russia and China Allies or Partners?**

In seeking to ascertain whether “allies” or “partners” is a more accurate descriptor for the Russia-China relationship, the characterization of Russia and China as strategic partners rather than allies is more apt. This distinction is crucial, as it underscores the absence of a formal defense pact akin to NATO’s Article 5 between them. Instead, their relationship is defined by strategic alignment, mutual economic benefits, and a shared interest in counterbalancing Western influence, without the obligations that come with a formal alliance. This informal alliance, lacking substantial institutionalization and within which each side’s commitments remain relatively ambiguous and uncertain, poses several important questions regarding its implications for NATO.
What Are the Key Challenges for NATO that Emerge from the China-Russia Partnership?

One of the biggest concerns for NATO is the fact that Russia and China are deepening their security ties and intelligence sharing. The implications of such collaboration require scrutiny, especially regarding intelligence sharing, the development of space technologies, and other technological exchanges. Space capabilities are critical not only for surveillance and intelligence but also for communication, navigation, and early warning systems which play integral roles in modern warfare. Furthermore, China’s advanced capabilities in areas such as artificial intelligence and quantum computing could be shared with Russia, potentially leading to advancements in cyber warfare tactics and electronic warfare capabilities, which are crucial for disrupting enemy communications and misguiding or disabling critical systems during conflicts. The exchange of such technologies and joint development in these areas can significantly enhance the military capabilities of both nations, increasing the threats facing the NATO community.

Russia’s and China’s strategic maneuvers in other regions, particularly in Africa, also pose challenges for NATO. These countries employ a combination of military, economic, and diplomatic strategies to establish and expand their influence, which starkly contrasts with Western focuses such as human rights and conditional aid. By forging robust economic ties through initiatives like infrastructure development and direct investment, China and Russia not only enhance their geopolitical footprint but also embed themselves deeply within the economic and political fabrics of these regions. This approach of geoeconomics enables them to create long-term dependencies and alliances that bolster their global influence and strategic depth. For instance, while Western “quality standards” may be higher for various technologies and investments of interest to countries in Africa and elsewhere, it takes significantly less time for China to provide competing products to those countries at a lower price. Additionally, when a country wants to partner with NATO it faces requirements regarding human rights that it may not be willing to or capable of fulfilling, and it may find alternatives with China and Russia where no such values are prerequisites for collaboration. For NATO, these actions represent a dual challenge as it seeks to counter the growing military and economic influence of China and Russia in these key strategic regions, but it must also contend with shifting ideological and diplomatic landscapes that could potentially realign global alliances away from Western democratic ideals.

Another challenge is hybrid warfare. As discussed earlier in this essay, the use of social media and disinformation to spread the Chinese and Russian propaganda may affect the younger generation within NATO member states, partners, and other countries. This poses a concerning threat when a new generation starts taking over important decision-making roles in NATO with potentially ill-informed understandings of key geopolitical situations. An illustrative example of a Russian disinformation campaign, conducted by the Russian Ministry of Defense during the conflict in Ukraine in 2022, utilized what is known as the “4D Concept” (dismiss, distort, distract, and dismay). The campaign involved disseminating fake, false, and distorted information strategically designed to cause targeted strategic, operational, or tactical effects. For example, the disinformation spread narratives propagated about foreign citizens fighting in the war on the side of Ukraine, which was systematically distributed to undermine confidence in public institutions and government, compromise the process of strategic decision-making in the targeted countries,
and spread confusion among the public. We can still see such examples through social media today amid the ongoing Ukraine War and the spread of Russian disinformation. Since these activities are not morally compatible with NATO’s worldview, it is posing a big challenge for NATO to think about.

Identifying points of conflict between China and Russia, such as differing interests in regions like the South China Sea and Central Asia, may present opportunities for NATO to leverage misalignments within their bilateral relationship. Strategic cooperation opportunities in the Indo-Pacific region and within the Euro-Atlantic area warrant exploration. China’s way of taking over through economic means and Russia’s way of taking land through military means or forcing post-Soviet countries to “bandwagon” within the Russia-led security organizations each pose challenges for NATO’s collective security mission.

**How Can NATO Best Address Those Challenges?**

To address the different challenges posed by the China-Russia partnership, NATO must adopt a comprehensive and adaptable strategy that aligns with the evolving global geopolitical landscape. NATO’s strategy should continue emphasizing strengthening its partnerships in different regions, enhancing technological capabilities, promoting democratic values, and maintaining a credible deterrent posture. Thinking further about how else NATO can best address these challenges, based on the above analysis, the following should also be considered:

*Counteracting Geopolitical Power through Regional Power:* Given the strategic maneuvers of China and Russia in other regions and their influence in the Indo-Pacific, NATO should strengthen its partnerships with countries in that area. Building robust partnerships with nations like Japan, Australia, India, and South Korea could counterbalance China’s geopolitical and economic ambitions. This can be achieved through joint military exercises, intelligence sharing, and logistical support. NATO also needs to pay further attention to Russia’s and China’s efforts to change the status quo in Central Asia. NATO’s relative lateness in paying attention to China implies that greater urgency is needed in reconsidering its strategic plans in nearby regions. Finally, NATO should reconsider its strategy for Africa, changing its approach towards African nations to employ more ethno-cultural awareness.

To counteract the geopolitical influence of the China-Russia partnership closer to home, NATO should focus on deepening European integration and defense capabilities. This involves encouraging EU member states to increase their defense spending to meet NATO targets and to develop a more integrated European defense industry. Lastly, the South Caucasus region as a proxy political battleground between the EU and Russia needs to be an attention point for NATO due to its geostrategic location, fluctuating history of its alignment, and importance for both transit capacity (connecting the EU with Turkey and Central Asia through the Caspian Sea) and energy resources (crucial for reducing Europe’s energy dependence on Russia). It is important for
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NATO members to diversify their energy sources and increase investments in renewable energy, in order to mitigate dependence on Russian natural gas and counter China’s influence in global energy markets.

Economic Aid and Development Programs: Implementing rapid-response economic aid and development programs in strategically important regions can counter the influence exerted by China and Russia through their economic ventures. This approach should prioritize rapid deployment and flexibility to meet the needs of partner nations effectively.

More Focus on Innovation, Cognitive and Hybrid Warfare: As mentioned earlier, the trajectory of the Russia-China partnership remains uncertain, with implications for global security, economic relations, and geopolitical dynamics. Continuous monitoring and strategic planning are essential for NATO and its allies to navigate this dynamic landscape effectively. NATO should consider investing more in innovation, and it should be flexible in terms of taking different roles and becoming a multidimensional actor with more disciplines (such as propaganda and social media instruments). For instance, China’s advanced capabilities in areas such as artificial intelligence and quantum computing present a challenge that NATO should meet by leading in these technologies. Increased funding for research and development in AI, quantum computing, and cybersecurity can provide NATO with a strategic advantage. In response to the hybrid warfare tactics employed by China and Russia, NATO must strengthen its cyber defenses. This includes the establishment of a dedicated cyber command to coordinate cyber defense across member states and to conduct offensive cyber operations if necessary. Moreover, when it comes to the space domain, EU countries are investing actively and individual countries have their own space programs, posing challenges for NATO to develop a common space program. However, this approach by NATO shows the lack of communication between NATO and the EU as well as a lack of ability to delegate tasks and reform itself to be able to take different roles such as coordinator or facilitator in areas of comparative disadvantage.

Leading Legal and Ethical Challenges of New Warfare: NATO should take a leadership role in promoting and strengthening international laws that govern state behavior in cyberspace, outer space, and in economic practices. This includes rallying international support to hold countries accountable when they violate these norms. As warfare evolves to include more cyber and drone operations, NATO must be at the forefront of defining ethical and legal standards for these domains to prevent adversaries from exploiting gray areas. This could be effective considering the unified approach of Russia and China towards international law and norms. NATO can win through transparency and by continuing to work on promoting respect for international norms.

The Future of Defense: Recognizing the long-term challenge posed by China and Russia, NATO should develop strategies that anticipate future geopolitical shifts. This includes investing in next-generation defense technologies and thinking strategically about global shifts in power. Additionally, as global dynamics evolve toward a more multipolar world order, NATO must reassess its role and strategies to ensure it remains relevant and effective. This might include expanding its focus from purely transatlantic security to engaging more substantively in global security issues.
Conclusion

In summary, the NATO Academic Conference at Old Dominion University in March 2024 provided a robust platform for exploring the dynamics of the Russia-China partnership, drawing from historical contexts and contemporary geopolitical realities. It became evident from the discussions that the partnership between Russia and China is primarily strategic rather than ideological, focusing on mutual economic benefits and shared geopolitical interests against Western influence. This relationship, while deeply collaborative, stops short of a formal alliance, resembling more a strategic partnership where formal defense commitments like those in NATO’s Article 5 are absent. This partnership has evolved significantly over the decades, influenced by historical shifts in policy and global realignments, and it is characterized by a flexible, pragmatic approach to cooperation.

The two nations have engaged deeply in areas of economic synergy and military collaboration, particularly as both face challenges from Western economic sanctions and strategic containment. This has led to significant cooperation in areas like energy and infrastructure, alongside joint military exercises that demonstrate their combined capabilities and alignment. However, their relationship is complex, varying significantly in their perspectives on global engagement—Russia through a geopolitical lens and China through a geoeconomic one. This bifocal approach facilitates broadly-aligned yet sometimes divergent approaches to international affairs, where Russia emphasizes military and political alliances, while China focuses on economic growth and sustainability.

Moreover, their partnership is not static, and it continues to adapt to global economic pressures and strategic opportunities, such as those arising from hybrid warfare tactics and the Belt and Road Initiative. These collaborations, while strengthening their global positioning, also present new challenges to NATO, particularly in how it approaches global security and maintains its relevance in a multipolar world.

In conclusion, the Russia-China partnership represents a complex challenge for the West, characterized by strategic cooperation across multiple dimensions, with significant implications for NATO’s strategic planning and global security dynamics. While not a traditional alliance, its implications for global affairs necessitate a proactive and multifaceted response from NATO and its allies. Understanding the partnership’s nature, identifying points of leverage, and developing strategic countermeasures are crucial for addressing the challenges posed by this dynamic relationship. Thus, this nuanced partnership requires continuous scrutiny and adaptive strategies from NATO to address the evolving geopolitical landscape effectively.
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Section 3: Sub-Saharan Africa
Understanding the Long-term Challenges in Sub-Saharan Africa

Assis Malaquias

Most Sub-Saharan African countries are engaged in very complex processes of state-building. These processes present important long-term challenges for the continent because these countries are yet to overcome some of the key tensions and fragilities that have defined much of their existence as independent nation-states. Historically, such processes are often long. However, African countries—whose transitions from colonies to independent states are relatively recent phenomena, having started mostly in the 1960s—are under pressure (both internally and externally) to speed up their process—to accomplish in decades what often takes much longer to achieve. African countries are being asked—both by their citizens and by the global community—to deliver public goods under conditions when the state itself is not fully functioning. Moreover, the vast majority of sub-Saharan African states face a multitude of additional colossal challenges, often simultaneously.

Decolonization began in the mid-20th century, continued through the 1960s, and finished in 2011, with many African nations gaining independence from European powers. Each country’s path to independence varied in timing and the circumstances of its struggle against colonial rule. In general, the transitions to independence in African countries were complex and multifaceted, involving a combination of grassroots movements, political negotiations, international pressures, and sometimes armed resistance to colonial rule. The specific strategies and methods employed varied depending on the colonial context and the unique circumstances of each country’s struggle for independence. But all faced similar issues at independence.

For example, they were all highly susceptible to global economic shocks due to their heavy dependence on primary commodity exports and limited economic diversification. The susceptibility to external economic shocks posed significant economic stability and development challenges. African economies relied heavily on the export of primary commodities such as minerals, agricultural products, and raw materials. Fluctuations in global commodity prices directly impacted export revenues and government budgets. Prices of primary commodities were subject to significant volatility in global markets, driven by changes in demand, geopolitical events, and global economic cycles. Sudden price drops often led to revenue shocks for exporting countries. Many newly independent African countries accumulated external debt to finance development projects. Debt servicing obligations made these countries vulnerable to changes in interest rates and global credit conditions. The lack of economic diversification and industrialization, as mentioned earlier, meant that African countries had limited sources of income beyond primary commodity exports. This lack of diversification heightened vulnerability to external shocks.

In addition to economic challenges, new African states had to face the reality that, at independence, the fabric of their societies was severely stressed. The post-colonial project in Africa favored the State to the detriment of the numerous would-be nations that survived...
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Colonialism. Expectedly, this had mixed consequences for social and political cohesion. While state-building efforts aimed to establish stable governance and foster national unity, they often encountered challenges in managing diversity, promoting inclusivity, and addressing socioeconomic disparities. Addressing these challenges would require approaches prioritizing inclusive governance, respect for diversity, equitable resource distribution, and participatory decision-making to strengthen social cohesion and build resilient societies in post-colonial Africa. This was not always the case. For these and other important reasons, post-colonial states in sub-Saharan Africa remain unstable, insecure, and underdeveloped. Yet, they face colossal and mounting challenges.

**Conflict**

Conflict and contradictions defined Africa’s colonial experience. The promise of liberation revolved around non-repressive, non-exploitative, non-violent, inclusive models of development that promoted human security and human development for African citizens. The dominant political agendas at the time of independence focused on self-determination, national unity, social justice and economic development, Pan-Africanism, and democratic governance. First and foremost, the nationalist movements that emerged throughout the continent after the Second World War sought the end of colonial rule, self-determination, and the establishment of sovereign independent states. Second, they promoted national unity among diverse ethnic and linguistic groups within their territories as well as a sense of shared identity and purpose to reverse the effects of the arbitrary divisions imposed by colonialism. Third, they sought to address deep colonial-era injustices and disparities by embracing transformative agendas that reflected general aspirations for social justice, equality, and economic development. Fourth, nationalist movements emphasized establishing democratic governance and institutions, political freedoms, and participatory governance after independence. Fifth, beyond the colonies they sought to liberate, many nationalist leaders embraced pan-African ideals, advocating for continental solidarity and cooperation among African peoples.


The causes of violent conflict, including civil wars, in post-colonial African states are complex and multifaceted. Each has unique contexts and triggers. But there are important common factors. Some are inextricably connected to the legacies of colonialism. For example, the collapse of colonial regimes often exposed the lasting negative impacts of arbitrarily drawn borders that often ignored ethnic boundaries as well as cultural, linguistic, and political identities. The...
grievances resulting from this process, repressed by colonial rule, exploded into conflict after independence in several parts around the continent. Post-independence leaders struggled to manage the divisions imposed by colonialism, leading to competition for power and resources along ethnic lines. Some politicians even exploited such ethnic differences to mobilize support, deepening divisions and fueling conflicts. Unfortunately for Africa, the newly independent states had inherited structures and institutions from colonial rule that were too weak to manage conflict. Instead, these weak institutions—by enabling corruption and patronage systems to flourish—contributed further to marginalization, which added grievances and triggered/fueled conflicts. Violent conflicts in Africa have exacted a tremendous human and physical cost. Civil wars have caused millions of deaths and extensive destruction of infrastructure and property. The disruption of livelihoods and negative impacts of physical destruction on economic growth has put additional pressures on African states and societies. Predictably, this pressure has resulted in more conflict—both intrastate and interstate.

Over the past decade, the number of violent conflicts in Africa has increased. Much of this increase can be attributed to the rise of violent non-state actors, including Boko Haram in Nigeria, jihadist and Tuareg insurgent activities in Mali, al-Shabaab in Somalia and Kenya, and affiliates of Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb and the Islamic State in West Africa Province. Indeed, the rapid expansion of various violent challengers to African states has become a dominant feature of the continent’s security landscape. Such organizations have been adept at fully exploiting many of the challenges discussed above: large numbers of the young and unemployed provide a rich source of recruits while state fragility, corruption, marginalization, and exclusionary governance legitimize their anti-state agenda. Importantly, their attempts to deliver governance and social services in territories they control—however rudimentary—have further undermined many post-colonial states’ legitimacy. This crisis in many African states is occurring at at time of rapid changes on the continent—all posing important challenges. Some of the most salient are discussed below.

Demographics

Africa’s population is very young and growing very rapidly. By 2035, Africa is projected to double its population to nearly 2 billion people. Fifty percent of the population will be under 21. This rapidly growing youth population will provide a large working-age labor force necessary for economic growth. Still, it could also exacerbate security challenges if unemployment remains high. Between 8 million and 11 million African youth will enter the labor market yearly. Africa must create 12 million-15 million jobs annually to absorb youth entering the labor market yet only about 3 million new formal wage jobs are created yearly.¹

Very high unemployment rates can have significant security implications, particularly concerning increased criminality, violence, and extremism. First, high unemployment often leads to higher crime rates, including property crime, theft, and drug-related offenses. When individuals lack legitimate opportunities to earn income, some may turn to illegal activities to survive. This can strain law enforcement resources and contribute to overall insecurity in communities. Second, youth unemployment can result in social unrest and protests. Young people facing bleak economic prospects and limited opportunities may become disillusioned and frustrated, leading to civil unrest, demonstrations, and public disorder. This unrest can escalate into violence if grievances are not addressed. Third, high unemployment, especially among youth, can create conditions conducive to radicalization and recruitment by extremist groups. Unemployed individuals feeling marginalized and alienated from mainstream society may be vulnerable to extremist ideologies that promise purpose, identity, and financial support. Extremist groups often exploit economic grievances to recruit new members.

Fourth, rapid urbanization combined with high unemployment can strain urban infrastructure and services, leading to overcrowded and impoverished urban areas with higher crime rates. Informal settlements and slums can emerge as hubs for criminal activities and gang violence. Fifth, high unemployment rates can contribute to political instability and undermine government legitimacy. Economic discontent among the population can fuel dissatisfaction with political leadership and trigger protests or even political unrest, leading to instability and governance challenges. Sixth, in regions where unemployment is high, organized crime networks may exploit vulnerabilities to engage in cross-border trafficking of drugs, weapons, and humans. Unemployed individuals may be susceptible to recruitment by criminal networks involved in illicit activities.

Predictably, many unemployed youths seek ways out of their condition, including irregular migration to Europe. The central Mediterranean route, particularly from North African countries like Libya, Tunisia, and Algeria, is a common pathway for African migrants attempting to reach Europe by sea. Some African youths also migrate through the Western Mediterranean. Overland routes through countries like Morocco and Algeria towards Spain and other European countries are also utilized by African migrants.

**Urbanization**

In addition to having a very young and rapidly growing population, the continent is also urbanizing very quickly. In fact, Africa is experiencing one of the fastest rates of urbanization globally. According to the United Nations, Africa’s urban population grew from 294 million in 1995 to over 567 million in 2020, more than doubling. The urbanization rate (the percentage of the total population living in urban areas) has steadily increased. In 1995, Africa’s urbanization rate was around 33%, and by 2020, it had risen to approximately 43%. If Africa’s population reaches 2.5 billion by 2050, as predicted, and the urban population reaches 1.4 billion, the urbanization rate will reach 56%.²
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Urbanization can present numerous development opportunities to drive economic growth, improve living standards, and foster sustainable development. However, addressing challenges such as inclusive and sustainable urban planning and management practices, such as housing affordability, social inequality, environmental sustainability, and infrastructure deficits, is important to realize development opportunities fully. By focusing on smart urban growth and policies that promote equity and resilience, African cities can harness the benefits of urbanization to drive long-term development and prosperity. Some of the main development opportunities associated with urbanization include (1) economic growth and diversification by increased productivity and stimulated innovation and entrepreneurship; (2) employment opportunities available through job creation in various sectors—both formal and informal—such as construction, manufacturing, services, and technology; (3) improved infrastructure and services by investing in transportation and connectivity within and between cities and investments in essential services such as water supply, sanitation, electricity, healthcare, and education, improving residents’ overall quality of life; (4) social development inclusion, allowing access to Education and Healthcare, and developed cultural and social integration; (5) sustainable development with an efficient resource management system to achieve environmental benefits; and, (6) better governance structures and more efficient service delivery due to the concentration of administrative and governmental functions.

Although urbanization can bring about important benefits, there are also costs and challenges associated with it. Rapid urbanization often leads to the expansion of informal settlements or slums where poor living conditions and access to basic services are limited. The benefits of urban growth are often unevenly distributed, leading to significant economic disparities between different social groups. This can result in wealth concentration in a small population segment while a large portion remains marginalized. The influx of people into urban areas increases the demand for housing, which often outstrips supply. This can lead to skyrocketing housing prices and rent, making it difficult for many to afford decent housing. Consequently, many urban newcomers settle in informal settlements with inadequate infrastructure, poor sanitation, and limited access to clean water, electricity, and healthcare. These conditions contribute to health risks and lower quality of life.

Rapid urbanization can also strain existing infrastructure, such as roads, public transportation, water supply, and sewage systems. Such a situation could lead to traffic congestion, frequent power outages, and inadequate waste management. The pressure on urban infrastructure often results in environmental degradation, including air and water pollution, deforestation, and loss of green spaces. Urban areas may not generate sufficient formal employment opportunities to match the influx of new residents, leading to high unemployment rates, particularly among the youth. Also, many urban dwellers are forced to work in the informal economy, characterized by low wages, job insecurity, and lack of social protection. Overcrowded living conditions and inadequate sanitation in informal settlements can spread infectious diseases. Poor air quality and

environmental hazards also pose significant health risks. Rapid urbanization can overwhelm existing healthcare facilities, making it difficult for residents to access necessary medical services.

Rapid urbanization often outpaces the capacity of local governments to manage and plan effectively, which may lead to inadequate service delivery, corruption, and inefficiencies in urban management. Lack of effective urban planning and regulation can result in chaotic urban growth, with insufficient infrastructure and services to support the population. High levels of unemployment, poverty, and social inequality often accompany rapid urbanization, contributing to higher crime rates, including theft, violence, and organized crime. There is also an environmental aspect in the sense that increased demand for water, energy, and land resources can lead to depletion and environmental stress. Many rapidly urbanizing areas are vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, including extreme weather events, flooding, and heat waves.

**Rising Middle Class**

An important phenomenon taking place on the continent is the expansion of the middle class. The African Development Bank (AfDB) defines the middle class as individuals with a daily consumption expenditure of between $2 and $20 in purchasing power parity. According to the AfDB, in 2011, approximately 34% of Africa’s population, or about 350 million people, were classified as middle class. The increase was notable, from about 111 million people (26%) in 1980 and 196 million people (27.2%) in 2000. In 2020, the middle class grew further, comprising around 43% of Africa’s population, or roughly 490 million people. Some estimates indicate that the middle-class population in Africa could increase to 1.1 billion (42% of the total population) by 2050.³ Several factors drive this growth, including strong economic growth, population growth, and increased access to education and health care.

There are key expectations and demands associated with the middle class including better quality and efficiency of public services such as healthcare, education, and infrastructure; strong demand for transparent governance and accountability from public officials; the enforcement of the rule of law and robust measures against corruption; greater political participation and more robust democratic processes; a conducive environment for business and investment, generated via sound fiscal policies, low inflation, and effective regulation of markets; and social policies that promote equity and inclusiveness. But a rising middle class can also exacerbate income inequality and social exclusion, precipitating insecurity and social unrest. This phenomenon is evident in Africa, where income inequality remains a significant challenge. For example, in sub-Saharan Africa, the richest 10% of the population capture more than 56% of the national income, with countries like South Africa, Mozambique, and the Central African Republic showing extreme levels of inequality where the top 10% earn 65% of the national income.⁴ Also, many African countries
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have high Gini coefficients, indicating substantial income inequality. South Africa, for instance, has one of the highest Gini coefficients in the world, reflecting a significant gap between the rich and the poor. In addition, the wealthiest individuals in Africa hold a disproportionate share of the continent’s wealth. This concentration of wealth among a small elite contributes to social tensions and can undermine social cohesion and economic stability.

Despite progress in economic development and a rising middle class, significant portions of the population remain marginalized and excluded from the benefits of growth. Social exclusion in Africa is a multifaceted issue influenced by economic, social, and political factors. As elsewhere, social exclusion in Africa takes many forms:

- **Economic Exclusion**: (1) Income Inequality: Economic growth in Africa has often been uneven, benefiting a small elite while leaving large population segments impoverished. The richest 10% in many African countries capture a disproportionate share of national income, exacerbating wealth disparities. High levels of unemployment, especially among youth, contribute to economic exclusion. Many young people cannot find formal employment, pushing them into low-paid, insecure jobs in the informal sector. (2) Access to Services: Disparities in access to quality education and healthcare are significant. Many rural areas and poorer urban communities lack adequate schools and medical facilities, hindering social mobility and perpetuating cycles of poverty. Financial exclusion is also prevalent, with large portions of the population lacking access to banking services, credit, and investment opportunities essential for economic participation and growth.

- **Social and Cultural Exclusion**: (1) Ethnic and Racial Discrimination: Ethnic and racial divisions often result in social exclusion, with minority groups facing discrimination and limited opportunities. The situation is particularly evident in countries with a history of ethnic conflict, where marginalized groups are excluded from political and economic participation. Social norms and cultural practices can also reinforce exclusion, particularly for women and certain ethnic groups, limiting their access to education, employment, and political representation. (2) Gender Inequality: Women in many African countries face significant barriers to full social and economic participation. Gender-based violence, discriminatory laws, and cultural practices often restrict women’s access to education, healthcare, and employment. Efforts to promote gender equality are ongoing, but progress is slow, and women continue to be underrepresented in the political and economic spheres.

- **Political Exclusion**: (1) Lack of Representation: Political exclusion is a major issue, with many African countries experiencing governance systems that do not fully represent all population segments. Marginalized groups often lack political voice and influence, leading to policies that do not address their needs and concerns. Corruption and weak institutions can exacerbate political exclusion, undermining the rule of law and limiting opportunities for meaningful participation in governance. (2) Conflict and Displacement: Armed conflicts and
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political instability contribute significantly to social exclusion. Displacement due to conflict disrupts communities and livelihoods, leading to long-term exclusion from economic and social systems. Refugees and internally displaced persons often face extreme levels of social and economic exclusion, struggling to access basic services and integrate into host communities.

**Population Movements**

As a result of the challenges discussed above, large numbers of African citizens are on the move. This movement of people within and across national boundaries will continue to pose political, economic, and societal challenges. African migration has been characterized by significant intra-continental movement. As of 2023, most African migration occurs within the continent, with about 80% of migrants moving to neighboring countries for better economic opportunities. Major destination countries include South Africa, Côte d’Ivoire, and Nigeria, which serve as economic hubs in their regions. For example, the conflict in Sudan in 2023 caused an estimated 6 million cross-border displacements. Furthermore, climate change is expected to drive up to 10% of all African cross-border migration by mid-century, particularly affecting Southern Africa.⁶

The movement of populations between Africa and Europe is a dynamic phenomenon shaped by a complex mix of personal aspirations, economic conditions, security concerns, and policy frameworks. In 2023, migration routes from Africa to Europe saw significant activity, with various patterns observed across different routes:⁷

- **The Central Mediterranean Route** remains one of the most traversed, with many migrants embarking from North African countries like Egypt, Libya, and Tunisia aiming for southern European shores such as Italy and Malta. In 2023, The Central Mediterranean route experienced a 50% increase in irregular border crossings compared to 2022, totaling around 158,000.
- **The Western Mediterranean Route** includes migrations from Morocco, Algeria, and Syria to Spain (excluding the Canary Islands). Around 17,000 migrants crossed this route in 2023, 12% more than the previous year.
- **The North-West African Maritime Route**, used by migrants from Senegal, Mauritania, Western Sahara, Morocco, and Mali to the Canary Islands, marked its highest annual figure, with over 40,000 incidents (161% more than in 2022).

**Conclusion**

The challenges discussed above are taking place in Africa, but they are not the continent’s alone. They have far-reaching impacts. Therefore, long-term global solutions are required. Such solutions must be long-term, strategic, collaborative, and win-win. First, it is unrealistic to expect

---

⁷ Williams, “African Migration Trends to Watch in 2024.”
African state-building processes to be fast, stable, and non-violent. Therefore, all frameworks for engaging Africa must be long-term and factor in the realities of instability and violence. Second, Africa’s continued strategic importance must be factored in. Specifically, Africa’s security and development is in NATO’s strategic interest. To state the obvious, an insecure, unstable, underdeveloped Africa negatively affects NATO. Even more important, a secure, stable, developed Africa can be a true partner of NATO. In other words, a long-term strategic partnership is critical.

There is space for greater collaboration in the search for long-term, strategic solutions to Africa’s current challenges. NATO can do more. For example, outside the Mediterranean Dialogue and NATO Strategic Direction South, NATO’s global partners are poorly represented in Africa. There is a need to move from “direction” to “destination”—towards actual strategic “ends,” not just “ways.” The Partnership for Peace program provides an excellent model that could be innovatively adapted towards Africa. Finally, Africa urgently needs policy responses and mechanisms that are flexible, agile, iterative, and adaptive. There is a mismatch between the enormity and complexity of the challenges and the resources available. Partnership is key. But what kind of partnership? It must be win-win across the board. It must be based on strategies that are proactive, creative, coordinated, and comprehensive.
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Alliances and Partnerships in a Complex and Challenging Security Environment

Nadia Gerspacher

“The kind of NATO that we need... is an Alliance that defends its members against global threats: terrorism, the spread of weapons of mass destruction and failed states... What we need is an increasingly global approach to security, with organizations, including NATO, playing their respective roles.”

After September 11, 2001, NATO recognized the global nature of security and updated how it viewed collective security, namely thinking beyond the protection of the Allies against threats. Since 2005, NATO has established a working relationship with the African Union (AU) to address shared security threats. In November 2019, NATO and the AU signed an agreement making their cooperation a formal political and practical partnership, and in March 2020, the Allies voted to further deepen that partnership, shifting from an ad-hoc to a more substantive partnership. Looking forward, the 2021 Brussels Summit set a goal to work more closely with like-minded partners to uphold the rules-based international order and institutions which defend it, starting with setting norms and standards in space and cyberspace, new technologies and arms control. Since April 2011, NATO has endeavored to harmonize and streamline partnership tools to be more efficient in activities and exercises.

NATO’s closer working relationship with the AU aims to address issues which plague the African continent and, more specifically, sub-Saharan Africa. These issues include terrorism, health, environmental disasters, civil wars, instability, refugees, failing governments, a youth bulge, weak economies, and governance. The African continent is home to nine of the world’s ten most neglected crises, attributing the continent’s dominance in this regard to a lack of media attention, aid, and political will. In 2018, there were 21 active civil wars on the continent—the highest number recorded in Africa since 1946. These security threats represent a danger on a global scale, since minor crises can quickly develop and become transnational. The growing recognition of these threats can be summed up by French General Jacques Norlain’s claim that “Europe should feel particularly concerned by what is happening on its doorstep, and by what is not happening in its backyard.”

3 See, for example, NATO’s 2010 Lisbon Summit and 2011 Berlin Summit.
shaking countries with which some European nations have long-standing relations.” He added that “the shortcomings of the current system have to be corrected.”

As NATO prepares for 2030 with the 2024 Washington Summit, the many advantages of working more seamlessly with both Allies and partners have become evident and even a priority. Current partnerships address cyber defense, maritime security, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, non-proliferation, defense science and technology, and Women Peace and Security. The nature of cooperation rests on participation in NATO’s military operations but also defense capacity building, training, and education. There is a widely recognized notion that it is time to move beyond operational engagement only, and that engaging partners in political consultation and intelligence-sharing at the strategic level has become crucial to meeting security challenges such as terrorism, proliferation, piracy, or cyber-attacks. This is particularly true for sub-Saharan Africa. NATO is looking for greater situational awareness in regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa and to engage systematically in policy discussions around key security challenges. The logic rests in the recognition that security challenges are transnational and often include a political aspect.

The way forward includes a dimension beyond the operational, with political dialogue as a key means to addressing collective threats effectively.

Trust building and increased transparency are also expressed objectives, at the same time as flexibility has been built into NATO’s partnership policy. This shows the recognition that the 49 Sub-Saharan African countries are not one bloc but rather separate sovereign entities with distinctive interests, threat environments, and political realities. This essay arises from the astute engagement of the academic community by NATO ACT in March 2024 to contribute to a critical reflection on the future strategic direction of NATO, heeding the call of ACT’s Brigadier General Chris Badia and Dr. Vlasta Zekulic to share ideas that promote a review of current approaches and to refrain from telling NATO that all is done well. To that end, this essay articulates several considerations for NATO as it aims to gain the systematic capacity to engage Sub-Saharan African partnerships.

**Building Trust**

Trust is a concept that has been widely discussed by policymakers and practitioners alike for quite some time, as it became clear that partners were interlocutors with rational interests and several dimensions of power over what are traditionally thought of as strong states. However, understanding trust and how to develop a partnership underpinned by trust has not been mastered on a systematic basis by NATO, its members and beyond. Going forward, it is crucial that partnership be conceptualized as a long-term commitment, reflecting a condition of mutual value whereby both parties are able to influence each other’s behavior and operate according to a set of rules that stipulates what behavior is admissible and what constitutes a violation of trust.

---
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Rules facilitate this exchange and offer a space for building trusting long-term working relationships. Building in strategies to build trust lays the foundation for the crucial principle of reciprocity, which is urgently needed to integrate the shift from transactional to transformational engagements with partners. And it is important to incorporate knowledge and skills in all levels of actors who will contribute to make these partnerships count.

The Issues from Perspectives of Africans

Africa, and sub-Saharan Africa specifically, is often talked about as one actor, when it is a continent and not one political actor. African perceptions of NATO differ widely. For example, the Democratic Republic of the Congo has stated that NATO was involved in the murder of the President Patrice Lumumba. Others see NATO as an instrument of control, often evoking the bombing of Sarajevo by NATO, or seeing the Alliance as having an agenda for regime change based on NATO actions in Libya, which also have been seen as including a marginalization of the AU.

In addition, UN challenges in implementing peacekeeping mandates have resulted in the hope that NATO might offer an alternative to protect civilians and engage in humanitarian assistance efforts. In contrast, Africans do agree on the fact that they want NATO to respect international law and to value mutual trust, respect, and the recognition of African self-determination. While the AU offers an umbrella, individual African governments need to be treated as individual interlocutors with distinctive opportunities and challenges from both a security and political perspective. At the very least, political dialogue needs to account for those differences, and contextual knowledge should be considered to shift from one country to the next.

Like-Minded Partners

While partnering with “like-minded” countries is a worthy goal in itself that is firmly grounded in international law and normative frameworks, a series of questions should guide partnering strategies and choices. The first is: what does “like-minded” constitute? How is it determined, and what happens when some factors of consideration change in a given country via elections, movements, climate change, among other reasons? Is Nigeria like-minded given its struggles with human rights and civilian harm? Is Kenya like-minded because it has been able to achieve a level
of stability that is conducive to interoperability? Is Chad like-minded as it teeters between being a strong partner in fighting terrorism and showing a preponderance for the military in many governance aspects? And Niger? How to handle threats that come from Mali, Somalia, or Yemen? And if a country is not a like-minded partner, is it a threat? How does NATO deal with the threats of the entire region spilling into Europe and other parts of the world?

Given the varying levels of political will and capacity around key principles such as democracy, and the widely differing practices around human rights, the protection of civilians, governance aspects, and civilian harm mitigation, what is the threshold for a like-minded partner? At the very least, a level of transparency is necessary for constructive partnerships. Beyond parameters and factors, there is a question of whether, and how, to engage countries that are not “like-minded.” History shows that those who are not like-minded may represent a security threat to NATO allies and their neighbors, with dire consequences for global security. And, importantly, is like-mindedness about thinking alike and/or behaving alike? Who is alienated by the concept of like-mindedness? Do we cause havoc in the AU by grouping countries as like-minded and not like-minded? Who gets NATO humanitarian assistance: those who share its norms or those in need? Answering these questions on a case-by-case basis will empower engagement strategies.

Setting up Capacity Building for Success

Given these important considerations, creating the space for political dialogue will take adopting mindsets, attitudes, and behaviors that are consistent with building partnerships, maintaining them, and becoming systematically effective at supporting partners in their capacity development and professionalization efforts.

Creating the Space

Political dialogue requires a privileged space that is conceptualized intentionally. It cannot function on a basis of asymmetry. Political dialogue needs to be guided by new norms which move away from telling partners about their gaps and areas of needed reform. Instead, there is a need for a new culture which privileges listening to partners to understand them, being willing to learn, being willing to change established belief systems, identifying common interests, understanding areas of divergence, understanding what we now call political will, and understanding partners’ capacity to change both human and economic resources. Political dialogue needs to be underpinned by a spirit akin to consultation, moving away from assessing partners, and moving towards determining commonly-defined objectives, challenges, and a vision for a more secure global system. Understanding the politics of a partner does require dialogue. And dialogue needs to be understood as a listening and learning exercise which rests on standards of exchange that employ sophisticated communication and negotiation tools and approaches.

For too long, international security cooperation and assistance has been unidirectional. Allies and donor states decide what is in their interest, and partners receive packages often designed fully by donors based on their understanding of requirements but forgetting one key aspect: the
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misalignment of interests. Failing to reconcile interests to some degree tends to create an
asymmetry which has often resulted in unsustainable changes which are neither compatible with
partners’ political realities nor with their capacity to make those changes from legal, cultural,
social, or economic perspectives. Considering partner interests means both understanding them
to some level of depth and undertaking a process of reconciliation between diverging interests.
Paying attention to interests—which often translate into what is called political will—is
foundational for successful dialogues. Dialogue is not a luxury but rather a centerpiece of
partnerships.

Relatedly, dialogue means ensuring partners are invested and not only in receiving mode. The
old adage of “we want it more than they do” needs to become a red flag and can no longer just
be an observation to be reckoned with. Dialogue needs to be substantive on both political and
technical terms. And those dialogues need to happen in order to set up operations and capacity
building activities for success. Dialogue and consultation should look more like a negotiation than
a photo opportunity. Key leaders have a significant role to play in ensuring that partners are
invested in a mutually agreed-upon change vision and process. Activities that result from these
dialogues need to have a way paved by those exchanges. Countless projects have either failed or
turned out to waste time and money and translate into reputational costs that play into
narratives of competing actors. It is important to note that partners are gatekeepers to their
processes, and they need to guarantee access to policies, officials, and processes. And partners
need to commit relatively high-level individuals who can champion the changes, ushering the
process from a change-management perspective. Anything short of this has shown to this author
and countless others that capacity building efforts will be plagued by too many obstacles to yield
the changes desired.

Mindset, Attitudes, and Behaviors

The well-intended sentiment articulated by NATO Secretary-General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer in
2007, “We want to help implement African solutions to African problems,” which has also been
articulated across the international community working with African and other partners, rests on
the oft-mistaken assumption that Africans have bought into the problems diagnosed by
outsiders. In fact, African problems tend to be more problematic for NATO, other capacity
builders, and those engaged in humanitarian operations or those around R2P. This reality needs
to be considered when engaging partners at all levels, as divergence in problem identification
reflects a dissonance in gaps and the buy-in of those gaps.

Given the need for this mindset change, the way partnerships are understood as a strategic
objective needs to change for some policymakers and implementers alike. Indeed, partnerships
need to be seen as a means to an end not as an end to itself. In part because of the primacy of

\footnotesize
trust-building, that has been the focus of lessons learned in capacity-building practice, partnerships have been approached by many as an end in themselves. Indeed, many engaged in working with partners tend to view the partnership as the primary way to gain access to partner systems, policies, and practices. Once a partnership has been established, experts deployed to build capacity tend to take over, more as action officers engaged in writing policies, processes, curricula, and/or strategies. Instead, a transformational scope to capacity building should replace a transactional approach, whereby partnerships are developed to lay a foundation for customized, partner-driven solutions to capacity gaps. Sharing expertise and good practices only lead to sustainable outcomes when partners actively participate in solutioning and then championing change.

Moreover, adopting a productive mindset and attitude towards working collaboratively with partners is not only about the politics of African states. Indeed, Allies need to buy-in the demands of a global approach and to move beyond the military solutions to security in order to maintain international order and security. Beyond reconciling interests, it is important to think strategically with partners. Key concepts of security sector governance such as accountability, transparency, and responsiveness provide a good backdrop for discussing key areas of improvement which help the partner government gain legitimacy, establishing the conditions for greater stability. Promoting civilian oversight, anti-corruption measures, and whole of government efforts to improve recruitment and retention, codes of conduct, and organizational culture are key aspects to discuss with partners. For this, NATO needs to integrate an understanding that military solutions have limitations to address partners’ security problems. Indeed, many threats require a non-military approach, and NATO needs to incorporate non-military tools to work with partners to connect activities. Working with partners is about showing a commitment to security problems whose root causes are economic and social. Linking security issues with economic and social issues allows for the development of more viable solutions.

Moving away from the cookie-cutter solution is also crucial. While the expertise of advisors and trainers is useful to guide partners’ professionalization efforts, using fully-formed doctrines, training content, SOPs, plans, and other processes tends to result in little sustainable change given their relative lack of applicability across diverse contexts, not least the legislative. While local ownership is an often-used concept, operationalizing it effectively remains ad hoc. For all the reasons already discussed in this essay, supporting partners in any Sub-Saharan African country requires navigating politics, resources, processes, cultures, and many other aspects, which will necessitate heavy customization. Those engaged in supporting partners in professionalization will need to be provided guidance and structure that offer insights on how to build capacity effectively. This knowledge has been developed over the past fifteen years and has gained ground.20

Engaging and working collaboratively with partners requires adopting a productive mindset, a partner-driven attitude, and attempting to evolve behaviors. It is specifically those behaviors that allow for constructive cooperation. And this is where a rigorous review process of current practices in both decision making and activities is necessary. Indeed, shifting from a military-only approach to assisting states in crisis management operations, to strategic engagement on issues that are political in nature and target governance processes, requires an adaptation in the professionalization of NATO policymakers and implementers alike.

A review of current practices is useful to examine the nature, scope, and adequacy of education and training, standards, and requirements. A few areas of improvement, however complex given the membership aspect of NATO, are already understood widely, albeit requiring action. First, there is a need to empower education (imparting necessary knowledge), training (skills), and induction (information sharing) efforts with specific learning outcomes that are determined salient for partner armed forces and defense institutions. Indeed, the key areas to review for adequacy include selecting and guiding experts supporting those engaged in planning and implementation—namely to ensure that they have the resources (time, competence, tools) to understand and engage partners effectively, and that they have the right mix of knowledge and skills to understand what viable change looks like in a given partner context.

A shift from operational to strategic also requires a review of pedagogical and methodological approaches from the NATO course development process to the content in courses. Courses need to be learner-driven and to address performance gaps identified today. For example, there remains a propensity, in the absence of adequate commitment to preparation, to present partners with solutions to gaps which mirror those of the implementer’s system back home. Moving away from this approach is paramount and requires time and the intentional content and methodology to embark on a co-development process with partners. The extensive expertise and professionalism of NATO advisors, for example, represent a significant resource for partners. However, it needs to be shared with the expectation that African states can build capacity and begin to solve problems locally, as many of their leaders have expressed the willingness to do. The shifts necessary for this approach have been taught widely, including with NATO’s efforts to develop advising practice courses in the past few years.

**Interoperability**

Given that interoperability is a key goal of collaborating with partners on collective security, it also needs to be reviewed to identify the developments needed for more comprehensive approaches than fighting together effectively. Interoperability is the ability to operate together

---

using harmonized standards, doctrines, procedures, and equipment. It is widely understood that partners want to remain in control of the reforms of their defense and security strategies and policies. A move away from a lens of influence and conditions and a model of carrots and sticks is necessary. Partners are demanding to be considered as partners/peers and not as failed states. It is critical for NATO to integrate the idea that interoperability is not only about training, equipping, and operations, it also needs to be about understanding how each in a partnership thinks and the worldview from which their lens is shaped.

The challenges include a lack of understanding of the resources that interoperability requires, a reluctance to commit the necessary amount of time and funding, and a uni-dimensional attitude toward finding solutions. Beyond these notional obstacles to interoperability, a framework to underpin reflection and the evolution of an approach constitutes “having common equipment, sharing the art of command, having individual interoperability, having interoperable communication and information systems equipment, and having interoperable processes.” This is true among allies but also partners. The focus on processes and therefore institution-level transformations require attention when thinking about constructing partnerships.

Conclusion

It is important for NATO to be poised to identify, develop, and maintain constructive and collaborative partnerships throughout sub-Saharan Africa to reach the expressed goals of collective security. Being poised requires examining the viability of current policies, processes, and approaches. It is one thing to protect civilians, it is another to partner for capacity building and leaning on each other. There is a need to go beyond crisis management support or the provision of periodic assistance by supporting the development of governance processes and systems.

Reconciling interests through political dialogue and long-term partnership development—which is based on mutual respect and a recognition of interdependence—is a key aspect that needs to be operationalized in mindset and approach. Resilience comes from partnerships, but the right types of partnerships: a new type of partnership which heeds all the lessons African partners have been contributing to for many years now with both their resistance and their pleas for more consultation and respect.

However, despite the enlargement and the current commitment to transformation, problems remain. Funding remains a central issue for the Alliance. When NATO began to carry out the Darfur mission in 2015, it was noted that only nine of its 26 member states had kept above the NATO goal of devoting 2 percent of their respective gross domestic products towards defense
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expenditures. With multiple ongoing operations, the lack of financial support was beginning to strain the Alliance.

It is important to recognize that collective security and resilience come from establishing win-win partnerships which perceive partners as peers whose experience and knowledge is considered crucial to interoperability and a common security architecture. A zero-sum-game mentality which has consciously and unconsciously plagued partnerships is no longer useful, if it ever was. What good is a partnership if it does not allow both parties to leverage the very reason it exists? The task ahead is to connect the strategy of partnering with an approach that will make partnerships translate into security for allies and partners alike.
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Engaging with Sub-Saharan Africa

Karis Thomas

As NATO seeks to rethink the notion of alliances and discover new threats to global security, it faces complex challenges within an increasingly interdependent and interconnected international system. Security has evolved over the past couple of decades, generating new threats involving technology, cybersecurity, outer space, instability among nations resulting in state failure, internal displacement, global migration, terrorism and neo-colonialism. To be proactive and efficient, NATO can no longer be an organization that serves security issues of the global North without engaging with states in the global South. The 2024 NATO Academic Conference that took place at Old Dominion University considered NATO’s need to partner with nations in Sub-Saharan Africa and address relevant challenges within the region that are unique to the region, including how NATO’s presence and support are vital to ensuring mutual benefits and long-term stability within the region.

Relevant Challenges in Sub-Saharan Africa

Sub-Saharan Africa is a highly diverse region with significant variations in geography, economy, and society across its sub-regions. These regions face many challenges, including existential climate threats arising from the Sahara (with temperatures 1.5°C higher than previous baselines), millions experiencing internal displacement, low economic output, and widespread extreme poverty. Places like the Congo Basin constitute a critical global biodiversity hotspot, struggling with issues such as an influx of outside actors competing for influence, protecting its internal sovereignty, and standing on the global stage as home to some of Africa’s most valuable rare earth mineral deposits.

Certain regions in Sub-Saharan Africa also lack access to basic services and severely limited infrastructure. Only half of Africa’s population has reliable electricity, an estimated one-fifth lacks access to safe sanitation, and fewer than 40% have assured internet connectivity. Though many individuals can utilize internet services, they allow the spread of misinformation, which can undermine democracy. Such challenges and the scarcity of digital access hinder economic and social development at the national level.

Sub-Saharan Africa is on the wrong side of global supply chains. It bears a disproportionate brunt of worldwide crises through economic shocks, disrupted education, and government upheaval.

---


The COVID-19 pandemic was particularly devastating, with over 76 million students missing at least an entire year of schooling due to pandemic closures and election instability. This can impact future generations, affecting literacy and posing challenges to the ambitions of youth in contributing effectively toward long-term solutions.

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has also compounded issues through spiking food and energy costs as well as declining foreign investment for certain states in Sub-Saharan Africa. The pandemic and invasion crises exacerbate an already dire situation across Sub-Saharan Africa with disrupted economic activities, lower income, and increased unemployment, further destabilizing the region’s economy in the last decade with little sign of improvement. The emergence of external actors in the region has significantly affected policies, as exemplified when most sub-Saharan African nations did not support the UN resolution condemning Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in March 2022. It would be to the detriment of NATO to overlook Sub-Sahara Africa’s potential to affect the future, long-term trends, and its ability to resolve specific challenges to global security today.

Instability & Collapse in Sub-Saharan Africa

The challenge of state instability and collapse has been an important issue when dealing with certain states within Sub-Saharan Africa. The region continues to have a complex and often turbulent nation-building process. The lines on maps do not always reflect fully functioning states, in some cases being closer to the “artificial embryos” of new nations, meaning these boundaries often encompass diverse groups with distinct identities and histories who have not yet coalesced into a unified national identity. This situation leads to frequent internal conflicts as governments struggle to provide necessary public services and maintain order amidst competing demands and influences within and outside their borders. Historically, such wrenching transformations into modern statehood have spelled bloody upheaval, as seen when Europe violently consolidated nation-states during the centuries following the 1648 Peace of Westphalia.

The Western perception of the continent is often characterized by a continuous cycle of violence.

---


However, this view does not accurately represent the reality. The entire process of state-building aims to address persistent violence and instability. It starts with dealing with these issues and strives to establish stability and peace. Looking through a constructivist lens, the concept of a “state” is a product of its citizens. Citizens establish the state to provide essential services, mainly security and public services. If these public services are not provided, then the state’s legitimacy is questioned. A state is considered functional when it can ensure security. However, this becomes challenging in Sub-Saharan African countries where the state’s full realization is lacking.

The Westphalian Model and Its Impact

The Westphalian model, which was introduced into the region through colonialism, has in many cases carried a debilitating legacy, weakening the trust in any European or Western aid and assistance for countries within Sub-Saharan Africa. This model imposed artificial boundaries and governance structures that did not align with African societies’ pre-existing cultural and social realities. As a result, many African states have struggled with internal conflicts, governance issues, and a lack of national cohesion. The negative impacts of this imposed model have been exacerbated by the often exploitative and paternalistic nature of colonial rule, which prioritized the interest of colonial powers over the development and well-being of local populations.

Compared to the Peace of Westphalia, the problem of instability and violence was not adequately addressed within Sub-Saharan Africa. The issue of violence was not abolished; instead, Westphalia helped export European peace along with their model of violence that was associated with it to Sub-Saharan Africa. This exportation suggests that the foundation of the Westphalian states of Africa was rooted in violence, a situation exacerbated by colonization. While violence existed within the region before colonization, its nature changed, and the state-building process became more complex, introducing new dynamics of violence and new players, particularly through wealth extraction from the region.

One of the advantages of the Westphalian model was consolidation, which helped mitigate violence within borders, as seen in France and Britain. However, unlike in Europe, where processes like those in Italy and Germany were possible under conditions of stability, such stability is not present in African states due to the superimposition of models and realities. This superimposition prevents nations from evolving naturally from individuals to states. For instance, Nigeria does not fall under a conventional nation-state definition as it lacks unity in “language, religion, culture or common national story.” A similar situation exists in South Africa, where various tribes were overlooked and oversimplified by the Westphalian model to the detriment of state stability. Since gaining independence in the 1960s, many African nations have searched for the most suitable model to organize and consolidate their societies within their unique context. While the Western model has been familiar, it has not proven effective for many of them.

---
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preference for certain African states is not driven by religious beliefs but rather by a quest for power.\textsuperscript{12}

The introduction of Westphalian principles through colonialism has resulted in deep-rooted skepticism and distrust towards European and Western interventions. Numerous Sub-Saharan African states perceive these efforts as a form of ongoing colonial exploitation rather than genuine attempts to aid their development. This has created a significant barrier to international cooperation within the region and presents a major challenge to expanding NATO’s partnerships in Sub-Saharan Africa.

\textit{African Migration to Europe}

Another important challenge that needs to be addressed is the issue of African migration into Europe and its implications. Europe’s departure from Africa approximately 60 years ago lacked strategic foresight, leaving behind a vacuum and unfulfilled promises of civilization and development. The repercussions of this absence are now evident, as the southern flank of Europe, specifically the Mediterranean, faces significant destabilization due to African migration concentrated in certain countries.\textsuperscript{13} The African migration phenomenon presents a different kind of challenge that NATO cannot ignore, given its potential to compromise European stability through population movements that strain the meager public services the host nations can provide. Recognizing that this is not a traditional invasion but a complex socio-political issue that demands attention is crucial.

Importantly, European powers like France have encountered challenges in their African relations due to their colonial history and perceptions of arrogance within Africa, which has soured relations between them. In contrast, countries like Italy, Portugal, and Spain have succeeded in fostering better relationships by projecting humility and respecting African cultures and leadership. This highlights the importance of relating to others equally and understanding their perspectives and conditions, as no one likes to feel patronized or dominated. Therefore, addressing the African migration challenge requires a nuanced approach that acknowledges historical context, cultural sensitivity, and mutual respect.\textsuperscript{14}

\textbf{Recommendations}

Considering the numerous challenges faced by Sub-Saharan Africa, such as climate threats, the presence of external actors in the region, limited access to basic services and infrastructure, the spread of misinformation, economic inequality, disruption caused by crises like COVID-19, poverty, instability, and migration, it is evident that these factors will continue having an impact

on stability not only in Europe but globally as well. Therefore, the peace and stability of Sub-Saharan Africa is of strategic interest to NATO, and it is crucial to prevent state collapses in the region. Waiting until a crisis is at the doorstep is seen as a failed strategy; hence, proactive measures are recommended.

Many states within Sub-Saharan Africa face a significant risk of state collapse arising from a complex combination of poor governance, secular exclusion, the rule of law, weak institutions, ethnic conflicts, and climate challenges, with examples such as Somalia already experiencing instability through militant extremism as seen with Al-Shabaab, piracy, humanitarian concerns, and climate-related issues to name a few. Other states like South Sudan and the Central African Republic are teetering on the brink of instability and collapse.

This prompts the adoption of alternative governance models, with some nations turning away from Western governance ideals and embracing alternatives like those offered by China and Russia. Therefore, it is suggested that NATO should strategically invest in partnerships in Sub-Saharan Africa, laying the groundwork to mitigate future risks and ensure regional stability. Below are some recommendations and ways that NATO can help foster more intentional and strategic partnerships with countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.

**Engaging with Africa**

Engaging with Sub-Saharan Africa is important and can be achieved by pursuing the cultivation of the “3 i’s” framework:

- **Ideas:** This involves the formation and contemplation of the vision of a collaborative world where Africa and Europe stand as partners. However, the concept of partnering between African and European institutions lacks a solid foundation, with no current framework or ideational structure present to support this notion outside of colonialism. The liberal order that once encompassed such partnerships has diminished in relevance. Epistemologically, there is a need to identify a foundation that can accommodate both regions and foster effective cooperation.
- **Institutions:** Certain critical institutions still operate in Sub-Saharan Africa despite challenges. It is essential to identify these institutions and support their growth. For instance, African-led initiatives like the Yaoundé Maritime Security Architecture, established with Western assistance, aim to enhance maritime security in the Gulf of Guinea, protecting it from illegal fishing, piracy, and robbery. They emphasize collective security over individual country interests, benefiting the entire region.

- **Individuals**: Building partnerships starts with identifying individuals who can serve as reliable counterparts. The concept of “interoperability”\(^{17}\) starts at the individual level, where personal relationships are nurtured, and each partner must understand the other’s perspective and needs. By establishing connections at the individual level and nurturing these relationships, broader partnerships can develop over time.

This framework can help provide a good starting point for rebuilding relationships that were broken through colonial legacies between NATO partners and Sub-Saharan Africa, and for fostering development and sustainability throughout the region.

**Reframing Perspectives and Solutions**

Another proposed strategy involves adjusting the trajectory of state objectives to tackle the instability challenges mentioned earlier. This approach advocates transitioning from a focus on violence to prioritizing stability within the state, then shifting towards fostering prosperity and ultimately maintaining peace. It considers peace and stability as overarching goals, with intermediate steps necessary for their attainment. For instance, it acknowledges that development is a prerequisite for peace, security is a prerequisite for development, and stability is a prerequisite for security.

Moving forward, it is imperative to prioritize addressing the development challenges and leveraging the economic potential of sub-Saharan Africa on a global scale. This proactive stance could contribute significantly to long-term stability and prosperity in the region.

Considering the resolution of consolidation in Sub-Saharan Africa could potentially involve blending different influences into a hybrid model that includes elements from various sources. This may result in Sub-Saharan African countries integrating different external influences and models to suit their unique contexts or revitalizing local models that may be more relevant within those contexts. This selective process could also involve countries like Turkey, Russia, and China, which are increasingly present in the region and offer alternative models beyond the existing status quo.\(^{18}\)

While NATO’s role can be one of support and understanding, it is important to recognize that consolidation is complex and long-term and to appreciate that Sub-Saharan Africa will never replicate Europe. Instead, the goal should be to encourage African nations’ development along a nonviolent path, ensuring that their security concerns do not threaten the broader international community. By guiding Sub-Saharan Africa towards stability, prosperity, and peace, the focus can shift to other global challenges.


Potential Implementation Tools

The success of NATO partnerships, particularly with African nations, hinges on adopting a mindset of mutual benefit and equality rather than the prevailing win-lose mindset, which prioritizes NATO interests rather than cultivating mutual benefits. To shift this paradigm, a significant investment in education, training, and capacity building to enhance professional military education, pre-deployment preparation, and skills will create a space for respectful and collaborative engagement with Sub-Saharan African allies.

There is a pressing need to bridge the gap in critical thinking and educational opportunities when engaging African counterparts. While initiatives like critical thinking training for border guards and police officers are underway in the EU and US, a significant gap exists in empowering implementers and planners to engage with African partners effectively. This empowerment requires addressing the stark differences in worldview and understanding between parties. Skills such as humility, understanding partner perspectives, and problem-solving are essential but often lacking among those tasked with engagement efforts. Transitioning warfighters into roles involving security cooperation without adequate training exacerbates this issue. Incorporating existing good practices into policy and plans is crucial, as is providing comprehensive training beyond mere doctrine instruction.

It is essential to equip individuals with the skills to listen, ask strategic questions, and create safe spaces for collaboration. Additionally, there is a need to reconsider the application of Western thinking models, recognizing the extensive warfighting experience present in African contexts. External assistance must be carefully tailored to avoid perpetuating the cycle of using inappropriate tools for the wrong wars. A concerted effort must address these factors without repeating past mistakes to effect meaningful change. When competing against rival actors like Russia and China within the region, NATO’s ability to leverage their contrasting strategies—for example, how China utilizes technology in exchange for resource access as seen in the Democratic Republic of Congo,19 and how Russia employs a strategy of horizontal escalation, fueling instability and violence abroad. To combat these competing influences within the region, NATO’s ability to adopt a flexible and culturally attuned approach that prioritizes engagement at all levels to nurture reciprocal relationships with African partners genuinely can make a big difference.

Military Readiness and the Knowledge Gap

How do we constructively frame NATO’s military readiness to address Sub-Saharan African challenges? Addressing these challenges requires focusing on areas of chaos and dealing with public health concerns, military readiness, and the need for strategic planning and partnerships. While chaos and public health seem distinct, they are interconnected when viewed through the lens of security. The military’s role in dealing with internal chaos can be questioned, emphasizing
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the need for appropriate institutional structures to handle such challenges. Misallocating resources, with funds diverted to the military instead of health and infrastructure, exacerbates the problem.

Based on classical approaches, the traditional security model does not always apply to Africa’s unconventional challenges, necessitating critical analysis and adaptation. External influence issues, such as in the security sector where there is a lot of outside assistance by the EU, NATO, US, and other bilateral assistance to empower the military to maintain internal security, can undermine state legitimacy and civilian institutions. Efforts by external actors to mitigate civilian harm in conflict zones inadvertently strengthen military capabilities for internal security, posing challenges to governance and civilian-police relations. Balancing the need for the security apparatus with the imperative to respect state sovereignty and strengthen state legitimacy and civilian institutions requires careful consideration and collaboration among various stakeholders, including foreign governments and legislative actors.

Our knowledge is often shaped by our personal experiences and viewpoints, which may not fully capture the complexities of different regions like Africa. Bridging this gap requires stepping into the shoes of Africans and viewing Africa, Europe, and the world from their unique viewpoints, which can significantly differ from ours. Doing so gives us a more comprehensive understanding of African perspectives and the world. Moreover, recognizing the existence of this gap is crucial not only for understanding African perspectives but also for identifying what information we lack and need to acquire. Therefore, efforts to bridge the knowledge gap involve understanding the African viewpoint and discerning the essential knowledge required to foster a more inclusive and informed worldview.

**The Role of Culture**

On the topic of culture and its relevance to understanding Sub-Saharan Africa’s challenges and possible solutions. Culture plays an important role in navigating security challenges, the primary concern lies not only in understanding different cultures but rather in respecting them, highlighting a deficit of mutual respect as a key challenge. While understanding culture is crucial, respecting and working within existing cultural structures is equally important. Culture can be viewed as part of a broader developmental tool kit, complementing knowledge and skills. Ultimately, it can be a potent tool for shaping national power, emphasizing the need for respectful engagement and thorough immersion to achieve successful outcomes.
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Operationalizing cultural adaptation involves leveraging partnerships within NATO’s existing collaboration paradigm, which can be done through emphasizing values of shared humanity and fostering curiosity and respect toward each other’s cultures. However, translating such ideals into practical application presents challenges in such a diverse environment as the vast Sub-Saharan Africa. The complexity of cultural behavior learned from colonial roots makes cultural competency challenging for soldiers. It is important to equip individuals to navigate cultures effectively, despite potential resistance from the status quo, and for a unified vision and purpose when working with NATO. Ultimately, emphasizing civil society and the rule of law as crucial steps towards effective nation-state building, fostering respect for cultural diversity, and embracing common humanity are essential for successful partnerships and engagement strategies.

Conclusion

Sub-Saharan Africa confronts many challenges, including political instability, the risk of state collapse, climate change threats, inadequate infrastructure, poverty, and demographic pressures. These pressing issues underscore the growing imperative to enhance regional security and stability. To effectively address these concerns, NATO’s approach to Africa must evolve from a mere interest-based strategy to one rooted in investment, emphasizing consistent and credible engagement.

During the 2024 NATO Academic Conference at Old Dominion University, several key recommendations emerged. These include fostering engagement by cultivating ideas, institutions, and individuals to construct cooperative frameworks. Doing so involves reframing perspectives to prioritize stability, peace, and prosperity within the region, and aiming for mutually beneficial outcomes. Additionally, bridging gaps in critical thinking, education, and training is essential to better equip stakeholders for effective engagement and trust-building. This effort must be accompanied by a concerted endeavor to deepen understanding of African perspectives and contexts to facilitate more tailored solutions. Leveraging cultural competency also emerged as another crucial tool for effective engagement.

The future presents abundant opportunities in Africa. It is imperative to harness these opportunities effectively and respectfully, mindful of the region’s painful colonial history, to safeguard global security in an increasingly interconnected world. Every choice and decision reverberates beyond traditional spheres of influence, highlighting the interconnectedness of global security concerns.
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Section 4: Out-Partnering
Improving NATO’s Out-Partnering Function: Covering Letter

Placido Torresi

NATO celebrates its 75\textsuperscript{th} year against the backdrop of a challenging geopolitical environment. 2024 is a year when around half of the global population will be involved in elections involving some of the wealthiest, most powerful and most populous countries, as well as some of the most authoritarian and more fragile nations. There are conflicts on NATO’s borders having global consequences that are being witnessed by a digitally connected population through a cyber landscape where it is increasingly difficult to judge fact from fiction. But throughout its history, the NATO Alliance has remained a strength and a constant—it can reflect on its countless achievements, its influence and how it has successfully looked ahead and adapted to maintain strategic superiority and deal with contemporary challenges.

The NATO Warfighting Capstone Concept (NWCC) is the latest iteration in considering the future requirements of NATO, citing the future operating environment as multi-region, multi-dimensional and multi-domain, with increasingly complex strategic shocks and continued challenge to the rules-based international order. To meet these challenges, NATO’s Military Instrument of Power (MIoP) must adapt. The NWCC outlines six functions around which the MIoP will be designed in order to out-perform future adversaries; out-think, out-excel, out-fight, out-pace, out-partner and out-last.

The existence of the out-partner function formally recognizes the importance of partnerships in maintaining the strategic advantage. However, whilst NATO has engaged in partnering for many years, and has developed deep and productive relationships, its multilateral and reactionary approach can be slow to realize the benefits as a partnership formalizes through the NATO process. This is in comparison to more agile and opportunistic adversaries, who have may have more freedom to engage, less formality and fewer resource constraints to achieve short- or long-term objectives.

To ensure the MIoP can continue to out-partner into the future, it is important for NATO to understand where its approach to partnering differs from that of its current and potential future adversaries and the associated risks, and seek to address any shortcomings now.

This essay explores some of the themes briefly considered here, with comparison between the differing approaches, broader considerations for NATO and how NATO might approach partnering in the future to achieve out-partnering.
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Improving NATO’s Out-Partnering Function

Dominic Andrews

As an Alliance comprising 32 sovereign nations, NATO’s Center of Gravity is its unity.¹ Built on respect for the rules-based international world order, shared values and mutual interests, NATO is able to reach consensus and speak with one voice when reacting to events that have consequences for its area of interest. With a further network of partner nations developed over time, NATO’s global reach, knowledge base and breadth of capability are unparalleled.

However, in comparison to the approach by strategic competitors, these same strengths—need for unanimous decision making, the alignment to Western-oriented values and the reactionary approach to events and partnering—can also be perceived as hindrances. Adversaries with a more exploitative or opportunistic approach might seek to gain advantage through speed of action, engagement in geographical areas that are not yet of consideration to NATO, or where they can present a better offer over NATO, or with nations who might not meet the necessary NATO criteria.

As NATO celebrates its 75th anniversary, it can reflect on its successes in missions, in deterring aggression and projecting stability, but as NATO achieves this significant milestone, the character of conflict continues to change dramatically, played out in real time through omni-present journalism and social media. Asymmetry is the norm, technological advancements out-pace the procurement mechanisms of state defence infrastructure and adversaries seek to capitalize on time, resource and financial advantages in an attempt to achieve their aim.

NATO’s recent Strategic Review and publication of the 2018 NATO Military Strategy led to the creation of the NATO Warfighting Capstone Concept (NWCC), in which are described six ‘out’ functions that together define how the future military instrument of power (MloP) will be shaped in order to out-perform future adversaries; out-fight, out-think, out-pace, out-last, out-excel and out-partner.

This essay explores the ‘out-partner’ function, comparing NATO’s current approach to partnering to that of strategic competitors and the implications. It discusses broader considerations for NATO and how NATO might identify future partners and conduct future partnering in order to maintain the strategic advantage. It considers what opportunities out-partnering can deliver to the Military Instrument of Power (MloP) and includes the outcomes of panel and syndicate discussions from NATO’s 2024 Academic Conference at Old Dominion University (AC24), where the out-partner function was considered at length.

Status Quo

NATO is unique and unequalled as a political-military alliance, comprising 32 developed nations aligned in values, with common interests and shared knowledge, experience and technology. The alliance is augmented by partner nations who have much to offer NATO such as in-depth regional or cultural understanding, specific expertise or capability, or staging areas and access. In return, there is much for the partners to gain from NATO. Partnership is achieved through agreements, defining areas of cooperation, collaboration and sharing, as unanimously agreed by the Alliance members.

Since 2021, all aspects of a partner relationship are negotiated and reflected in an Individually Tailored Partnership Programme (ITPP).2 formalizing and bounding the partnering relationship. The effectiveness of the cooperation will then be subject to the availability and allocation of resources, which can vary. It is conceivable that this might result in a mismatch between the expectations of partners and NATO and the level of interest from partners. NATO is also constrained on the scale and type of interaction with partners, meaning it is unable to compete in a number of ways in vying to be the partner of choice. It was determined at AC24 that NATO will not be able to react fast enough or match the pace of decision making that an independent nation has the freedom to do, and this must be considered in developing the out-partnering function to be forward looking.

The Partnership for Peace programme demonstrated that one size does not fit all. Despite these changes, as NATO’s approach to partnering has hitherto been driven by contemporary needs rather than a long-term vision or plan, NATO remains reactionary in response to world events. Further, as NATO engages partners as a multilateral organization, the need for unanimous approval can result in a complex and time-consuming decision making process, compounded by potentially contrary perspectives among members regarding which partnerships may add the most value. Put succinctly, NATO has a limited forward projection capability in identifying potential partners, and it is slow to formalize a relationship and so gain benefits from it.

In contrast, strategic competitors may have the flexibility to engage on a unilateral basis and with little requirement for transparency as to their wider objectives. They may partner to address a short-term need or develop a longer-term relationship for other purposes, but in either case expectation management of resourcing will be subtly different compared to NATO. Sanctions, an absence of organic capabilities or a need to augment existing capabilities can lead adversaries to unilaterally turn to sympathetic or willing nations to support their objectives, benefiting from agile and opportunistic partnering, potentially ignorant or indifferent toward moral ambiguity or respect for a rules-based society. Examples of such partnering include Russia purchasing North
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2 NATO, “Individually Tailored Partnership Programs.”
https://www.nato.int/cps/ru/natohq/topics_225037.htm?selectedLocale=en#:~:text=Individually%20Tailored%20Partnership%20Programmes%20%28ITPPs%29%20are%20the%20main%20objectives%20of%20each%20partner%20cooperation%20with%20NATO.
Korean munitions and the proliferation of Iranian drone technology, both of which have been widely reported in open media.\(^3\)

Adversaries may also be able to offer significant financial reward or incentives to encourage or expedite, which could make their partnership a more attractive offer than other alliances in more restrictive financial positions. Other nations may engage in a longer-term strategy, investing in a number of states or regions that may offer an advantage later, building a relationship or partnership over time that can be exploited should the need arise. In either example, a further benefit of these relationships is that they may deny others seeking to partner with the same state when a need is identified or, by proxy, surrounding states through regional influence. Evidence of this approach to partnering can be found in some African states where China has provided significant investment, especially in resource-rich states or where there are opportunities for strategic basing. Numerous reports and open source media articles highlight the scale of investment by China.\(^4\)

### Implications

It is evident that NATO exclusively occupies one end of a hypothetical partnering spectrum, with an approach that may be characterized as formulaic, bounded, transparent, formalized, conditional, deep, long-term and demanding mutual benefit, while its adversaries will operate with greater freedom and agility along the spectrum as suits their needs. Adversaries also have the freedom to seek partnerships quickly and with whomever they consider appropriate to meet their current or future intent, in contrast to the NATO multilateral approach.

However, there is no defined balance of characteristics that affords success in partnering, and so enabling out-partnering is subjective and situation dependent. Quantity of partnerships will be a factor, but the quality of partnerships will have more relevance. Nonetheless, with the shifting global dynamics it is self-evident that a more agile approach to partnering vice NATO’s long-established status quo would help maintain strategic advantage through out-partnering. The adversary’s perspective will also be a crucial factor in out-partnering; in order for NATO to shape
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and contest the future environment, it needs to understand, but not be bound by, strategic competitors’ efforts, trends, and visions for partnerships.

**Considerations**

In reviewing alternative attitudes to partnering, aside from the divergent approaches, there are a number of broader considerations beyond the partnering mechanics that NATO must factor into the out-partnering discussion.

In an increasingly contested global environment, it is natural that there will be prospective partners that are of mutual interest to both NATO and strategic competitors, albeit not necessarily for the same purpose. This creates obvious potential conflict, and it will be necessary for NATO to consider the purpose of the relationship, to assess the risks and benefits, and to determine whether to accept a beneficial but non-exclusive partnership in the pursuit of out-partnering or to insist on exclusivity that might also serve to deny potential adversaries.

Similarly, NATO must also consider the partnership activities of adversaries and what actions it may need to take in response. This might be where NATO has not yet engaged, does not have an immediate interest, either geographically or criteria-based, or where NATO is discounted due to a more attractive competing offer. Each scenario will have different implications for NATO, based on resources or strategic basing for example, but this understanding will be an important factor in out-partnering. The reciprocal of this is also relevant; the adversary’s understanding of NATO’s partnering intent and what actions it may take in response.

Partnerships of individual alliance members are pertinent in the NATO out-partnering context, whether there is scope to leverage existing relationships or the creation of new ones that would benefit NATO. This arrangement may suit some prospective partners who have reservations in partnering with NATO itself, and it may also afford some flexibility along the partnering spectrum where individual nations may have more freedom. Such arrangements may also overcome the question regarding exclusivity.

**Out-Partnering**

In order to maintain the strategic advantage in future conflict, it is clear that NATO needs to review how it conducts partnering and how to out-partner. This concept features as one of the core functions identified within the NWCC in shaping the future MIoP. The next step is for NATO to consider how to achieve and implement it.

To out-partner implies fostering mutually supportive relationships for security and building advantages in the security environment. It is built on three foundational principles:

- **Quality.** More strategically valuable and mutually beneficial partnerships, in order to maintain the advantage over adversaries and remain the partner of choice with whom to cooperate and manage contested issues.
- **Mutual Benefit.** Partnerships relevant and beneficial for both parties, emphasizing the interest driven approach and reflecting NATO’s and partners’ motivation. This echoes the NATO Strategic Concept’s characterization of “political dialogue and practical cooperation with partners, based on mutual respect and benefit.”

- **Interoperability.** Between NATO and partners across the operational contexts of shaping, contesting and fighting, affording better integration and data sharing. NATO needs to consider potential implications and the scope of interoperability for partners not seeking deeper military integration.

Importantly, out-partnering does not necessarily mean more, it means better. Success may be a mixture of partnerships along the hypothetical partnering spectrum.

Discussions at AC24 highlighted that, in order to better understand geopolitics and pursue out-partnering, NATO must understand cultural differences, priorities, and motivations between different regions and nations. Not all nations behave or think the same way as Western nations. Further to that, where NATO might consider future engagement with nations not fully aligned to Western-oriented moral values, NATO must communicate with and educate the general population as to why.

All three of NATO’s core tasks require cooperation with partners and non-NATO entities, so the role of partnerships must be considered in the context of out-partnering:

- **Cooperative Security.** In maintaining and improving their own security and stability, partner nations contribute to the cooperative security of the Alliance, offering an obvious advantage through scale. A broader and deeper collective understanding is also achieved through regional situational awareness and analysis from organizations, with scope to identify potential challenges or threats before they emerge.

- **Crisis Prevention and Management.** The limited capacity for some nations to resolve internal issues, potentially caused by malign interference, can lead to destabilization and disorder that might be exploited by strategic competitors. By partnering with such nations to develop their capabilities, build resilience, and ensure preparedness, NATO can prevent crises, build regional stability, and possibly benefit from additional interoperable partner units.

- **Deterrence and Defence.** Through cooperation in fields such as energy security, cyber, and counter-terrorism, NATO can develop a global awareness and collectively benefit from capabilities across the partner network.

In addition to national-level relationships, partnerships with academia, industry and international organizations are key. NATO needs to be able to leverage innovation at the speed of operational relevance, with industry and academia in particular offering advantages where national defence infrastructure often lacks.
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- Industry has a significant advantage in capability development, providing an understanding of current and future developments and assimilating changes into legacy capabilities. Small and medium enterprises may also have additional innovation and freedom in researching and developing new capabilities. Engagement with industry can also highlight technological advancement beyond the defence industry that could be useful in the future operating environment, noting additionally that industry is a key enabler of interoperability.

- Academia can also be at the forefront of technological advancement in the theoretical space or in proving concepts. In helping to better understand the environment and broadening perspectives, this builds on an extensive and deep knowledge base, provides methodological expertise, and research opportunities, and it aids in identifying and understanding future challenges and trends. Academia also has freedom and global connections to explore more abstract ideas that would not ordinarily gain traction in more bureaucratic organizations.

**Partner Requirements**

In order to out-partner, it is important to understand the needs and wants of existing and potential partners in order to remain or become the partner of choice. Each partner will have independent goals and strategies aside from those shared publicly, and those may exist without impact to NATO, but they can also lead to confusion and misalignment. Therefore, clear communication is critical to avoid duplication of effort and conflicting messaging.

Membership interests of partners play a particular role. There is a robust framework and trajectory for those partners aspiring to membership or very close cooperation with NATO. However, those who are not remain of paramount importance for out-partnering. Equally, non-partner nations and other actors remain crucial stakeholders to shape future NATO needs. For NATO, remaining the partner of choice constitutes the main challenge with regards to these actors, notably due to the cooperation and partnership opportunities provided by strategic competitors.

Most partners broadly understand and share NATO’s vision on shaping and contesting, however there is a notable difference with regards to fighting. Some will embrace the collective defence pledge, others will see NATO as a force to fight with them and for them beyond NATO’s borders. It is important, then, to clarify the extent of the relationship and the offer with prospective partners.

It was noted at AC24 that communication is key, both in developing successful partnerships (for example, goals and values, and an evidence-driven narrative of NATO reaching its goals) and also in articulating successes both internally and externally. The general population is a critical component to the NATO model of partnering, and NATO’s activity needs to be ‘sold’ to the public. A diet of negativity will drive people away.
AC24 also highlighted that activity with partners needs to be faster and soft diplomacy plays a significant part in building and maintaining relationships. It was suggested that smaller nations are often not at the forefront as they have limited scope to offer hardware and personnel, however they can provide a significant contribution by way of such as intellectual capacity or specialist skills.

**Military Approach to Out-Partnering and Next Steps**

Partnerships need to adapt for the future persistent, simultaneous and boundless environments, therefore it is necessary to identify where NATO and partners’ interests and ambitions align. It is also necessary to identify the conditions, resources, or situations where future adversaries will need support and seek to isolate them and limit their external options that might be used against NATO.

The military approach to achieving the desired, mutually-beneficial effects of out-partnering can be categorized under the three operational contexts of shaping, contesting, and fighting. In terms of next steps, it is necessary to develop a clear understanding of why, who, where, and how to effectively partner in the future.

- **Why.** It is important to form a common understanding of NATO’s strategic objectives, opportunities and risks for the future, in order to shape, contest, and fight together with partners. This should include an analysis of the risks and costs resulting from the security vacuums that are, and are not, filled by the Alliance. NATO must also retain the ability to initiate, terminate, suspend, and resume partnerships to ensure relevance and to allow effort to be expended and limited resources to be allocated where there is most need. NATO must also consider the ‘why’ from the partner perspective, recognizing that protecting values and the rules-based international order are a core of the Alliance but might less of a consideration to potential partners.

- **Whom and Where.** NATO must seek to understand where NATO needs the interlocutors of today and the partners of tomorrow, regardless of the current geopolitical and operational context, and to identify where there are overlaps between NATO and its strategic competitors. It can achieve this somewhat by enhancing situational and regional awareness and assessing the long-term implications of trends. NATO can start to build future partnerships through reinforced dialogue and targeted cooperation with non-NATO entities and by engaging where there is relevance to emerging challenges.

- **How.** NATO can achieve its aims through investing in partnerships against a proactive, long-term vision with committed resources, presence, and endurance. Flexibility, responsiveness, and reactiveness must be integral to its partnerships, and there should be measurable activities against defined benefits and metrics. For relevance and agility, NATO could consider reviewing the legacy offers, looking to build on ongoing cooperation and to establish baselines for long-term partnerships, potentially with higher levels of autonomy for
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NATO authorities to cooperate with partners and non-NATO entities. AC24 noted also that NATO needs to admit its weaknesses, where it has gotten things wrong, and to learn from the past. NATO should also not be afraid of innovation.

Comments from AC24 also drew parallels to other global partnerships, notably that NATO needs to maintain a presence in front of current and potential partners - further improved with continuity of individuals. This helps to build relationships and trust, whereby at other fora, even the most arcane, strategic competitors maintain a persistent presence.

It was also suggested that through NATO’s activities, in its broader communication and through engagement with the general population, it must understand the perspective of the next generation - it needs to understand how to communicate with them, how to develop an environment palatable to them, and what legacy it will leave them.

Conclusion

The success of NATO over 75 years is evident, however there are ever increasing challenges to the current world order. NATO must adapt to ensure it maintains the strategic advantage, not least in developing its partnership network, including how and with whom it partners, both to build on NATO’s capability and also to deny adversaries the same access. In doing so, it must consider the interest, needs, and intent of its strategic competitors and the implications of adversaries partnering where NATO has not. NATO needs to develop a long-term plan and must be proactive in identifying where it should develop national or regional relationships and make firm commitments, including beyond its existing area of interest. NATO must also understand where western-oriented values are less relevant and where behaviours and motivations do not fully align with NATO and consider if and how to engage in these regions. NATO must look at agility in partnering and consider the merits and risks in different approaches along the hypothetical partnering spectrum, including increased autonomy for NATO authorities to engage regionally within agreed frameworks. NATO must also communicate effectively, both internally and externally and it must understand the next generation to whom NATO will leave its legacy.
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In his 1963 Foreign Affairs essay “The Practice of Partnership,” Dean Acheson emphasized “the great accretion of strength which membership in our alliances in this hemisphere and in Europe brings to a confrontation of power.” As NATO prepares for the Washington Summit in July 2024 to commemorate its 75th anniversary, Acheson’s words resonate, highlighting the enduring importance of the Alliance. His insight into the collective strength brought about by alliances and partnerships has a profound relevance in a new era of great power competition. In today’s context, the impact of the Alliance extends well beyond the traditional Euro-Atlantic sphere, touching upon a global scale of strategic interests and security concerns. The resurgence of Russia, the rise of China, and transnational threats are challenges that increasingly require a cooperative approach involving a robust network of alliances and partnerships.

The upcoming summit, akin to the NATO summits held in Washington in 1978 and 1999, comes at a pivotal time for the Alliance. The first Washington Summit in 1978 convened 15 Heads of State and Government from allied nations to address the delicate balance between maintaining security in the Euro-Atlantic area and promoting East-West détente during a period of easing tensions between NATO and the Warsaw Pact countries. In April 1999, leaders from 18 nations, including for the first time representatives from Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic—former Warsaw Pact members—came together for the second Washington Summit, marking NATO’s 50th anniversary. This summit aimed to redefine NATO’s mission for the post-Cold War era. As NATO approaches the third Washington Summit that will bring together 32 allies as well as partners including the EU, Ukraine, and the Indo-Pacific, the Alliance finds itself at a critical juncture yet again, facing a fundamentally altered security environment amid the resurgence of direct threats to its territorial integrity and the return of great power competition.

The evolving nature of NATO’s role and the formidable challenges it faces underscore the necessity for constant adaptation and transformation within the Alliance. At a time when geopolitical dynamics shift, NATO must remain agile and responsive to confront threats and challenges that are becoming more complex, global, and interconnected. And to do so, the Alliance must enhance dialogue and practical collaboration with a vast network of partners, including non-member countries and international organizations, as well as industry and academia.

Partnerships are thus a cornerstone of NATO's strategy that underpins its transformation and adaptation to the evolving security landscape. Within NATO’s core task of cooperative security,
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partnerships are also a force-multiplier that can enhance the Alliance’s capabilities, extend its reach, and provide the necessary political, military, diplomatic and economic tools to to shape the broader strategic environment. While adversaries and strategic competitors strengthen their partnerships, NATO must fortify its own network of partners to enhance deterrence and resilience. Reinforcing NATO’s out-partnering function in the context of great power competition offers an opportunity to revitalize NATO’s approach to partnerships.

Evolution of NATO’s Approach to Partnerships

NATO began to develop its approach to partnerships in the aftermath of the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, which had a profound impact on security in Europe leading to significant changes. As early as July 1990, NATO leaders addressed its implications at the London Summit and put forth proposals to enhance cooperation with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. This shift from “confrontation to co-operation” marked a crucial moment in the evolution of NATO’s outlook on partnerships and regional security. In 1991, NATO established The North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC), which brought together NATO allies and 11 former Soviet Union republics. NACC, succeeded by the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council in 1997, was groundbreaking in fostering multilateral political consultation and cooperation, which played a crucial role in building confidence in the early 1990s.

The Allies’ aspiration to build a security forum that included partners was driven by the need for a structure that could accommodate the complex and evolving relationships they had developed with non-member countries in Central and Eastern Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia. This forum was intended to deepen cooperation, particularly in areas such as defense reform and the transition to democracy. These efforts laid the foundation for the establishment of the Partnership for Peace (PfP) program in 1994 to facilitate engagement with a broader range of actors to project stability beyond NATO’s borders. The PfP program enabled development of bilateral, military-to-military partnerships with former Warsaw Pact and European neutral and nonaligned countries. These partnerships focused on interoperability, defense capacity building and defense reform to enable NATO and its partners to undertake combined peacekeeping and other missions to address regional instability. The program aimed to support training and exercises with partners to facilitate combined operations and assist countries aspiring for NATO membership in meeting the Alliance’s standards. By participating in PfP activities, partner nations were given an opportunity to enhance their capabilities, align with NATO practices, and contribute to overall Alliance security, thus bolstering their credibility as candidates for NATO membership. NATO’s enlargement to include “new democracies from the Baltic Sea to the Black Sea” was a historic accomplishment and regarded as “a centerpiece of the Alliance’s reinvention in the 1990s.”

4 Opening remarks by Secretary General Manfred Wörner
5 Georgia and Azerbaijan joined the NACC in 1992 along with Albania, and the Central Asian republics soon followed suit.
One of the key issues facing NATO in 2000s was the debate over whether the Alliance should take on more global responsibilities and missions, given that threats to North America and Europe were originating from beyond the European continent. In response to this evolving security landscape, NATO has begun to consider how to establish new relationships with potential partners in order to effectively defend its members against emerging global threats. NATO’s mission in Afghanistan underscored the importance of its role as a facilitator of multinational collaboration. The Alliance’s established doctrine, standards, and training opportunities played a crucial role in facilitating military interoperability among allies and non-member partners involved in the coalition efforts.

However, since Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014, NATO has shifted its strategic attention away from partnerships around the world. Instead, NATO has prioritized a return to territorial defense, reassuring vulnerable allies on the Eastern Flank and enhancing its collective defense capabilities. This shift in focus has led to a decreased emphasis on partnerships, and together with the scaling back of out-of-area operations and the rapid withdrawal from Afghanistan in April 2021, it has brought into question the Alliance’s effectiveness as a platform for security cooperation. Moreover, the emergence of alternative security formats such as the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QUAD) and the Australia-U.S.-U.K. (AUKUS) trilateral security pact highlight the need for NATO to reinvent its partnership approach. These initiatives suggest that some allies, including the United States and the United Kingdom, are seeking more tailored approaches to address specific security challenges and achieve specific policy objectives outside of the NATO framework. While NATO remains a cornerstone of transatlantic security cooperation, these alternative formats reflect a growing trend towards building partnerships that can adapt quickly to changing security dynamics. To mitigate a risk that such partnerships could sideline the alliance if they lead to conflicting strategies or divide the members’ commitments, NATO should strengthen regular political consultations and policy coordination necessary to sustain allied cohesion. Better understanding of the diverse geopolitical interests and regional priorities of individual allies is critical to ensuring they complement the alliance’s overall strategic goals.

NATO members have long consulted one another on global security issues, reflecting the recognition that these issues can have direct implications for the security of the alliance. Recent events put into sharper relief that allies’ security, including economic security, cannot be insulated from the developments beyond the NATO treaty area. Moreover, common interests
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7 Ronald D. Asmus, Richard C. Holbrooke, Re-Reinventing NATO, Riga Papers
10 Aronsson, Swaney.
outside the traditional geographic boundaries of the alliance as well as NATO’s ability to project power and influence far beyond the Euro-Atlantic area require improved inter-allied political consultations and policy coordination. Steering the alliance response to challenges beyond Europe, while balancing national interests with collective goals, is not a peripheral issue for NATO but a crucial aspect of its strategic cohesion as well as its overall strategic posture.

To ensure continued relevance and effectiveness, NATO should consider adapting its partnership framework to be more proactive, inclusive, and responsive to the diverse security challenges facing its members and the broader international community. This may involve exploring new formats, such as enhanced dialogue with non-traditional partners, increased cooperation with regional organizations, and greater emphasis on interoperability and operational requirements, as well as capacity-building initiatives. By reinventing its partnership approach, NATO can better leverage the strengths and capabilities of a wider range of actors, enhancing its ability to address complex security threats and maintain its position as a key player in the international security landscape.

**Out-partnering for a Great Power Competition**

The NATO Warfighting Capstone Concept (NWCC) endorsed by the Allies in 2021 provides a vision for maintaining and enhancing NATO’s military advantage and adapting the military instrument of power through 2040, with a focus on addressing the evolving dynamics of great power competition. The concept of “the 6 outs” introduced in NWCC highlights key functions that the Alliance’s warfare development approach should embody to effectively address emerging threats, safeguard against vulnerabilities, and stay ahead of the adversary. These functions include out-thinking, out-excelling, out-fighting, out-pacing, out-lasting and out-partnering strategic competitors and adversaries.

Building on the concept of out-partnering outlined in NWCC is particularly significant as it emphasizes the strategic importance of robust partnerships to NATO’s overall military effectiveness. This involves two critical dimensions: enhancing and expanding external partnerships with key partners from non-NATO countries and international organizations; and deepening internal partnerships within the Alliance, particularly with defense industry, research institutes, think tanks, and academia.

Investing significant efforts in out-partnering during peacetime is a sound strategic approach that can yield significant benefits for NATO. By actively seeking out and fostering partnerships with a
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14 The NWCC “Out-Partner” function underscores that “the future Alliance Military Instrument of Power must be able to foster mutually supportive and habitual relationships and partnership opportunities.” [https://www.act.nato.int/article/nato-partnerships/#:~:text=The%20"Out%20Partner"%20function,which%20provides%20NATO%20Allies%2C%20its](https://www.act.nato.int/article/nato-partnerships/#:~:text=The%20"Out%20Partner"%20function,which%20provides%20NATO%20Allies%2C%20its)
diverse range of actors, including partner nations, international organizations, non-governmental organizations, civilian actors, and industry, NATO can build trust, understanding, and coordination that lay the foundation for more effective collaboration in times of crisis, instability or conflict. The evolving strategic landscape, characterized by “interlocking partnerships” among Russia, the People’s Republic of China (PRC), Iran, and North Korea, underscores the importance of bolstering NATO’s out-partnering function. These partnerships, particularly the deepening collaboration between Russia and the PRC, pose significant challenges to Euro-Atlantic security and require a proactive and coordinated response from the Alliance. The strategic alignment between Russia and the PRC, as exemplified by their “No-Limits” partnership, extends beyond diplomatic relations to encompass cooperation in informational, economic, and military domains. This partnership enhances the capabilities and influence of both countries and enables them to support nations that exhibit hostility and aggression towards allied interests. The increasing support provided by the PRC to Russia highlights the commitment of the Chinese Communist Party to partnerships that may undermine NATO collective security efforts.

In light of these developments, reinforcing NATO’s out-partnering function becomes crucial in countering the strategic challenges posed by the collaborative efforts of Russia, the PRC, Iran, and North Korea. While these efforts are not new, Russia’s war in Ukraine has led to the deepening of their economic, military, political, and technological ties, creating an “axis of upheaval” to reshape the geopolitical landscape. Therefore, fortifying partnerships with like-minded nations and organizations is an essential component of fulfilling NATO’s core task of cooperative security to contribute to enhancing resilience and upholding the rules-based international order in the face of the changing security environment.

By investing in partnerships that promote shared values and the rules-based international order, enhance security cooperation, and foster trust and coordination, NATO can better address the complex and multifaceted challenges posed by the strategic partnerships among adversarial actors. Proactive engagement with partners can help the Alliance to mitigate risks, enhance
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15 Statement of General Christopher G. Cavoli, United States European Command, April 10, 2024.
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situational awareness, build resilience against gray-zone tactics and coercion and strengthen deterrence capabilities in the face of evolving security threats.

Furthermore, the development of comprehensive methodologies to assess the impact and future trajectories of cooperation among strategic competitors and adversaries is essential for NATO’s strategic planning and security posture.\textsuperscript{21} Enhancing engagement and collaborative efforts with research institutions, think tanks, and academia is vital in providing the analytical depth and breadth required to understand and mitigate these challenges. Expanding research partnerships is also essential in exploring emerging issues that transcend national boundaries—like artificial intelligence in warfare, the impact of climate change on security, biosecurity, the future of space, and cyber operations—and require a global, coordinated response. By leveraging the vast potential of research institutions across the Alliance to systematically analyze threats and risks in order to develop informed strategies, NATO can significantly enhance its analytical and operational capacities to better safeguard its interests and maintain its strategic advantage.

Finally, establishing strong partnerships during peacetime allows NATO to leverage the expertise, resources, and capabilities of its partners to enhance its own operational effectiveness and resilience, while advancing broader strategic objectives. By working closely with partners, the Alliance can improve interoperability, information sharing, and joint planning, which are critical elements for successful multinational operations.\textsuperscript{22} Additionally, building partnerships based on trust and understanding can facilitate more efficient decision-making processes and enable rapid coordination during crises or conflicts. Therefore, NATO’s out-partnering function must be reinforced to effectively address these challenges and safeguard the Alliance’s strategic position in the global security landscape.

\textbf{Reframing NATO’s Partnerships Strategy through a Resilience-based Approach}

The recent overhauling of NATO’s resilience agenda provides a timely opportunity for the alliance to rejuvenate and reframe its approach to partnerships and bolster its relevance and effectiveness in addressing the growing array of security challenges. Placing a renewed emphasis on resilience can enhance the ability of NATO member states and partners to prepare for, withstand and recover from various security threats. Emphasizing resilience in its partnership strategy can further enable NATO to work with partners more effectively in mutually beneficial ways. The systemic challenges, including pandemics, intensified geostrategic competition, the rapid pace of technological advancement, supply chain vulnerabilities, energy insecurity, growing dependencies, and climate change surpass the capacity of any single nation or organization to tackle independently and encompass interests crucial to the security and well-being of all allies and partners. As highlighted by Ganesh Sitaraman in his 2020 \textit{Foreign Affairs} essay, the common
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thread among these diverse threats is that they are not merely battles to be won but challenges to be weathered collectively.\textsuperscript{23}

During the Cold War, resilience rooted in Article 3 of the North Atlantic Treaty was a critical component of NATO’s deterrence and defensive strategy against the Soviet Union, encompassing military capacity, civil preparedness, and emergency planning.\textsuperscript{24} With the end of the Cold War, however, the emphasis on resilience waned as NATO’s priorities changed. But in today’s complex and interconnected global landscape, resilience—characterized as the individual and collective capacity to withstand, manage, and rapidly recover from a wide array of disruptions—has regained importance.\textsuperscript{25} Thus, enhancing the combined capacity of NATO allies and partners is crucial for addressing shared challenges effectively.

The ongoing conflict in Ukraine underscores a critical aspect of modern warfare and national security: the convergence of military resilience with broader societal resilience. This alignment is essential not only for defense against military aggression but also for ensuring the stability and continuity of society and the economy in times of crisis. By adopting a whole-of-society approach, nations can not only enhance their defensive capabilities but also ensure the stability and rapid recovery of their societies in the face of diverse challenges. The experiences of nations that developed robust resilience strategies—including Finland and Sweden (former partner nations who joined NATO recently) as well as Japan, Singapore, Switzerland, and Israel—provide valuable lessons in the effective implementation of such strategies. During the Cold War, Finland’s total defense doctrine was a prime example of civil preparedness and deterrence through resilience. The Finnish strategy places a strong emphasis on psychological resilience, preparing the population to maintain a strong will to defend the nation during crises. Developing a mechanism to share best practices with partner nations can play an instrumental role in strengthening resilience to common threats and challenges.

NATO’s resilience agenda can also help improve collaboration with the European Union (EU). In January 2023, NATO and the EU established the NATO-EU Task Force on the Resilience of Critical Infrastructure focused on energy, transport, digital infrastructure, and space.\textsuperscript{26} This initiative can further leverage NATO-EU cooperation in order to build up the resilience of critical infrastructure to guide future efforts, while also improving the sharing of best practices and situational awareness.

\textsuperscript{25} Dowd, Cook.
In addition, two strategic initiatives can significantly contribute to reframing NATO’s partnerships strategy through a resilience-based approach. The establishment of an advisory group to the NATO Resilience Committee and the creation of a NATO and partner-wide Security Risk Assessment. The Advisory Group could play a vital role in integrating diverse perspectives and expertise from partner nations, think tanks, academia, research institutions, and the private sector into NATO’s resilience planning and strategy formulation. Leveraging specialized knowledge and insights from various stakeholders and involving partner nations can provide a more comprehensive understanding of resilience challenges and solutions and promote broader cooperation while enhancing NATO’s adaptive capacity. Finally, the creation of a NATO and partner-wide Security Risk Assessment to systematically assess and address persistent vulnerabilities and emerging challenges that NATO and partners face due to strategic shifts, systemic competition, rapid technological change, and transnational issues like climate change would enable proactive risk management, strategic alignment, and adaptive response mechanisms to swiftly address and mitigate emerging threats.

**Deepening Partnerships within the Alliance: Closer Collaboration with the Defense Industry**

Russia’s war in Ukraine has not only reshaped the geopolitical landscape but also underscored the critical need for robust defense capabilities. This situation has brought to the forefront the importance of deepening partnerships with the defense industry, highlighting its role as a pivotal mission partner in ensuring wartime preparedness. Historically, the defense industry has been viewed primarily as a supplier of military equipment and technology. However, in the current security environment the industry’s potential contributions are increasingly seen as integral to strategic defense planning and operations. The capacity of the defense industrial base across the Alliance to support NATO’s ability to rapidly mobilize and sustain advanced military operations can considerably contribute to deterring potential adversaries through the demonstration of robust manufacturing capabilities and technological advancements.

Depleted stockpiles, limited production capacity, and the lack of adequate defense industrial base preparedness for a wartime environment can have adverse implications for NATO’s ability to effectively counter the threat posed by a reconstituted Russia in the future. A robust and resilient defense industrial base is essential for ensuring the timely production and delivery of critical defense capabilities during times of conflict or heightened security threats.

To address this challenge, NATO member states, in close cooperation with industry leaders, should prioritize investments in enhancing the readiness and capacity of their defense industrial base to rapidly scale up production, repair, and maintenance of military equipment in a crisis situation. This may involve improving supply chain resilience, increasing domestic production capabilities, and fostering innovation in defense technologies. Furthermore, fostering closer collaboration and coordination among NATO allies in defense industrial base planning and resource sharing can help mitigate vulnerabilities and strengthen collective defense capabilities. By proactively addressing the readiness of the defense industrial base, NATO can better position itself to respond effectively to potential security challenges, including those posed by a resurgent Russia and rising China.
Moreover, partnership with industry is essential to integrating rapidly changing military technology into NATO operations.\textsuperscript{27} As military technology evolves at an unprecedented rate, the ability of NATO to adapt and integrate these innovations into its operational framework is crucial for maintaining strategic advantage. Industry partnerships, including with innovative small businesses and startups, as well as nontraditional defense suppliers play a pivotal role in this process, bridging the gap between technological advancements and their tactical implementation. By fostering joint development initiatives with industry partners, emphasizing continuous training, and establishing robust feedback mechanisms, NATO can effectively enhance its tactical capabilities and readiness to respond to emerging threats.

The conflict in Ukraine serves as a stark reminder of the necessity for preparedness in the face of emerging threats. The defense industry’s role has evolved from a supplier to a mission-critical partner and a key contributor to NATO’s out-partnering function. Leveraging this partnership effectively means not only enhancing the Alliance’s deterrent and defense posture and military readiness but also ensuring a strategic advantage in future conflicts.\textsuperscript{28}

**Conclusion**

As the security environment continues to evolve with the complexities of great power competition, NATO’s adaptation is imperative to maintain its relevance and effectiveness. By embracing flexibility, enhancing global partnerships, deepening collaboration with industry and academia, and improving its out-partnering function, the Alliance can continue to serve as a cornerstone of global stability. This proactive approach will not only help in deterring aggression but also in managing the multifaceted security challenges of the modern world.

To better shape future partnerships NATO should:

- Enhance political consultation and policy coordination among allies on global challenges to allow for a cohesive approach to global issues, enhancing the alliance’s ability to act swiftly and effectively;
- Outline an overhauled partnership strategy with clearly stated objectives;
- Prioritize adaptability in its approach to partnerships, recognizing that the needs and priorities of partners may evolve over time;
- Prioritize partnerships that align with NATO’s strategic objectives and priorities;
- Establish a framework for regular, strategic dialogues with the Indo-Pacific;
- Ensure that partnerships are mutually beneficial, with clear objectives and outcomes for both NATO and its partners;


- Improve communication, coordination, and consultation mechanisms to facilitate regular updates and feedback between NATO and its partners, enhancing mutual understanding and cooperation.
- Identify and mitigate risks to future partnerships, such as diverging interests, changing geopolitical dynamics, and potential conflicts;
- Foster trust, maintain open lines of communication, and conduct regular assessments of partnership effectiveness;
- Develop a clear engagement strategy with industry and academia, outlining objectives, expectations, and areas of collaboration;
- Streamline processes and reduce bureaucratic barriers to facilitate smoother engagement with partners;
- Build trust through transparent communication, consistent engagement, and demonstrating the value of partnerships;
- Ensure that partnerships are given appropriate priority and resources within NATO’s broader agenda to attract and retain partners.

NATO’s ability to develop and implement a compelling partnership strategy is crucial for its adaptation to the evolving security environment. By making itself a partner of choice, offering tailored and mutually beneficial relationships, and carefully managing the inherent challenges, NATO can significantly enhance its capabilities and global standing. This strategic approach will not only strengthen NATO but also contribute to global security and stability.
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NATO’s Partnerships:
Enlargement, Cooperative Security, and the Indo-Pacific

Valbona Zeneli

Seventy-five years ago, on April 4, 1949, leaders from twelve nations\(^1\) gathered in Washington, DC, to sign the North Atlantic Treaty, known as the Washington Treaty, with a vision to foster peace and stability in the transatlantic community. In the wake of two devastating world wars that had ravaged Europe economically and socially, and against the backdrop of mounting fears of conflict with the Soviet Union, U.S. President Harry Truman envisioned the newly-established Alliance as a “shield against aggression and the pervasive fear of aggression.”\(^2\) Following the success of the European Recovery Program, commonly referred to as the Marshall Plan,\(^3\) which supported European countries in rebuilding their war-torn economies and fostered European economic integration, the idea of shared interests and security cooperation between the United States and Western Europe gained more prominence.

Today, NATO is bigger, more powerful, and more diverse than its creators could have ever imagined.\(^4\) Enlargement stands out as one of NATO’s most successful policies. It has grown from twelve to thirty-two allies,\(^5\) while still upholding its original mission as the foundation of our common security and economic prosperity. The Alliance’s three-fold purpose remains: to collectively defend its members, institutionalize the transatlantic alliance for security and strategic discussions, and offer a reassurance umbrella allowing European nations to address shared security challenges rather than internal divisions.\(^6\)

The rapidly changing global landscape requires the Alliance to reevaluate the paradigm of conventional alliances, highlighting the importance of adaptability and cooperation to tackle modern security challenges. NATO’s three fundamental tasks—collective defense and deterrence, crisis prevention management, and cooperative security—remain the cornerstone of the Alliance. The concept of partnerships at NATO started as part of the broader strategy of a “Europe whole and free,”\(^7\) evolving over time globally, and it is integral to its mission of promoting security and

---

\(^1\) NATO’s founding member countries: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom and the United States.


\(^5\) NATO, “NATO member countries.” https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_52044.htm#:~:text=NATO%20was%20created%20by%2012,countries%20can%20join%20the%20Alliance.


stability. In the future, partnerships with like-minded nations will be vital for the Alliance’s continued success.

NATO’s strategic focus has evolved over time reflecting new global challenges and security developments. This article will focus on the juxtaposing of two dimensions: the enlargement of NATO within the Euro-Atlantic community and its growing area of global partnerships, especially those out-of-area in the Indo-Pacific. NATO’s enlargement within Europe has been crucial to enhancing security and stability in Europe, reinforcing the core mission of collective defense by integrating more countries in the Alliance’s collective defense framework, serving as a deterrent against potential aggressors, and promoting democratic values and good governance in the Euro-Atlantic space. NATO’s global partnerships in the Indo-Pacific are important to address transnational security challenges and also to establish a strategic presence to counterbalance China’s influence, strengthening cooperation with key regional players to enhance security cooperation and extending NATO’s influence beyond its traditional boundaries as transatlantic and Indo-Pacific security are more connected. In the future, NATO and its member states need to prioritize threats and challenges and choose its geographical focus, externally.\(^8\) Internally, unity and cohesion are among the most important strategic imperatives, especially finding a balance between solidarity and member states’ autonomy, between interests and values, and more equitable burden sharing between the United States and European NATO members.

**NATO’s Open Door Policy: Critical for Its Success**

Over ten rounds of enlargement, the Alliance has grown from its twelve founding members to thirty-two, contributing to a process of integration that has played a pivotal role in stabilizing Europe and cultivating robust new allies. Commonly referred to as NATO’s “open door policy,” enlargement is based on Article 10 of the Washington Treaty, which states that membership is open to “any other European State in a position to further the principles of this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the North Atlantic area.”\(^9\)

In addition to its twelve founding members, four other European countries joined NATO during the Cold War, in three rounds of enlargement: Greece and Türkiye (1952), the Federal Republic of Germany (1955) and Spain (1982). Following the fall of the Berlin Wall and the democratic transitions, the focus of enlargement shifted towards Eastern Europe. Formerly on the opposite side of the Iron Curtain and members of the Warsaw Pact, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland became the first former communist countries to join the Alliance in 1999 at the Washington Summit. In addition, other countries started to prepare for potential membership through their Membership Action Plans. Seven other European countries (Bulgaria, Estonia, etc.)
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Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia) joined NATO in 2004, during the “Big Bang” enlargement (simultaneously with their EU membership process).

The vision of a united Europe, first articulated by U.S. President George H. W. Bush in 1989 with the idea of a “Europe whole and free,”\(^\text{10}\) laid the foundation for the enlargement process, which was furthered by U.S. President Bill Clinton’s call for an “undivided, democratic Europe for the 21st century.”\(^\text{11}\) The U.S. has been the “indispensable nation” when it comes to building or maintaining Western-oriented alliances and has played an instrumental role in making enlargement successful, viewing it as a strategic priority. In a strong bipartisan fashion, U.S. administrations have prioritized a value-based foreign policy coupled with a robust pragmatic security strategy, as articulated by Secretary of State Madeleine Albright before the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee in 1997: “A larger NATO will enhance America’s security, strengthen NATO, and promote a more peaceful and united Europe.”\(^\text{12}\)

The vision has been that a strong and united Europe enhances the transatlantic partnership, with enlargement viewed as an integral component of the organic process of fortifying security and democracy on both sides of the Atlantic. First, NATO (and EU) integration of Eastern Europe has increased stability in the region, fostered good neighborly relations, and reshaped the strategic and security landscape of Europe. Eastern Europe, a region situated for centuries at the crossroads between East and West and marred by conflicts throughout the 20\(^\text{th}\) century, needed a robust security framework to advance democratic and economic development. Second, beyond geopolitical implications, enlargement in Europe has entailed institutional capacity-building efforts in the new member states, with the prospect of Euro-Atlantic integration serving as a strong driver for the candidate countries to accelerate good governance reform efforts. Third, each enlargement round has strengthened the Alliance and has increased the capacities and capabilities of the new member states, enabling them to become active contributors to the Alliance. Fourth, membership in NATO has provided new members with a security umbrella that has been crucial to enhance economic growth and prosperity in the region, facilitated by increased trade opportunities, sustainable foreign direct investment, and access to the large transatlantic market.

The first three Eastern European countries to join NATO (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland) witnessed remarkable economic development, with their economies expanding more than fivefold in 25 years from a market worth $282 billion in 1999 to $1.4 trillion by 2024. As a result, their average GDP per capita increased fivefold from $5,000 to more than $25,000, bolstering the wellbeing and the quality of life of citizens in the new member states. Similarly, the seven countries that joined NATO in 2004 saw their economies grow fourfold in 20 years, from a


regional market of $226 billion to $891 billion in 2024. Their average GDP per capita went from $7,729 to $27,178 during that span, an increase of more than 3.5 times.

NATO enlargement has significantly bolstered the alliance’s military capabilities and financial resources, expanding its pool of military personnel both in numbers and in expertise. NATO member states spent $1.3 trillion on their defense budgets in 2023, compared to $943 billion in 2014. The total gross domestic product (GDP) of the thirty-two NATO member states is around $52 trillion, more than 25 times Russia’s GDP of $2.2 trillion.

For each new member country, the process of integration into NATO has also led to higher defense spending, modernization efforts, enhanced interoperability, and specialized skills. Higher defense spending of member states should have led to more efficient and equitable burden-sharing, although this has not always been the case as the United States has shouldered the largest burden of the Alliance’s spending.

The success of Central and Eastern European countries encouraged countries in the Western Balkans to aspire to NATO membership. NATO played a pivotal role in restoring peace and stability in the region after the eruption of violence and aggression in the 1990s. Allies recognized the importance of integrating a region marked by many pockets of instability, where NATO has been extensively involved in peace-support operations since the mid-1990s, into Euro-Atlantic institutions to ensure security and stability. Over three rounds, four countries from the region joined NATO (Albania and Croatia in 2009, Montenegro in 2017, and North Macedonia in 2020 following the resolution of the name issue with Greece), transforming from security consumers into security providers for the Alliance.

With all its benefits, enlargement has also been a contentious issue, especially in the late 1990s, with doubts about how the integration of new countries with distinct economic and political contexts would impact the cohesion of the Alliance, the potential benefits it would bring to NATO and its member states, and how these changes would influence future relations with Russia. Even today, 25 years after the initial enlargement following the end of the Cold War, some critics persist in accusing NATO enlargement of alienating Russia or encroaching upon its perceived natural “sphere of influence.”

However, the best response to criticism of enlargement is Finland and Sweden’s desire to join the Alliance, an unintended consequence of Russia’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine. They became NATO’s newest members, with Finland joining in April 2023 and Sweden in March 2024. Three
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14 Ibid.
16 AL.com, “Tommy Tuberville says Putin ‘doesn’t want’ Ukraine: ‘He’s got enough land of his own’” (June 6, 2024):
other partner countries have also declared their aspirations to NATO membership: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, and Ukraine.

Russia’s brutal invasion of Ukraine has reshaped the Euro-Atlantic security landscape, positioning a more assertive Russia nearer to NATO’s boundaries as the “most significant and direct threat to Allies’ security,” and challenging the principles of the rules based international law, human rights, and democratic values that bond the alliance. This has prompted a reassessment of strategic priorities and has served as a catalyst for renewed commitment for defense measures.

NATO members have showed strong solidarity and cohesion condemning the aggressive violations of Ukraine’s sovereignty, exerting tough sanctions against Russia, and also calling for a diplomatic resolution to a conflict that has caused tremendous suffering. The Allies’ support for Ukraine has come through political, diplomatic, economic, and military means, including technical expertise and training. In reality, NATO support started following the illegal annexation of Crimea by Russia in 2014, when NATO Foreign Ministers agreed on measures to enhance Ukraine’s ability to provide for its own security, developing practical support programs. At the 2016 NATO Summit in Warsaw, Ukraine was offered a Comprehensive Assistance Package, integrating various initiatives in a structured package to enhance Ukraine’s capacities and implement reforms to increase alignment with NATO standards and practices.

At the 2023 Vilnius Summit, the Allies agreed that Ukraine will join NATO in the future and took three historic decisions to speed up the process and bring Ukraine “closer to NATO than ever before.” Those decisions related to: shortening the path for NATO membership by removing the requirement for a Membership Action Plan, a special program to increase the interoperability of the Armed Forces of Ukraine with the Alliance, and establishing the NATO-Ukraine Council to strengthen political consultations.

Given the new geopolitical landscape, the disruption of peace in Europe, the challenges to the rules-based international order, and the resurgence of strategic competition, NATO enlargement takes on even more importance in retrospect. NATO’s presence in Eastern Europe is a visible symbol of reassurance and solidarity in the face of Russia’s aggressive behavior and regional instability. NATO’s presence in these areas acts as a deterrent against potential aggression from adversarial states. The deployment of NATO troops in the Baltic states and Poland as part of the
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18 NATO, “Relations with Ukraine” (May 10, 2024): https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_37750.htm#:~:text=In%20parallel%20to%20its%20political,provide%20for%20its%20own%20security.
21 NATO, “Vilnius Summit Communiqué.”
Enhanced Forward Presence demonstrates the alliance’s commitment to collective defense and deterrence, contributing to the security and resilience of Europe.

The biggest advantage of NATO enlargement is the establishment of a broader coalition of like-minded nations sharing common values, based on the principles of democracy, individual liberty, and the rule of law, thus fortifying the collective commitment to peace and security. Each round of enlargement has broadened the geographic reach of the alliance, strategically positioning it to address emerging threats and deter aggression, not only enhancing the security of its member states but also fostering stability and cooperation beyond its borders.

**Cooperative Security: A Cornerstone of the Alliance**

Today, the transatlantic alliance finds itself at a pivotal juncture in history, navigating from a period of relative stability into an increasingly volatile and precarious phase that Daniel S. Hamilton and Hans Binnendijk term the “Age of Disruption,” in their NATO Task Force Report, “One Plus Four: Charting NATO’s Future in an Age of Disruption.” The 2022 NATO Strategic Concept characterizes the strategic landscape as “contested and unpredictable,” highlighting that “strategic competition, pervasive instability and recurrent shocks define our broader security environment.”

In the current global landscape, partnerships are crucial to the Alliance’s broader strategy. Authoritarian regimes face NATO with new challenges emerging from renewed great power competition, which the transatlantic community can confront using a single pool of shared resources. In doing so, NATO members should cooperate with their global partners to apply the significant resources at their disposal deliberately, systematically, and effectively. Partnerships can be used by NATO to actively shape the security environment. NATO’s forty partners can be classified into those aspiring to NATO membership, partners located along NATO’s periphery that are likely candidates, and like-minded partners globally.

NATO’s primary mission has been the collective defense of its member states. From an internal perspective, the Alliance is committed to enhancing the cohesion and readiness of its forces, streamlining its command structures, and ensuring that member states are adequately equipped and prepared to respond to traditional and emerging security threats. In this framework, there has been considerable debate over the extent to which NATO should focus only within its members and its territory versus out-of-area operations. These discourses are shaped by different geographical locations, history, economic interests, threats perceptions, and bilateral relations of NATO members with global actors.

---


25 Hamilton and Binnendijk, One Plus Four.
The “NATO 2030: United for a New Era” Reflection Group Report incorporated the agenda of the “pivot to Asia,” noting that NATO “must devote much more time, political resources, and action to the security challenges posed by China,” as it will affect NATO’s architecture. The internal challenge is that this focus on China might create some new divisions between the United States and European member states as they have different perspectives on security challenges posed by China. The 138 proposals for reform recommended in the Reflection Group Report point out that the Alliance has to have a more global outlook considering the new transnational challenges that affect transatlantic security.

The cornerstone of NATO’s partnership initiatives is the Partnership for Peace Program, established in 1994, which offers a structured framework for collaboration and dialogue with non-member states across Europe and beyond. Through this program of capacity building and trainings, collective military exercises, and information exchange, NATO has supported its partners in fostering interoperability and supported the process of NATO membership for new member states.

NATO’s Global Partnerships and the Indo-Pacific

NATO should utilize partnerships in a strategic manner, giving precedence to partnerships that most effectively serve the Alliance’s interests, and develop an approach that focuses on converging interests where the strategic interests of the Alliance are matched with partners’ national security interests. The NATO 2030 Reflection Group Report proposed transitioning NATO’s partnership framework from one centered on partners’ desires to one driven by NATO’s own interests, but also their demands must be matched with a clear strategic response from the Alliance. It is important to place a strong emphasis on fostering democratic resilience within partnerships and to increase focus on development and institution building. Cooperative security efforts need to be expanded to encompass initiatives addressing the security implications arising from new challenges, such as climate change and disruptive technologies, as well as challenges related to the global commons, including safeguarding freedom of the seas, upholding the global information commons, ensuring security and adherence to peaceful norms in space, and protecting Allies’ interests in the Arctic.

Clearly, NATO’s role in the rules-based world order is strongly enhanced through partnership. Partners also benefit from a more stable international order, and at the national level they gain other advantages as well. The most important areas in which NATO should seek to cooperate with global partners for the Alliance—to continue to play its critical role in fulfilling the promises of the UN Charter by building global security one nation at a time—are:

- Enhancing regional stability through collective resilience (infrastructure, supply chains, cybersecurity), especially regarding the actions of China and Russia.
- Safeguarding the global commons, which are fundamental to economic stability (a key element of political stability).
- Leading together in driving emerging and disruptive technologies to peaceful and productive purposes.
- Mitigating the security implications of climate change.
- Supporting the rules-based international order for peaceful conflict resolution.
- Developing a broader vision of security inclusive of gender security and good governance.

The benefits of NATO’s partnerships with Indo-Pacific nations are manifold, especially when considering recent lessons from Ukraine and increased strategic competition with Russia and China. These new partnerships reflect a strategic adaptation to the globalized nature of current security threats. Working together with countries like Japan, Australia, South Korea, and New Zealand enables NATO to tackle challenges that extend beyond regional limits, such as cybersecurity, counterterrorism, and the emergence of strategic rivals like China.

First, regional security in the Indo-Pacific contributes to international stability and thereby supports NATO’s core tasks by enhancing security and prosperity in the transatlantic community. The Indo-Pacific region is the epicenter of global maritime trade, with 60% of global trade sailing through this area. In the next two decades, two-thirds of global wealth will be concentrated there. The region will be shaped by technological innovations and emerging and disrupting technologies (both civil and military), but it will also face environmental and resource challenges. As such, the Indo-Pacific is expected to become an increasingly competitive area regarding sovereign territory claims, resource exploitation, infrastructure development, and free access. According to the Strategic Foresight Regional Perspectives Report on the Indo-Pacific published by NATO Allied Command Transformation, the Alliance is primarily concerned about the growing militarization of the region, which raises the possibility of direct confrontation with significant economic and geopolitical repercussions.29 Developing strong partnerships with countries in the Indo-Pacific would also serve as a bulwark against aggressive activities by China, Russia, and other actors across the global commons, especially at sea, in the global information commons, in space, and in the Arctic.

Second, partnering illuminates force structure considerations and interoperability requirements between NATO and partner countries across a wide spectrum of weapon systems and sophisticated technologies. Thus, it informs decisions that shape long-term strategy, especially related to employment, procurement, and acquisition. Robust interoperability and improved capabilities are deterrents against adventurous states with nefarious intentions. Third, strengthening information sharing with Indo-Pacific partners supports NATO’s ability to anticipate challenges globally, prioritize actions, allocate resources, and manage risks. In this way, effective
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partnering offers economies of scale for employing limited resources in strategic competition as we collectively uphold the rules-based international order.

On the other side, there are several benefits for partner countries as a result of stronger cooperation with NATO. First, partnering with NATO would offer Indo-Pacific nations a strategic counterbalance to China’s military strength and technological advancements, whose methods challenge regional security, human rights, and the current rules-based world order. Second, partners benefit from NATO’s extensive expertise in capacity-building efforts for addressing regional challenges and increasing resilience in areas such as conflict prevention, civil emergency planning, climate change, countering the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and a number of other portfolios. Third, partners benefit from NATO’s status as a multilateral forum able to convene a wide range of stakeholders to promote cooperation across the global commons. A partnership with NATO enhances a nation’s relations not only with each member of NATO, but also with all of NATO’s other partners—both nations and organizations.

**NATO’s Institutional Partnerships**

NATO also engages with a wide range of other partners, including non-member states, international organizations, and non-governmental organizations, to address shared security concerns and promote stability in regions of strategic importance. NATO’s cooperation with the European Union, the United Nations, and other international actors enables coordinated responses to complex security challenges, such as peacekeeping operations, counterterrorism, humanitarian assistance, and conflict prevention. The strategic partnership between NATO and the EU is crucial to leverage synergies and resources to better integrate partners into the transatlantic community and to better align our national and multinational engagements. For such multilateralism to be effective in allocating resources to solve the root causes of problems, leaders need to collectively set clear priorities, apply the requisite and appropriate resources to those priorities, understand and manage the risks involved in those choices, and commit to making good collective decisions quickly to execute our comprehensive security agenda effectively.\(^\text{30}\)

Public communication about NATO’s values-based approach is a critical enabler promoting awareness and improving political cohesion, working together with civil society and business communities. Communicating to inform a broad audience, especially our younger generation, is therefore a strategic imperative and central to any strategic communication effort. Public support for NATO remains strong, with 72% of respondents expressing support for their country’s NATO membership, according to the 2023 NATO Annual Tracking Survey.\(^\text{31}\) 73% of those polled across the alliance agreed that their nation should be defended by other NATO states if attacked. However, support slightly declined to 61% when respondents were asked if they endorsed their
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own country’s intervention to defend another member. Nevertheless, a majority of Allied respondents approve of their country’s ongoing support for Ukraine, with 63% in favor.

For the long term, NATO must cultivate future advocates and educate younger generations. Currently, there are generational gaps in perceptions about NATO, with younger generations more focused on issues of climate change, sustainability, human security, and technological interconnectedness. Societal resilience determines the success or failure of a people in crisis or war. At the same time, a resilient and knowledgeable society can prevent crises. The Scandinavian model is one to emulate here.

**The Way Forward**

In an era of evolving threats and global uncertainties, the questions of how to defend our security and prosperity become increasingly pertinent. NATO and the transatlantic community should adopt a multifaceted approach centered on resilience, unity, and autonomy. First and foremost, demonstrating resilience is key. This entails not only bolstering physical infrastructure but also cultivating societal resilience and fortifying democratic processes. NATO and its allies must embrace a comprehensive approach to resilience, encompassing forward-thinking strategies that anticipate and mitigate potential challenges and threats. This resilience framework needs to be extended to all facets of collaboration with partners, to proactively address emerging challenges and safeguard our prosperity.

Second, NATO’s unity of purpose and effort is essential in upholding the rules-based world order. By fostering unity within the transatlantic community, we can strengthen our collective influence and uphold the principles of democracy and free-market economies. Continuous efforts to integrate partners into our community of democracies will not only enhance global security but also ensure that these partners become net contributors to prosperity. By maintaining unity and cohesion, we can sustain the viability of the rules-based world order and protect our shared values.

Lastly, asserting autonomy across the global commons is imperative. From ensuring freedom of navigation to safeguarding cybersecurity and space exploration, NATO and its allies must actively exercise autonomy in key domains. By asserting control within the information environment, we can counter disinformation and preserve the integrity of democratic processes. Embracing collective autonomy allows us to navigate the complexities of the modern world and defend our prosperity against emerging threats.

NATO needs a coherently integrated approach to evenly develop partnerships across all sectors and bring partners closer to our community. The focus should be on understanding and setting our priorities, then allocating resources to those priorities. Where resources are insufficient, there is need to collectively manage risk, measure progress, understand the limits of the “absorptive capacities” of NATO partners, and master speed of decision as a community of democratic nations.
Within a resilient transatlantic alliance, political leadership and security forces can respond successfully to any crisis. Without resilience, the alliance will remain vulnerable to malign influences that seek to divide, sap physical and societal strength, and undermine the ability to respond to challenges—politically, economically, and militarily. Unity and resilience are critical for defending against authoritarian regimes that aim to “divide and conquer.”
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Out-Partnering and NATO

Adam Mosseri

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) looks to increase coalition and non-coalition participation. Out-partnering focuses on the global cooperation between organizations. With NATO at the forefront, the development of lasting partnerships is essential. To out-partner adversarial entities and to maintain international relevance, NATO must continue to be an innovative force. Through out-partnering, NATO positions itself as an effective partner to entities both inside and outside of the alliance. Throughout the 2024 NATO Academic Conference at Old Dominion University, a common sentiment held that NATO must do better at out-partnering its adversaries in order to ensure that other nations and organizations want to remain partnered with the alliance. Out-partnering should be embraced as a fundamental goal of the alliance in order to ensure its sustainability—vital for sustained global partnerships and a necessity for international cooperation.

War, Politics and Leadership

The topic of out-partnering begins with a single question: what is war? This sets a particular tone, especially when war is defined as a “thing” of violence and a test of wills. As the alliance prepares for conflicts that it hopes will never transpire, the importance of NATO’s ability to out-partner remains at the forefront. NATO’s efforts are multidimensional; however, discussions during the conference intoned that it lacks adequate versatility for war. The alliance’s military capability is not explicitly challenged. Instead, this determination revolved around NATO’s perceived inexperience with hybrid warfare, generating the sense that the alliance lacks the capacity to engage in modern warfare. War is centered around violence; making it particularly troublesome for an alliance to consider the possibility that it is unprepared as an organization for the most likely forms of violence. Some see NATO as not taking war seriously due to readiness pitfalls both politically and operationally. If NATO is ill-prepared for the future of warfare, then it certainly has important work ahead.

NATO’s troubles begin at the political level as it is both a complex military organization and a bureaucracy.1 NATO’s strength is in its partners, but it is weakened by political influences that hinder the alliance’s ability to execute its missions and prevent it from being an effective partner. Politicking represents a notable detriment in relation to NATO’s ineffectiveness in supporting its international commitments. Current policy creates a burdensome time-delay in NATO’s ability to resource missions globally. Reinforcing this notion, it was noted that politicking amongst member Nations within the alliance hinders rapid responses to support humanitarian missions in Africa. Due to this inherent time-delay, many nations that want NATO support and would like to strengthen their partnerships with NATO are less inclined to do so than they would otherwise be.

This time-delay creates opportunities for non-NATO aligned Nations to inject themselves into an international situation and offer more timely support. This hampers NATO’s ability to show current and potential partners the reasons why the alliance is the best to partner with. Thus, political hindrances create a global perception that NATO is inefficient and a “bad international partner.” NATO’s strength resides in its ability to foster lasting partnerships, and alliance leadership must work toward reframing this false perception as a “bad partner” through streamlining resource deployment to meet the rapid needs that afflict international communities.

The theme that NATO is not the partner that the world yearns for has continued to permeate. Globally, NATO is recognized as a collective military alliance among its member Nations in an effort to provide a unified collective defense. As a partner for peace, NATO builds security relationships that bring stability. Out-partnering depends on the understanding that NATO must be prepared for conflict and be ready to defend its allies, and it suffers from perceptions that this support alone resides in the United States’ military commitment to the alliance. NATO’s leadership must focus on dismantling this perception that the United States alone will fill the ranks of its forces. NATO allies must be prepared to defend themselves and alliance members without an expectation of reliance solely on U.S. military commitments.

**Force Readiness and Training**

Thus, for NATO to be a better partner there needs to be an increase in its military readiness across all member Nations. Ideally, NATO should adopt policies that increasingly move its members’ forces toward integration into a unified fighting force, removing the frictions of several military organizations fighting together independently hindering the alliance’s warfighting capabilities, with seamless training across the alliance. For the alliance to remain combat ready, NATO forces should exercise equally to when those troops are not assigned to NATO and ensure skills are proficiently maintained. Without this, NATO risks a culture that is lacking in readiness.

Mental health is a component of war and readiness; NATO will need to adopt a training program that is focused on preparing for anything and everything to happen. Force readiness and resiliency are paramount. As suicide rates among service members continue to rise, brazen disregard and disingenuous discussion on the matter will detrimentally impact NATO. Military personnel struggle with mental health complications and it is counterproductive for alliance leadership to disregard this fact. “The operational deployments NATO Forces are conducting often present very high levels of stress for the soldiers.” As NATO forces experience these elevated levels of stress, this can have adverse effects on their mental health. This can impact operations, presenting difficult challenges for NATO leadership regarding how mental health should be addressed. The challenge of mental health must be embraced, with alliance partners inventing a more robust
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personnel resiliency program designed to create a culture that does not stigmatize personnel for seeking help. A force must be able to address all sides of war, which includes mental preparedness. NATO will not be in a position, especially with a global recruiting crisis, to just ignore the mental health aspects that plague its forces. The loss of any force member due to suicide is a loss in capability and overall readiness, which NATO cannot afford.

NATO leadership must embrace this conversation to ensure sustained partnerships and to better support a more resilient fighting force. “To-date, there has been no international review of mental health resilience training during Basic Training nor an assessment of what service members perceive as useful from their perspective.”\(^5\) Mental health resilience training must be integral throughout a service member’s entire career. Without this training occurring at the earliest stage of a recruit’s career, it immediately creates a weakness in NATO’s overall ability to handle the mental ravages of war. Many nations already have a mental health training regimen; however, NATO should develop an independent program that addresses the stressors of multinational military service.\(^6\) The mental health challenges of force personnel are not identical across all partners within the alliance. Each partner nation’s forces have their own unique mental health components that NATO must address to support a mentally strong fighting force. “It may be that by establishing a culture of resilience skills early during the professional development of a soldier, these skills can help prevent negative outcomes.”\(^7\) NATO will need to take portions of each member nation’s resiliency programs to develop mental health training that sufficiently supports personnel serving in a multinational environment.

Training must also encompass the changing nature of war. For NATO to achieve an integrated fighting force that keeps a level of readiness that can respond to rapidly shifting global threats, an investment in how the military arm of NATO is trained is critical. “One way to fill is to build the appropriate capabilities in allies and partner armies through focused security cooperation in a way that effectively builds capabilities that support Joint requirements.”\(^8\) As technology advances and shifts NATO must be prepared to address the impacts that technological advancements will have on war. NATO is currently too slow to adopt recent technologies, and current policies will not allow for NATO forces to keep pace with adversarial advancements in integrating innovative technologies, such as drones. To become a better partner, NATO must accept that the training programs that currently exist must change to better address how military forces will combat these threats. Otherwise, the consequences could be dire.
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\(^8\) Moroney, Building Partner Capabilities for Coalition Operations, iii.
Civilian sector partnerships will be crucial to guarantee that NATO is able to out-partner the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China (PRC). The civilian sector presents an opportunity for NATO in this regard. Another point of emphasis should be trial and error: NATO must become comfortable with accepting that error is part of the process of growth. NATO’s comfort with the status quo makes the alliance a less than ideal partner for many non-allied nations facing evolving threats, and this mentality requires eradication. An assertive stance toward technological adoption will accumulate successes and failures. The mentality that all systems must be “perfect” is unrealistic. For the alliance to out-partner, there has to be a willingness among NATO leadership that failure is acceptable. Adoption of modern technologies is an uncomfortable process; however, NATO is well-positioned to take risks and can afford to partner with developing organizations. Risks should be carefully evaluated, but NATO’s leaders should not be risk-adverse to the point where it drives potential partners away. As the world moves toward a new world order, NATO must move forward with the adoption of modern technologies to outpace and out-partner adversaries and “adopt a focused approach for building the capabilities and capacity of partner armies for coalition operations.”

The expedited adoption of current technology is vital for NATO to remain globally relevant. Its importance is correlated against the mass adoption and use of drones by Russia and the PRC. Drone technology, once costly, is now cheap and can be deployed en masse. As nations inimical to Western values continue to rapidly acquire and adopt such technologies at scale, NATO must respond. There was no overt advocacy for NATO to adopt such technologies in a manner that conflicted with Western values, however. Instead, it was proposed that the current process of technological adoption is antiquated and in need of alterations. Current and future conflicts will inevitably include drones that are autonomous, and NATO must advance itself to ensure militaristic readiness and lethality. Thus, it is recommended that NATO establish a training regimen where personnel acquire the necessary skillsets to combat the next generation of unmanned vehicles. Otherwise, NATO will be unable to provide its partners with the level of sophisticated protection that they expect from it.

As nations continue to adopt advanced technologies, countering threats posed in cyberspace must become a pivotal aspect of NATO’s strategic goals. NATO’s ability to address cyberspace threats is exemplified in its mission “to collectively counter the full spectrum of cyber threats at all times.” As NATO adversaries’ investments in cyber operations has increased over the past decade this ethos will become increasingly important. A preemptive approach to cyberspace is necessary to ensure that alliance partners can counter these persistent multidimensional
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challenges.\textsuperscript{12} NATO’s partnerships will be critical in the development of an interdisciplinary approach to address the complex nature of cyberspace defense.\textsuperscript{13} As the alliance is a multinational organization, success in cyberspace operations will be predicated upon NATO leadership’s ability to leverage resources appropriately to counter these threats. The adoption of a standardized cyberspace threat-response program that all partners can utilize would allow for threats to be reported, tracked, and countered in a unified manner, allowing NATO to deploy resources strategically as in Computer-Emergency Response Teams.\textsuperscript{14}

\textbf{Industry and Evaluation}

NATO must adopt a better communication strategy—one that regularly highlights to partners (both internal and external) that NATO represents a united fighting force that is focused on its mission. Part of the communication strategy that NATO should embrace is better communication with industry partners. For the alliance to out-partner an adversary, NATO must be a more desirable partner for industries to partner with; there is no defense without industry. NATO must “consider the changing customer relationship and should expect an increased degree of intrusion by industry to help them understand military requirements, particularly if procurement timelines are to be reduced.”\textsuperscript{15} One way to better support industry partnerships is through the standardization of acronyms and terminology to reduce miscommunications.\textsuperscript{16} Terminology is a necessity in supporting a partnership, especially within the defense industry. The precision of the language used and the development of a standardized use of acronyms will help NATO ensure that all partners know exactly what is being asked of them. Another manner in which the alliance could achieve a more meaningful partnership would be to establish long-term contracts that are compartmentalized and formalized. Without such contracts in place, NATO’s long-term capabilities become risky. The establishment of long-term contracts between NATO and industry provides industry an advantageous partnership by giving the sector financial stability, thus enhancing NATO’s ability to out-partner others.

The counterpoint to this is that, if a partnership sours, this forces NATO to wait until the contract expires, leaving the alliance unable to partner with the “best” at will. Thus, NATO must use its fiscal leverage to build relationships with industry partners where trust is the driving factor. However, can NATO trust the private sector? Will NATO be able to trust a partner that is driven by profit? Thus, NATO should never be beholden to a single partner for anything and instead should diversify its partnerships. Otherwise, NATO runs the risk that a single partner could hinder its mission at will. NATO must treat industry partnerships as a strategic issue where the establishment of a more robust European defense industrial base is necessary for NATO success. Without a reliable industrial base in Europe, NATO risks a defensive lever that can be used to flex

\textsuperscript{13} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{14} Alessandro Armando, Marc Henauer, and Andrea Rigoni, eds., \textit{Next Generation CERTs} (Amsterdam: IOS Press, 2019).
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
against adversaries and rally partners. NATO has to prove that it is not beholden to any single partnership, but that all partners within the alliance offer unique capabilities, and NATO must mobilize the resources of all of its partners based on their unique specialties.

NATO gives all members a measure of power, a unique aspect of NATO that resides in the strength of its diplomatic partnerships. However, to ensure that partnerships are sustainable, NATO members must work together to prevent unnecessary and harmful forms of competition within the alliance and amongst its external partners. Policy changes within NATO are necessary to support a more cooperative environment. NATO policies need to be elastic. A rigid bureaucratic system does not allow partnerships to flourish. NATO must remain continuously transparent to ensure that there is continued trust among its current partners and also to signal to future partners that NATO is an organization where trust is valued. NATO must make determinations if partnership quantity or quality is more important. Should NATO be focused on bringing as many partners as possible into the alliance, or should it focus on bringing in partners who are quality? The notion of quality, in this context, focuses on the need for NATO to more thoroughly consider if certain partners are worth partnering with. Quantity in resources or labor can also be a quality, but NATO has to evaluate if each partnership is a mutually beneficial arrangement that strengthens the alliance as well as the partner. Even though not all partners are equal within NATO, all partners must work together with the same set of unified interests to be successful with the alliance.

Communication and Conclusion

Out-partnering is the idea that NATO must move swiftly to ensure lasting partnerships that are unified under a common set of goals. Partnerships are not a one-size-fits-all system where every partner will be able to neatly fit into a predefined set of parameters. Instead, NATO must adjust expectations based on the partner to ensure that the partnership flourishes. NATO must take the lessons it learns to engage positively with partners globally. Communication will remain a critical factor for NATO in terms of out-partnering adversaries. “Regardless of changing public opinion, one can assume it is correct to claim that, both now and in the future, states will continue to invest in defense, primarily in order to ensure the achievement of their own goals and national—and allied—interests.” For NATO to remain empowered, national interests must be curated in a manner that demonstrates to partners that members’ investments in their defensive apparatus further supports the alliance and strengthens the organization. NATO must take control of its narrative to ensure that partnerships are enticing. Cooperative communication between partners will be essential toward ensuring that the narrative is aligned and no member could misconstrue or misinterpret NATO’s intentions. NATO will need to consider all types of partnerships as it attempts to navigate the modern era with the realization that each partnership will have an intended purpose to achieve a specific object. Even if not all partnerships are created equally, all alliance partnerships will need to be treated as such.

17 Kyle, “NATO Partnership for Peace.”
If NATO is to remain relevant, then it must continually work toward being prepared to rapidly deploy resources to address global phenomena. As a multinational organization, NATO will need to move beyond antiquated policies and politicking to ensure that partners are supported in a manner where none regrets partnering with the alliance. NATO will need to avoid false comparisons when addressing its deficiencies, where the answers are obvious but there are no meaningful solutions. Instead, NATO is better served when it embraces its successes and is transparent about its deficiencies. If NATO wants to out-partner, it should begin by focusing on messaging to the world its successes, addressing its shortfalls, amplifying what NATO brings to the table, and remind the world that NATO is Nations.
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Alliances and Partnerships in a Complex and Challenging Security Environment
Reflections on NATO’s Past and Future
“A constructive treatment of Europe’s present-day problems calls for historical thinking which is something more than mere historical knowledge,” wrote historian Hajo Holborn about the political collapse of Europe. Historical thinking views the moment as a combination of Saint Augustine’s “three presents”—of things past and things future as well as of things present. Admittedly, it is on all three accounts that current conditions now look bleak on both sides of the Atlantic. At home, the constitutional order is at risk in the United States and other Western democracies, pending the next national election; abroad, the postwar institutional order embraced by at least half the world has collapsed after 30 years of overlapping and failed transitions under four distinct U.S. presidents since George H.W. Bush (1991-2021). What went wrong? And what comes next, on the way to the 100th anniversary of the 1941 Atlantic Charter that changed the course of the twentieth century?

It was to keep the past at bay and to cure Europe’s prior suicidal insanity that the “over there” of the Old World and the “over here” of the New World extended the latter’s wartime return to Europe into a more permanent stay with a postwar alliance (NATO). This unprecedented peacetime security commitment was bold, and it conditioned a long peace dubbed the Cold War, during which the United States was locked in to keep the Soviet Union out while half of Germany was gradually allowed to reemerge within an ever-closer and -larger Europe. That the Alliance and the European Community outlived the Cold War should not have been surprising as they were both born out of the two wars that preceded it. And after Mikhail Gorbachev announced that the Kremlin no longer regarded the United States as an adversary, NATO therefore regained its original postwar identity as a “guarantee pact” for a whole and free Continent, including a now reunified and democratic Germany next to a shrunken and hopefully tamed Russia.

To renew and enlarge that guarantee for the post-Cold War era, the Bush-41 administration and the Allies acted no less quickly than the Truman administration had after World War II, redefining (membership), restructuring (governance), and redirecting (out of area) the Alliance. Secretary James Baker’s December 1989 speech in Berlin, the London Declaration on a Transformed North Atlantic Alliance in December 1990, the Rome Declaration on Peace and Cooperation in November 1991, and the Maastricht Treaty signed the following month collectively outlined a security structure that would be multilateral and multidimensional: transatlantic by virtue of the Washington Treaty and NATO, pan-European by virtue of a newly formed North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC), inclusive by virtue of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), and communitaire by virtue of elevating the European Community into a Union (EU). These interlocking institutions were to combine their respective assets and comparative advantages to pursue reconciliation with former adversaries, promote economic and political reform in the newly liberated post-communist and post-Soviet states, re-balance responsibilities across the Atlantic, and end territorial conflicts whose memories still haunted the continent.
Left behind was Russia, forgotten after it was hijacked by the Soviet Union, but which lost little
time questioning its condition as a war amputee. “We’re not Haiti, Russia will rise again,” Boris
Yeltsin wanted “his friend” Bill Clintin to know, as he, like Gorbachev before and Putin next,
insisted on “a relationship of equals” which would “respect” their country—still la grande Russie.
History is not a U.S. forte, however; neither punished like post-Imperial Germany in 1919 nor
rehabilitated like post-Nazi Germany after 1945, Russia was left to Vladimir Putin—“a man who
meant nothing to us” when he replaced Yeltsin—to correct the geopolitical surrender that had
“robbed” and “plundered” the “great Russia hegemony.”

With Putin at the helm, the reset of Russian power was not just a self-induced burst of imperial
nostalgia, a momentary post-bipolar funk, nor a fit of nationalist resentment toward triumphant
neighbors who had closed the door to the “common home” to which Gorbachev had aspired.
Framing all such reactions was a haunting idea of Russia as having endured the vicissitudes of
history, outlived harsh and inept governance, and embraced a “holy” destiny at the expense but
with the approval of its people. Dismissing Russia as “a failed state” lacking “resources for
national purpose, at home and abroad” derailed the closing decade of the past century. Putin
became who he is because Russia is what it is rather than what the West had hoped it might
become.

Failed Transitions, 1991-2021

With a sense of the gathering storm ahead, the historian E. H. Carr planned his classic study of
the interwar years in 1937, but it was completed and sent to the publishers only eight weeks
before Germany invaded Poland. By then, such phrases as “the War,” “pre-War,” or “post-War”
were already dated, as he noted in the book’s second edition (released after the war’s end). After
1919, the then-postwar primacy of “the existing nation-state, large or small” had been accepted
“too readily and too speedily.” After World War II but also pre-Cold War, he found those
territorial units “obsolete or obsolescent” and dismissed any “workable international
organization built on a membership of a multiplicity of nation-states.”

Carr anticipated the bipolar structure inherited from the two world wars, and even the unipolar moment that
followed the Cold War. Unexpectedly, however, that moment started 30 years of overlapping
and failed transitions that produced a contested post-American and post-Western world
composed of “a multiplicity” of adversarial and competing states—many large, some small, and
all eager.

The transitions since 1991 are known, each proceeding from the previous and worsening its
consequences prior to the next. First, the Soviet Union went down “in the blink of an eye,” George
H. W. Bush later remembered. The unipolar moment that followed, and its expected peace

1 Yeltsin is quoted in Strobe Talbott, The Russia Hand, A Memoir of Presidential Diplomacy (New York: Random House,
December 12, 2012.
2 Robert Zoellick and Philip D. Zelikow, ed., America and Russia: Memos to a President (New York: Council on Foreign
Relations, 2000), 34-35.
dividends, were short-lived and unsatisfying. They hardly were the “end of History” (the end of ideological conflicts); nationalism remained alive and anxious to be heard again. Only ten years later, 9/11 made America feel more vulnerable than ever before, involving NATO and its partners in unwinnable wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Framing the post-9/11 wars as a “clash of civilizations” was a geopolitical simplification that exaggerated the roles of religion and values in foreign policy, understated the scope and depth of conflicts within civilizations, and overlooked the coming “clash of globalizations.” Next came a “colossal failure of common sense” for political and economic liberalism with the great recession of 2007-2008, producing uneven recoveries and divisive populist consequences throughout the 2010s. Soon after, a spontaneous but deceptive Arab Spring stalled the democratic surge announced during the post-Soviet color revolutions in Central Europe: this was to be the end of “the Arab predicament” and its “time for deliverance,” but within months the Syrian and Libyan civil wars introduced the coming turbulence in and near the region.

Each unpredicted post-Cold War shock was misrepresented at the expense of its unintended opportunities: to engage in a long-term relationship with a recast Russia, to relaunch the peace process in a fearful Arab world, to restore fiscal sanity and social equity in the Western democracies, and to promote a closer community of rejuvenated democratic states that could respond to the ever-rising expectations of the Global South. Arrogance of power, intelligence failure, leadership shortcomings, wishful thinking? Guilty on all counts, as a new edition of the “betrayal of the intellectuals” recorded after the First World War one century earlier.4

The beginning is when it matters most: the moment when the worst of the past can be rolled back, and the best of the future can still be rolled out. Clinton’s timeout from History was therefore especially significant for his neglect of the defeated state, Russia. Mindful of the retroactive peace signed by Woodrow Wilson in 1919, Truman took 90 days after his second inauguration to sign the North Atlantic Treaty; only another six years were needed for Eisenhower to welcome half of Germany as a steadfast ally in Europe. After Bush-41 there was no such urgency: little credible attempt to accommodate the defeated state, however minimally. There was only the allocation of some pocket money to stay away from Europe while NATO moved closer to Russian territory, until a revanchist Putin resumed centuries of malfeasance with the approval of an angry populace that had concluded that they were better off when they were worse off. After Clinton and with Putin, the time for a new beginning was over: back to being a power in Europe, Russia could not be a European power like any other—it remained geographically too big, historically too dangerous, militarily too strong, and politically too hazardous.

Nor did unfinished business in the non-Western half of the world receive the attention it needed, beginning with appalling indifference to a 100-day, 800,000-death genocide in Rwanda in spring 1994.5 “It’s the economy, stupid,” insisted Clinton, in his initial postwar version of an America-First strategy. But History grants no timeout while time itself runs out. An agenda of allegedly wartime irritants remained too long ignored in postwar time: the 1947 partition in the Indian subcontinent; a Palestinian nation left homeless since 1948; Taiwan, an aging orphan since 1949; North Korea, unforgiven and without a peace treaty; Iran, unforgiving and awaiting its renewal since 1953; Ukraine, separated from Russia’s “gift” of autonomy in 1955; the Middle East, divisive since the 1956 Suez crisis; nuclear proliferation announced since 1963; a new monetary order, sought since 1971. These issues, and many more, should have motivated Clinton and his successors to assert the needed global leadership. Not just the economy, but “the world, stupid.”

As the United States appeared to step aside, and with allies and partners unable to step up—including a Europe overworked with its “euro-ic” focus on enlargement but still short of its long-promised institutional finality—a surging China trended up, a vengeful Russia roared back, a zealous Iran moved center-stage, a nuclear North Korea made itself heard, and more. Bring it on, President George W. Bush urged, as 9/11 took him (and NATO allies and partners) into two wasteful wars. Hindsight is everything, but what was ignored was a known narrative: there is no coming home, winning a war is not the same as ending it, and even the long-term runs out of time. This was soon confirmed with the invasion of Crimea and rise of ISIS in 2014, the civil war in Syria and slow-moving nuclear crisis with Iran in 2015, Brexit and the U.S. presidential election in 2016. That turbulent decade closed with the disruptive influence of uninhibited rogue states and elusive non-state actors, increasingly provocative bids for preponderance by China and other new influentials, and a murderous pandemic that threatened to overwhelm an already fragile Western order, leaving the world astray and the West in search of leadership.

The Twenty Years’ Crisis, 2021-2041

Since 1991, the four essential ingredients of the postwar institutional order have been exhausted: a constructive and largely shared vision of the whole, as Truman framed it; an emotional but sustainable public appeal, shared by nine Cold War presidents; a convincing and even indulgent right of moral judgment, despite recurring public concerns over specific policies or actions; and sufficient and usable instruments to defend the whole and its values. Since an unprecedented assault on the U.S. republic on January 6, 2021, which remains ongoing, a global multi-year crisis has seen the botched withdrawal from Afghanistan in September 2021—“our” Vietnam, circa 1975; the Russian war in Ukraine since February 2022—“our” Spain, circa 1936; and the Gaza war since October 2023—“our” Iraq, circa 2003; striking episodes amid an unmanageable

5 “CNN seldom shows pictures of the bodies on television, so few people care,” confided Clinton in his taped diary. Indeed, the 668-page transcript of his reflections “designed to narrate how the U.S. president wrestled with History” includes four references to Rwanda for a total of 11 lines. Taylor Branch, The Clinton Tapes (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2009), 133, 499, 576, 624.
proliferation of conflicts (55 all told in 2023) fueled by a surge of defense spending to unprecedented levels ($2,443 billion in 2023—nearly 2.5% of world GDP, $104,476 billion).  

Although there is no geopolitical equivalence between the wars in Ukraine and Gaza, both illustrate the spreading de-humanization of the weak by the strong and de-inhibition of the weak relative to the strong, which leaves little room for moral purpose and proportionality for either the strong or the weak. Both also point to the growing risks of limited regional wars anywhere going global, which limits space for strategic and diplomatic flexibility. Each escalatory step is viewed as a plausible Sarajevo moment à la 1914, but each diplomatic initiative is questioned as a shameful Munich sell-out à la 1938, rendering each conflict a potential sleep-walk into world war à la 1939. Vladimir Putin’s nuclear saber-rattling in Ukraine and Benjamin Netanyahu’s war of annihilation against Hamas—the former heard throughout Europe and the latter throughout the Middle East—represent a new round of brinksmanship—the will to push the other side very close to what it fears most (even if it is least likely to occur). Consider Putin’s warnings of a nuclear strike in Ukraine in fall 2022 when he feared imminent defeat, which reportedly led U.S. intelligence to set the odds of a strike at 50%. As noted by Julian Lindley-French, “There is neither much new in the Russian way of war [to put steel and technology ahead of flesh and people] and the West’s lazy response to it.” Hear, too, the periodic warnings from China and North Korea and the self-deterrence they inspire, with consequences among their obvious targets.

When appraising the terms of engagement for the period ahead—deterrence and defense—analogies can be irresistible, but they are not predictive. Trends can be convincing, but they are not destiny. The illusion of China’s ascendancy is that it is perpetually sustainable and thus irresistible, while for the United States, decline is thought to be irreversible and thus final. Yet remember Japan’s rise and U.S. decline during the 1970s, which contrasted to their relative status twenty years earlier or twenty years later. Now, China’s rising power faces unattended weaknesses: vulnerability to global economic fundamentals it does not control, falling economic growth below levels it can afford, demographic trends that cannot be corrected, an unsettled and even hostile region that cannot be regulated, a passively unhappy populace that cannot be satisfied, and more. Since 1949, the Chinese have been unable to stop digging when in holes of their own making: the Long March, the Cultural Revolution, the one-child policy, zero-covid, and the real estate crisis, for example. Is China peaking before its time, like Imperial Germany or even the Soviet Union? Will fear of decline take China to Taiwan before its time runs out, or will the pain inflicted on Russia in Ukraine return it to the path of cooperative normalization with the West? It is too early to tell, even if it looks a bit late to ask. Three decades of “normalization” are over; instead, prepare for the new normal: don’t provoke but don’t indulge.

Russia’s future, too, is fraught with uncertainties. Even before the Ukrainian war, the Russian state was running short of capabilities, resources, people, and security space. With a “win” in Ukraine
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out of reach so long as Western aid is maintained, Putin, too, is running out of time, notwithstanding his re-election in March 2024: remember Nikita Khrushchev, gone two years after his failed gambit in the Caribbean. With or past Putin, Russia’s military and economic recovery from the war will take time, during which Moscow will continue to rely on a subordinate partnership with China, rogue arms suppliers like North Korea and Iran, and make-believe influence in every unstable country in Africa and elsewhere. Remember, though: Russia is most difficult to handle when it proves unable to be the most westerly of Eastern people and tries to become the most easterly of Western people. Clearly, the West will suffer from a close alliance between the two leading revisionist states, but can either of those countries depend on, or afford, a close alliance with the other? This is not about Cold War II, let alone World War III. Just deny Putin and his successor to make Russia great again.

Bringing the Ukrainian war to a close in or past 2025 will be the hole in the doughnut for the NATO Alliance, as well as for the two principal belligerents. Will the war escalate, but how far; inch forward either way, but how much; or stall, but where? As Bismarck reportedly said, Russia is “never as weak as it is believed, and never as strong as it is feared.” Thinking of himself as Ivan III “the Great”—a gatherer of lands—Putin was unveiled as Ivan IV “the Terrible” who nearly lost his empire with his catastrophic Livonian war. Thoughts of a restored Soviet era—when, claims Putin, “we lived in a single country” and “were absolutely invincible”—are a fantasy: the war has convincingly shown the limits of Russian power. Warnings of falling dominoes should Ukraine not hold—with Moldova next, through Belarus to Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia, thereby ending NATO itself—have lost their credibility. Basta. Now, it is Russia’s turn to hesitate, after 30 months of steady and ever more-lethal Western arms deliveries.

The new geopolitical map is blurred further by a European Union that is struggling with its own institutional insufficiencies and national complexities. With Britain out, Germany stalled, and France adrift; with new members nearest to Russia and older members nearest to the Mediterranean feeling unevenly protected; and with a European Parliament open to the influence of anti-European parties; has the EU, too, peaked as an ever-closer and ever-bigger union whose promises of democratic peace, stability, openness, and affluence it can no longer meet and may even hinder? Too much Union policy clashes with too much of its members’ politics, making less union feel smarter and fewer members sound better to many. Seven years after a newly-elected French president announced the coming of “a sovereign, united, and democratic Europe,” and two years after he launched a typically ambitious European Political Community with 49 members, Emmanuel Macron now finds the EU “mortal,” warning, “It could die.” Europe’s collective response to Ukraine broadly matched and even exceeded that of its senior Alliance partner, but the war also confirmed its vulnerability to Russia’s bad intentions (at their worst since 1991) and its continued dependence on U.S. goodwill (least convincing since 1941). “It’s leadership, stupid”—do not let go of the EU; the alternative is worse.

Past a struggling China, a wartime Russia, and a fragile EU, the United States stands as the decisive X factor. After the Cold War, it was thought to be the irresistible pole of convergence within a

---

8 Emmanuel Macron’s speeches at the Sorbonne, September 27, 2017, and April 25, 2024.
new postwar order. Instead of drifting toward it, however, Russia and China have moved toward each other, while the United States and Europe have often been looking past each other. Pre- and post-Biden (or will it be post- and pre-Trump?) as well as post-Merkel and soon post-Macron, forget the economy: “it’s the voters, stupid.” Since Bush-41, four U.S. presidents have surprised the allies, each feared for his lack of interest in Europe and limited experience with the world relative to their nine Cold War predecessors. Welcomed by the Allies as the most experienced foreign policy president since the end of the Cold War, Biden temporarily restored a measure of confidence in U.S. leadership, but his presidency has not aged well—his image of competence stained in Afghanistan, his reputation for balance weakened in Gaza, his strategy questioned for its improvisations in Ukraine, and his resolve at the mercy of a hostile electorate. What will come next as U.S. democracy is said to be on the ballot, with nearly three-fourths of Trump voters still questioning Biden’s legitimacy, and two-in-five Biden voters explaining their choice as opposition to Trump? That it could have been and could still be worse is neither satisfying nor reassuring: if half of its people does not stop laying siege to their government, sooner or later a crippled America will have little credibility left with adversaries and allies alike.⁹ And then what?

**An Entangling Alliance**

The history of the Alliance is one of discord and collaboration: for 75 years, a devaluation of the U.S. commitment to Europe has been announced with nearly every new president. With Clinton, who had lived History from a distance and was eager to do “the economy, stupid” while the Allies lived their “hour of Europe.” With an angry post-9/11 Bush-43, engaged in an all-consuming war in Iraq that much of Europe rejected as wasteful and self-defeating. With Obama, warmly applauded at first for who he was but subsequently questioned for what he did (leading the Alliance “from behind” while “pivoting” to Asia). And with Trump, who made of America-First a transactional strategy that downgraded allies to rivals or worse while upgrading adversaries as opportunities or better.

In a demographically transformed New World, a re-founding of the Atlantic idea is overdue, as is a re-founding of the related idea of Europe in a geographically recast Old World. Although widely viewed now as unevenly-shared burdens, NATO and the EU matter to the United States because both matter to Europe, and Europe matters to the United States as the other half of the world’s largest military and economic bloc. NATO’s collective defense spending tops $1.3 trillion (2023), the EU is the top trading partner of 80 countries, and the United States is for 20 more. Since the 1949 Washington Treaty, no country has ever left the Alliance, its membership growing from 12 at the creation to 32 now. Since the 1956 Rome Treaties, only one country has left the European Community/Union, which grew from six original members to 27 now, with many more applicants queuing up. The record is clear: the benefits of NATO and EU membership exceed or at least justify the costs.

---

⁹ In April 2024, both Biden and Trump had the lowest approval ratings at this point in their presidency of any postwar president, (38.7% and 46.6% respectively). In 2020, with a record turnout of 149 million voters, only 43,000 votes in three states (Arizona, Georgia, and Wisconsin) would have produced a tie in the Electoral College and Trump’s election at the House of Representatives, despite Biden’s 7 million votes advantage in the popular vote.
The prospect of a second Trump presidency threatens this legacy. Such concerns have merits given his past references to NATO as “obsolete,” the EU as “a rival,” and more recent assessments of Putin as a forceful leader entitled to a carte blanche for attending to his country’s security. But basta with such sauve-qui-peut: there is more to America than Trump, and there is more to NATO than America. A U.S. withdrawal from the Alliance, which would require an unlikely Senate approval, is doubtful even with Trump. Admittedly, a more likely adversarial distancing from NATO (including spotty attendance at NATO Summits, delayed appointment of high diplomatic and military officials, and reduced budget contributions) would weaken the Article 5 commitment to collective defense, but it would not end it. And, as an unintended consequence, Trump’s potential leave of absence from NATO would give the EU more room to speak and act European.

For Europe to find its voice and be heard, however, the EU and non-EU European members of NATO will have to achieve more unity and develop more relevant capabilities, meaning, forces with sustainable readiness, and credible reliability for quick and sustainable action. As a late geostrategic wakeup call, the war in Ukraine has motivated Europe’s rearmament to an extent unseen since, arguably, the Korean War—the United Kingdom (+7.9% in 2023 over 2022), Germany (+9.0%), and France (+6.5%). That remains far short of U.S. spending (68% of NATO’s total), especially as increases in real costs, above inflation, produce less “bang for the buck.” Yet at $380 billion in 2023 (+11% over the previous year), European NATO allies’ defense spending is over three times more than Russia’s official $120 billion budget. Nor do the allies’ traditional defense budgets account for the “broad range of tools” called for by the NATO 2030 agenda—“softer” dimensions of security that show Europe-friendly imbalances in costs for, commitments by, reliability of, and results from all 32 NATO members. These represent a more credible measure of the allies’ burden-sharing than an exclusive focus on traditional defense spending, which should nonetheless fall below 50% of total NATO spending for any of its members, including the United States.

In short, the days of alleged “free riders” are gone, and the European “pillar” envisioned after the Cold War (in a very different strategic landscape) is now emerging. Europe’s total aid to Ukraine during the war’s first two years (including about one-third in military aid) exceeded the four-year Marshall Plan as well as that of its senior partner. For additional synergies and to better align their efforts, the European pillar will need a strategic “Compass” over the next two to three years—if 23 EU members can agree with their nine non-EU NATO partners on a strategic concept, they should be able to agree with their four non-NATO EU partners (Austria, Cyprus, Ireland, and Malta) on a common EU strategy. Failing to think strategically raises the risks of acting erratically—at 27 (EU), shown by the setbacks in the Sahel region since 2011; at 32 (NATO), shown during the post-9/11 wars in Iraq and Afghanistan; and indeed at 36 (NATO and EU members, accounting for

---

10 Since the war started, the EU has contributed, collectively and individually, more than $101 billion in military ($35 billion), financial, humanitarian, and refugee assistance to Ukraine, with another $54 billion on its way. Non-EU members Britain and Norway have contributed an additional $15.2 and $5.2 billion respectively. Richard D. Hooker, Jr., “Why NATO Matters,” New Atlanticist (May 28, 2024): https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/nato-us-interest-washington-summit/.
the European countries that are members of both), shown in Western aid to Ukraine—always several months late and calibrated to keep it too weak to win but too strong to lose.

The two-pillar vision for NATO is not new. With a U.S. blessing, it was written into the postwar Western European Union (WEU), whose members were all founding members of NATO and the EU. Under Anglo-French sponsorship, it was part of the European Security and Defense Identity (ESDI) after the Cold War. Past 75, NATO remains the only military organization that can guarantee its members’ collective security, but their three separate-but-not-separable strategic dialogues (within NATO and with the United States, within the EU and among its members, and between NATO and the EU) will be made most effective, substantively and procedurally, with a Euro-Atlantic Forum of all 36 NATO and EU members plus the EU (as an entity of sovereign consequence) and NATO (as a participating observer). Such a Forum would help maximize the allies’ strength and competencies with less duplication, as well as avoid discrimination against any country that is not a member of both institutions. While respecting the specific identity of each institution and the individual sovereignty of their members, it could address all security, political, and economic dimensions in complementary ways, leading eventually to a shared—neither common nor single—Euro-Atlantic strategy paper combining the NATO strategic concept and the EU strategic compass.

The Long Year

2024 has been a long year. It started early and badly on January 6, 2021, with a shocking constitutional challenge in the United States, and it soon got worse as a contested new president struggled to restore unity at home and order in the world. Even for never-Trumpers, the results have been mixed. Biden has achieved much of what he most wanted to avoid abroad, including a Vietnam-like exit from Afghanistan in 2021, a costly proxy war with Russia since 2022, deeper involvement in the Middle East since 2023, increasingly conflictual and contested relations with China, a strategic builddown in the vital Sahel region, and the neglect of human rights while pursuing allies like Saudi Arabia. At home, the aberrant Trump moment that Biden had pledged to end has turned into the new normal of a post-American America to an extent that the next presidential election will not end. Indeed, whatever its outcome, the November 2024 election will be contested before and long past the inauguration—in Congress, in the Courts, and in the streets.

Unlike his four provincial predecessors, Biden came to office as the most Atlanticist president since, arguably, John F. Kennedy. Welcomed by the allies, he rallied an allegedly “brain-dead” Alliance and a “sleepwalking” Europe to deny Moscow the quick and painless victory it had expected. But—déjà vu all over again?—despite his superior capabilities and the geostrategic

---


advantages of willing and capable allies, Biden could not deter Putin in Ukraine any better than Bush-43 in Georgia (2008) or Obama in Crimea (2014). Nor could repeated pledges of unconditional support (“as long” and “as much” as it takes) intimidate an aggressor into accepting an endgame that would satisfy its victim, any better than a similar commitment to Israel after October 7, 2023 (“the equivalent of 15 9/11s,” claimed Biden) could produce an endgame in Gaza.

Thus, as the long year faces overtime—whether due to Trump obstructing Biden’s re-election or U.S. dejection after Trump’s return—the U.S.-light, post-American, post-Western world first sighted during the three decades after the Cold War continues to preview more brutality, less justice, deeper inequities, no moral certainty, plenty of resentment, less accountability, and much disorder—the jungle, as Robert Kagan called it. Yet it is when the future looks bleak and unsatisfying that leadership matters most; and it is when democracies are tired and fearful that the character of their people is best revealed. “As time goes by” was the title of the tune made famous in the film Casablanca: “You must remember this,” sang Sam at Rick’s urging, “Play it, play it again.” Much has changed over the past 75 years, but not the tune. Remember this: America in Europe, Europe as the EU, and the EU with NATO.
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